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Abstract  
Social media is increasingly becoming very popular among university students, where university 
students spend a substantial amount of their time using social media; however, little is known 
regarding whether such use is associated with positive or negative effects on their health 
behaviors. This study explores the influence of social media on health behaviors of university 
students in Gaza. 
  
The design of the study is a methodologically triangulated one. The quantitative component was 
carried out, through a face-to-face questionnaire with 411 participants who were studying at local 
universities in Gaza at the time of data collection. Convenient systematic sample was used to 
survey students exiting the selected universities. A structured interviewed questionnaire was used 
for data collection and the response rate was (75%). In addition, five key informant interviews 
were conducted with relevant service providers and policy makers. Moreover, six focus group 
discussions with university students were conducted. Quantitative data were analyzed using the 
SPSS software and the qualitative data were analyzed using open coding thematic technique. 
 
Findings show that of the participants, 98.1% owned a mobile, 51.6% used Facebook for texting. 
The most commonly in use application by the respondents is Facebook followed by Instagram, 
(89.3%), (68.1%), respectively. The results show that having Instagram profile was more common 
among females (76.3%) than males (59.2%) and the variations were statically significant. Nearly 
half of the respondents are usually active on social media in the evenings. The majority of 
participants use social media for keeping in touch with friends (81.8%). 
 
A considerable proportion of participants use the internet (34.5%) and social media (31.9%) as a 
common source for getting health information. Nearly half of participants had accessed health 
and lifestyle related information from Facebook. Similarly, half of participants said that social 
media had positive effects on their health behaviors. Physical activity and nutrition were the most 
interesting themes for the participants to get information about (45%), (24.3%) respectively. Of 
the respondents, 54% reported adapting some healthy behaviors after using social media. 
Moreover, 49.9% of respondents quitted some bad behaviors after using social media. With 
regard to nutritional behaviors, 40.3% of participants said that social media had positive effect on 
their eating habits. Regarding psychosocial status, Internet (43.3%) and social media (33.3%) 
were also used for accessing psychosocial status related information, 39.4% reported that social 
media had promoted their psychosocial status.  Only 19.5% of participants reported that social 
media contributed to combating smoking. Facebook encouraged smoking (reported by 61.3% of 
the participants) and at the same time it helps in combating it (67.4%). Only 14.3% of participants 
said that social media decrease drug and substance abuse. Regarding sleeping, nearly half of 
participants reported that social media decreases sleeping hours, 47% indicated that they skip 
sleeping hours because of using social media, 50.2% agreed that using social media at a late time 
hinders the academic achievement.  YouTube had positive effect on physical activity as reported 
by 59% of participants and on PSS (38.2%), while Facebook had the most positive effect on 
nutrition (61.9%), smoking (35.4%), drugs (33.4%) and health information seeking behaviors 
(67.4%). However, Facebook had the most negative effect on sleeping (41.7%). 
 
The study provided important information about the use of social media by the university students 
in Gaza and flags an important missed opportunity for using social media to positively influencing 
health behaviors.  Youth specific health related information can be effectively communicated via 
social media applications particularly through using face book and Instagram. 
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1 Chapter One 
Introduction: 
1.1 Background: 
Nowadays social media Plays an important role in influencing people's views and is an 
important part of everyday life for many people (Moorhead et al, 2013). Used as an 
umbrella term "social media" which describes web applications that allow users to 
generate, share, receive and comment on content via social networks (Kaplan & Haenlein, 
2010). More and more social media provide promising potential in the dissemination, 
collection of information, and information from it is becoming increasingly important in 
the everyday lives of people (Pálsdóttir, 2014). 
Modern lives are going digital, and healthcare is no exception. Social media provides 
intense information which affects peoples' interactions and behaviors. Currently, there are 
several social networking platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and 
Whatsapp which are available to connect people and enable them to share their ideas 
toward several issues including health. Social networks have become an important health 
resource (Newberry, 2019). It is worth to mention that social media influences have 
tremendous effect in the adoption of health behaviors (Laranjo et al, 2014).  
With nearly 2 billion active users on Facebook, Twitter and other social platforms across 
the world, social media are pervasive in daily life, with high use and ease of participation; 
it is an attractive tool for health behaviors interventions (Maher et al., 2014). Targeted 
applications such as Facebook, Twitter and others promote some aspects of health and 
offer new perspectives on health-related behaviors (ibid). 
Since social media are hugely popular, coupled with high rates of use and ongoing 
participation, they provide an unprecedented opportunity for policymakers and clinicians 
to introduce online social behavior change interventions (Pagoto et al., 2016). Furthermore, 
suitable use of social media can improve user access and satisfaction in accessing health 
care information (Ventola, 2014). The World Health Organization (WHO) has stated that 
patients' use of social media has registered greater satisfaction, and that health care 
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organizations for business development and visibility use social media as a means of 
resolving healthy play by eliminating geographical boundaries (Masic, 2012).  
Social media have the ability to support, enhance, and influence information behaviors. For 
example, health professionals can provide good information about healthy living and 
inspire people to discover this information (Moorhead et al, 2013). Additionally, friends or 
acquaintances can provide support and revelation through discussions. In addition, Internet 
resources have been made through monologues, where information is disseminated 
through web pages, newspapers or magazines on the web, to make people communicate, 
ask questions, exchange information, and get comments from each other (Pálsdóttir, 2014). 
Although this may create challenges, it is possible to publish inaccurate and misleading 
information. On the other hand, it provides health professionals with new opportunities to 
disseminate information about healthy living, as well as for people to collect this 
information and receive health support. Meanwhile, health promotion is one of the most 
important determinants of the health status of the individual and makes him responsible for 
his health (Shaheen et al., 2015).  
Health behaviors at younger ages are important factors that affect the individual risk of 
non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and other disorders that may occur later in life 
(Racette et al., 2014). The relationship has been documented between lifestyle behaviors 
such as physical activity and NCDs (Alpar et al., 2008), there is a high correlation between 
these diseases and unhealthy lifestyles, including inadequate nutrition, lack of exercise, 
smoking, excessive caffeine intake, and unhealthy sleep habits.  
University students have moved from childhood to adulthood, and this stage is marked by 
physical, psychological, social and sexual development. The promotion of healthy 
behaviors during this period increases their chances of becoming healthy adults in the 
future (Hoyt et al., 2012) 
Although there is too much information about the percentage of social media users, less 
is known about the influence of use of social media. It is unclear if users use social media 
in a constructive or destructive manner?   
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1.2 Problem statement: 
Social networking sites are websites that motivate people to create a "communications 
network" for others. Today's college students are known as the "net generation" or the 
millennium generation. Technology such as the Internet, e-mail, blogs and social 
networks are regarded as communication and connection tools for university students at a 
higher rate than individuals from any other generation (Junco & Cole‐Avent, 2008). 
Many aspects of social networking sites, including social support, empowerment, peer 
pressure, exchange of information and interactive emotion, can influence patients‟ health 
behaviors and increase commitment to and participation in patient health behaviors 
(Rozenblum & Bates, 2013). According to the PCBS, (2016) the percentage of youth 
communication through Facebook or Twitter daily reaches to 35.7%, using Whatsapp 
reaches 16.8%, using emails reaches 6.7%  and SMS 12.6%. 
Indeed, little is known about the actual impact of social media on behavior change in 
health and factors that may affect user interactions and experiences, such as ease of use, 
user satisfaction, and the level of technology acceptance or participation. Therefore, there 
is an urgent need to understand the effective impact of social media on broader health 
behaviors not simply assuming that interventions can be ported from one medium to 
another. Thus, this study fills important gaps about the effect of social media in 
influencing health behaviors, which might be highly beneficial to different audiences as 
detailed below.    
1.3 Justification 
This study is the first of its kind in Palestine in studying the effects of social media on 
health behaviors, thus the research will add it to the body of knowledge as one of the 
most important branches in social sciences in university student‟s life.  
Social media in particularly has been the most common tools used by young people 
worldwide. According to the PCBS (2016) 43% of youth (15-29) in Palestine are talking 
through Facebook and Twitter (social media applications).  
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Social media has demonstrated great influence on mobilizing Palestinian community 
though their battle against the Israeli occupation, especially the youth who have the 
enthusiasm, energy, and desire to change (Ben-Israel, 2018). 
The study explores the possibility of extending the role of social media to influence 
behaviors; especially the large size of users opens a new horizon for influencing 
behaviors.  This is particularly important for health promotion programs.  
In the last couple of years, few certified Arabic medical companies which provide health 
education, promotion and consultation to millions of the followers, use Facebook pages, 
Instagram, twitter, etc., to communicate health content. A good example is Altibbi 
Company, which has reliable social media pages, has 1.9 million followers from the 
Middle East and North Africa region on Facebook. Can we apply such thing in Gaza? 
What is the size of the benefit that affects our youth? If we provide this application 
which benefits do they get? 
The youth, at colleges or universities, experience serious changes in their bodies, eating 
and health behaviors. They tend to consume fast food, soft and energy drinks, smoke, or 
reduce the portion of meals they take to maintain their body shape, consume illegal 
drugs, use fat burner supplement, and bodybuilding drugs. University age is critical as 
people develop health behaviors that sustain long. Those youth, who are the main target 
of this study, are also the vast majority of social media users in Gaza Strip (GS), 
respondents to social media campaigns, in need to have awareness about the 
consequences of unhealthy behaviors. The big responsibility will be on the shoulders of 
certified health expert who will communicate these messages throughout the social 
media. 
The research will focus on the effect of social media on the health behaviors among the 
college or university students, the findings of this study might be used by policy makers 
like the Ministry of Health (MOH), Ministry of Youth, service providers in health sector, 
universities, colleges and advocates in health. The study findings will direct them to 
formulate strategies and set regulations for some social media contents published by 
companies, restaurants and others who provide related products that affect the youth 
health. For instance, in the educational sector curriculum, developers will be informed 
when developing curriculum for the youth. For the health education and promotion 
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programs, it will help doctors especially those dealing with counseling of the youth to 
know which tool s to use to effectively communication to the youth.  
The results of the study are likely to influence further scholarly research by other 
researchers who may be interested in this field of knowledge and initiate appropriate 
mitigation. As well as enhancing the importance of developing reliable social media 
contents tailored to the health awareness among youth.   
1.4 Aim 
This study aims at identifying the effect of social media on health behaviors of the 
university students, ultimately the study will provide recommendations for utilizing 
social media as a tool for improving appropriate health behaviors which could be 
reflected on the health status and practices. 
1.5 Objectives 
1. To appraise the contribution of the social media in influencing the health 
behaviors of university students. 
2. To recognize both positive and negative contributions of social media to health 
behaviors particularly in nutrition, exercising, sleep pattern, drug and substance 
abuse, smoking, seeking health information and psychosocial issues.  
3. To identify variations associated with the influence of social media on health 
behaviors in reference to characteristic and social media usage related variables. 
4. To provide suggestions and recommendations contributing to appropriate rate 
development of the role of social media in health behaviors.  
1.6 Questions 
1. Do social networking sites contribute to the discussions of contemporary health 
issues that concern university students and improve their healthy behaviors? 
2. What are the positive impacts of social media on health behaviors? 
3. What are the negative impacts of social media on health behaviors? 
4. How do students receive information on their health behaviors? 
5. Do the social media motivate the students to improve their healthy behaviors? 
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6. What are the practical interventions that can be significant to promote the 
effective role of health behaviors? 
7. Is social media a useful source to educate students about good health behavior?  
8. Which of the applications are used more among university students? 
9. Who has more effect of social media, male or female students? 
10. What is the message that university students may get from social media? 
11. Are there any variations in using social media through university students?  
12. Which applications are more influential in use? 
13. Which groups are more likely to be influential more? 
1.7 Context 
1.7.1 Demographic context 
The GS is a narrow piece of land on the southern eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea. 
With its area of 365 Sq. Km2, constituting about 1.35% from the Palestinian land (MOH, 
2014). It is a very crowded area, with a population density of 5,203  individuals by Km2 
(PCBS, 2018). In 2018, the total population of the Palestinians in both GS and West 
Bank (WB) is about 4,705,601 (1,875,317 in GS). The percentage of people aged 60 
years and above in GS is 4.3%%from the total population (PCBS, 2018).  Among 
Palestinians, life expectancy is 72 years for males, and 75 years for females.  
In Palestine, the proportion of youth (15-29) years constitutes 24.3% of the total 
population, as nearly 40% of them suffer unemployment distributed by 37% in the age 
group 15-19 years, and 63% in the age group 20-29 years, while the percentage in GS for 
age group 20-24 years is 10.2%. Data from the Palestinian Youth Survey 2016 indicated 
that the percentage of households headed by youth (15-29) years is 14%, 17% in the GS. 
The data also indicated that 72% of the households have at least one youth, 74% in the 
GS (PCBS, 2015).  
According to PCBS (2015) the percentage of youth using Facebook or Twitter daily 
reached to 35.7% in the GS 16.8% Whatsapp, 6.7% email and 12.6% SMS, 61.3% use 
computer by internet usage, 79.5% owning a mobile phone, 86.6% male and 72.2% 
female. These are considered as a high percentage and indicate the importance of social 
media in the Palestinian culture. 
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1.7.2 Socioeconomic characteristic  
Years of conflict and blockade have devastated Gaza‟s economy and left 80% of the 
population relying on the international humanitarian aid (UNRWA, 2016). Poverty rate 
among individuals in the GS according to household monthly consumption is 49% 
(PCBS, 2017). Deep poverty rate in the GS is 33.8% (PCBS, 2017). 
The unemployment rate has increased significantly to 41% (PCBS, 2015). The total 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in GS is 3,1341 USD Million (PCBS, 2015). The 
complex political and economic situation is exacerbating people‟s lives, with restriction 
of goods passage across the borders, both importing and exporting goods to and from GS 
is restricted because of the frequent closure of borders. This increases the use of social 
media, especially among the young people who uses the social media and considered the 
venture through which they communicate with the outside world, which can‟t to 
communicate with it. 
Since social media benifited the Palestinian community as it showed the Palestinian 
issue, its use and its impact on health is unknown. In addition to the need for students to 
educate health and improve health behaviors which are neglected largely and is not 
focused on them, despite the great importance that contribute to improving the health 
behavior of society as we mentioned above, and according to many studies on the role of 
social media to improve this health behaviors. 
1.7.3 Education system 
The illiteracy rate among Palestinians aged 15 years and above is 3.3%, distributed as 
1.4% of males and 4.8% of females (PCBS, 2015). It is 3.0% in GS. Literacy rate among 
Palestinians aged 15 to 19 years is 99.4% distributed as 99.4% for males and 99.4% for 
females, while the literacy rate among Palestinians aged 20 to 24 years is 99.1% 
distributed as 99.5% for males and 99.1% for females. Mean years of schooling among 
Palestinians aged 15 years and above is 10.67, distributed as 10.77 among males and 
10.56 among females. It is 11.04 in the GS (PCBS, 2015). 
According to Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) and Higher Education system in 
Palestine, there are 14 universities: 5 universities in the GS, in addition to 19 colleges 
that grant bachelor's degrees: 6 in the GS. There is only one university for open 
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education, which has 5 centers in the GS (MOHE, 2018). Moreover, there are 18 
community colleges: 7 in the GS. The number of students in universities in Palestine is 
204745, distributed as 79809 males and 124936 females. While, the number of students 
in community colleges in Palestine is 11283, distributed as 5376 males and 5907 females 
(MOHE, 2018). On the other hand, number of students in GS is 84817, distributed as 
39455 males and 45362 females (MOHE, 2018). 
1.7.4 Health status of youth in Gaza 
In Palestine, Cardiovascular diseases stills the leading cause of death among Palestinians, 
accounting for 30.6% of deaths recorded in 2016, Cancer was the second leading cause 
of death, with 14.0% of deaths. Cerebrovascular diseases were the third leading cause of 
death, with 12.8% of causes leading to death. Conditions in the perinatal period were the 
fourth leading cause of death 8.0%. In addition to that, complications of diabetes came in 
the fourth rank with a proportion of 8.0% (MOH, 2016). The prevalence and risk of 
NCDs are high (WHO, 2016). 
There are four main health care providers in Palestine: the Ministry of Health (MOH), 
the main provider of health services in the Gaza Strip, followed by the United Nations 
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA), non-governmental 
organizations and private profit providers (NGOs). MOH provides comprehensive 
services to the population, including primary, secondary and tertiary health services, and 
the procurement of health services not available to patients required from local and 
external health care providers. UNRWA is the second provider of health care after MOH, 
providing primary health care services only to refugee patients and purchasing secondary 
care services for hardship cases from other service providers such as MOH and private 
hospitals. NGOs provide primary and secondary services and some higher education 
services depend on projects and funds. The private sector provides services at the three 
level of care through specialized hospitals and specialized centers for profit 
reasons.Additionally, there are 32 hospitals in the GS. The MOH provides its services 
through 56 health labs. There are 158 primary care centers, 22 belonging to UNRWA, 
and 51 belonging to MOH. In addition, there is a Department of Health Education in the 
MOH, and health education activities are through international projects focusing on 
reproductive health and youth health (MOH, 2018). 
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Moreover in GS, 21.4% of young people in age group (13–15) years (30.2% boys, 11.6% 
girls) have ever smoked cigarettes, while 47.4% have been affected by passive smoking 
(MOH,2016), furthermore the prevalence rates of overweight (18.8%) and obesity 
(20.8%) among university students in GS (Abu Hamad, S., 2017). 
There are many reports showing that there is a gap in information among young people.  
GAGE study refer that the most pressing problems faced by adolescents are sexual and 
reproductive health and risky behaviors such as smoking and drug abuse. Girls are 
particularly affected by sexual and reproductive health issues (Abu Hamad et al, 2017). 
Additionaly GAGE study added that health services rarely match the specific needs of 
adolescent girls and boys, which adversely affect their use. In addition, the basic package 
of health services is overly medical and does not include adolescent preventive services, 
designed specifically to meet their special needs, especially information and awareness 
(ibid). 
Additionally, those youth, who are the main target of this study, are also the vast 
majority of social media users in GS, and the great respondents to social media 
campaigns, in need to have awareness about the consequences of unhealthy behaviors.  
1.7.5 Health behaviors 
Little is known about university students specific health status. According to a recent 
UNFPA study (2016), 16% of young people had a health problem in the two weeks prior 
to collecting household data, while 3% had at least one chronic disease, including 
disability, which are barriers to access to health care in Gaza. There are many obstacles 
that prevent young people from accessing health care. Girls have expressed many obstacles 
to access sexual and reproductive health, financial constraints (27%), access to services 
(11%), have no time (21%), either access to public health services, lack of knowledge of 
where to go (11%); inability to obtain permission, lack of access to money (36%); 
unwillingness to go alone (39%); and lack of health workers (32%) (UNFPA, 2013). As for 
males, the barriers were more financial than social (WHO, 2013). 
In the General Service category, 42.0% in the 15-29 age group eat breakfast daily, 14% 
smoke, 67.4% do not exercise daily, 34.9% do not hear about sexually transmitted 
diseases, In addition to limited access to appropriate information, even in maternal 
matters, only 15% of mothers have been able to name at least five risk signs (UNFPA, 
2013). 
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1.7.6 Telecommunication sector  
 The total number of Internet companies operating and registered in the Ministry of 
Telecommunications for 2015 was 56 companies; 40 wireless Internet companies (WIFI), 
6 companies for VOIP, 10 companies for broadband Internet access, and 40 companies for 
importing communications equipment (PCBS, 2014).  
Furthermore, the number of mobile subscribers reached 3.7 million by the end of 2016. 
Jawwal and Wataniya are the two major Palestinian mobile phone companies operating in 
the WB and GS. 74% of Palestinians use Jawwal, 15% use Wataniya and 11% use Israeli 
companies (Social Studio, 2016). 
In fact, Jawwal and Paltel control 70% of the Palestinian cellular and ADSL market. 
Founded in 1995 by the Palestinian Authority, Paltel is the main telecommunications 
company in the Palestinian Territory and provides Internet services, communications lines, 
web hosting and domain name services. (PCBS, 2014). 
Today, about ten in companies compete to provide internet services in the Palestinian 
territories.  Despite the Israeli siege of the sector, paltel operates 400.000 fixed lines in the 
WB and GS. The sector currently employs about 8,500 people working in 600 companies. 
In addition, the total production volume in this sector is about 900 million, representing 
6.1% of the Palestinian GDP and is still growing rapidly after 1995. The Palestinian 
National Authority (PNA) administration and the private sector have recently invested in 
the hardware and software. (Abudaka, 2018). 
1.8 Definition of terms 
1.8.1 Social media 
Social media is a computer-based technology that facilitates the creation and exchange of 
information, ideas, professional interests and other forms of expression across virtual 
communities and networks (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 
1.8.2 Health behaviors 
Any activity is done to prevent or detect disease or to improve health and well-being 
(Conner and Norman, 1996). 
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2 Chapter Two 
Literature Review & Conceptual Frame Work 
2.1 Conceptual framework 
A conceptual framework is A tool used by researchers to develop a framework for their 
research studies, where it make it easy for researchers to find links and relationships 
between existing literature and their research objectives and goals (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). The conceptual framework explains either graphically or numerically, the variables, 
the main areas to be studied and the assumed relationship between them (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). 
.  
 
Figure (‎2.1):  Conceptual Framwork 
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2.1.1 Social media 
In this study, social media is regarded as the independent variable which might affect 
university student‟s health behaviors in the GS. The researcher will explore details 
related to the use of social media such as access, usage pattern, and type of applications.  
2.1.1.1 Access 
Represents the extent to which students have access and can use social media; this 
includes accessibility in broader terms including availability, affordability and freedom 
in use. 
2.1.1.2 Usage patterns 
The researcher explored the usage pattern such as number of hours, time and, what else 
how these might affect health behaviors. 
2.1.1.3 Application types 
Application types might influence the effect of social media on health such as Facebook, 
Instagram, Twetter, WhatsApp, and YouTube. 
2.1.2 Socio-demographic factors 
Sociodemographic factors are intervening factors that might affect the use and the effect 
of social media. It represents personal characteristics and includes: age, sex, family size, 
parent education, family income. These factors explore the potential effects of self and 
context, with a greater emphasis on self-specific characteristics on the use of social 
media. 
2.1.3 Health behaviors 
In this study health behaviors are the dependent variable and include six domains: 
physical activity, nutritional behaviours, health Information seeking behavior, smoking, 
drug and substance abuse, sleeping and psychological status (PSS). 
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2.1.3.1 Physical activity 
Physical activity is defined as any physical movement produced by the skeletal muscles 
and leads to a substantial increase in the expenditure of comfortable energy (Ulijaszek, 
2007). The researcher in this study investigates physical activity including fitness, 
exercise, relaxation, and participation in leisure activity and the influence of social media 
on these practices. 
2.1.3.2 Health information seeking behavior 
Health information seeking behavior is seen as the way people get information about 
health, illness, health risks and health promotion (Hurst, 2017). 
The researcher investigates the influence of social media on health information seeking 
behaviors including electronic pages and applications. 
2.1.3.3 Nutritional behaviors 
“The sum of all planned, spontaneous, or habitual actions of individuals or social groups to 
procure, prepares, and consumes food as well as those actions related to storage and 
clearance (Department of Nutritional Behavior 2010; based on definitions by Leonhäuser 
et al. 2009, 20; and Oltersdorf 1984, 189). In this context the researcher focused on several 
dietary behaviors such as, breakfast skipping, meal patterns, snacking, eating fast food, 
eating during using social media, and if the social media has a positive correlation with 
weight loss. 
2.1.3.4 Smoking 
Smoking is the act of inhaling and exhaling the fumes of burning plant material, through 
the mouth, usually of tobacco in a cigarette, cigar, or pipe (Hilton, 2019). 
In this study the researcher investigated the influence of social media in smoking including 
anti smoking messages, pro smoking.  
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2.1.3.5 Sleeping 
Sleep is a normal state of mind and physiology, characterized by variable consciousness, 
relatively inhibitory sensory activity, almost all voluntary muscle inhibition, reduced 
interactions with the surrounding (Ferri et al, 2008). 
The researcher explored the relation between hours sleep at night, at daytime and anxiety 
with social media use, and the effect of social media on the nerve system and eyes.  
2.1.3.6 Drug and substance abuse 
Drugs are substances that affect the way the body works. If the property is classified as 
"illegal", it is prohibited by law. Various illicit drugs affect people with different effects 
and are affected by many factors. This makes them unpredictable and dangerous, 
especially for young people (Drug & Alcohol Information, 2019). The researcher 
investigates the relationship between drug and social media. 
2.1.3.7 Psychological status 
The researcher investigates the relationship between using social media and some of 
psychological factors namely; stress, depression, socialization, being lonely, anger, 
happiness, sadness and anxiety. 
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2.2 Literature review 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The love child of the World Wide Web is social media, which comes in many forms, 
including blogs, forums, business networks, photo-sharing platforms, social gaming, 
micro blogs, chat apps, and social networks  (Social Media Statistics & Facts, 2019). 
Social media are the umbrella of information and communication technologies used to 
share information, ideas and opinions, mostly through communication with individuals 
and other groups (Çömlekçi & Güney, 2016). 
Social media are rooted in everyday life, with high utilization and ease of participation, 
making it an attractive tool for health behavior interventions (Maher et al, 2014). 
Values of social media  
Social communication has four main strengths: collaboration, participation, 
empowerment and time. Social media are a means of cooperation and participation by its 
nature as it is defined by social interaction. It is a tool to provide users with the ability to 
communicate with each other and enable them to form communities for social 
communication or information sharing and it is possible to achieve a common goal or 
interest. Social media can be able to empower their users because they provide them with 
a platform to speak (Magro, 2012). It offers the opportunity to disseminate or broadcast 
information in an inexpensive way to anyone with access to the Internet. In terms of 
time, social media technologies allow users to instantly publish information in real-time 
(Bertot et al., 2010). 
Social media users have the ability to increase the number of interactions, thus providing 
them with more information that is available, shared, and customized. Social media can 
generate more health information as users create and share medical information online 
(Adams, 2010). Additionally, social media can expand access to those who may not have 
easy access to health information through traditional methods, such as youth (Chou et al, 
2009). 
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Drawbacks of using social media  
The main limitations of social media are quality concerns, and the lack of reliability of the 
health information (Adams, 2010). In addition to, Web authors are often unknown, or there 
may be many authors, or the line between product and audience is unclear, thus, it is 
difficult for individuals to distinguish the reliability of information on the Internet 
(Adlassnig, 2009).  
Several studies have shown worries about privacy, confidentiality, data security, and 
potential harms when personal data is indexed (ibid.). Social media users are often 
unaware of the risks of disclosing personal information over the Internet and 
communicating with harm or incorrect advice using social media (Adams, 2010).  
Use of internet and social media  
Social media has been developed in 1997 (History Cooperative, 2019). 
According to social media statistics of 2019, there are 3.2 billion users of social media 
around the world, and there is an increasing number in this number. This represents 
about 42% of the current population (Emarsys, 2019). 
Facebook remains the most popular social networking platform with more than 2.32 billion 
active monthly users. Active users are those who have logged into Facebook in the last 30 
days. Nearly two thirds of adults in the United States (68%) now report that they are 
Facebook users (Pewinternet, 2018). 
Facebook and YouTube dominate this scene, and adults in the United States are the vast 
majority who use these sites. At the same time, for the age group from 18 to 24 years old, 
about. 78% of them use Snapchat, and 71% of those users visit the platform several times a 
day. Similarly, 71% of Americans in the same age group now use Instagram and nearly 
half (45%) of Twitter users (Oberlo, 2019). 
The use of social media in the Middle East has reached its peak, especially in countries 
such as the United Arab Emirates, which recorded the highest penetration rate of social 
media ever reached 99% in 2018. Saudi Arabia also recorded the highest annual growth 
rate in the number of users of social media by 32% (Crowd Analyzer, 2018).  
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Internet permeation in the WB and GS reached 63.2% by mid-2016 with a total number 
of 3 million Palestinian internet users (Internet World Stats report). According to (PCBS) 
in 2014, almost 48.3% of Palestinian households have internet connection, an increase of 
18% from the year 2011(PCBS, 2015). The latest statistics from PCBS published in 2017 
show that the total number of ADSL subscribers reached 320,500 in total (226,855 in the 
WB and 93,645 in the GS) (PCBS, 2017). 
Nearly, 1 in 3 Palestinians is present on social media (SocialStudio, 2015).  Facebook is 
the most widely used social media platform with a total of 1.6 million Palestinian users 
(constituting 33% of total internet users in the WB and GS).  
2.2.2 Social media values on health 
A study was conducted on how people use social media with regard to health information 
and lifestyle among different groups of Icelanders and compare them to searching for 
information in other channels. The findings suggest that social media can improve their 
awareness of health and lifestyle, as well as other sources of information on the Internet 
(Pálsdóttir, 2014).  
Additionally, Fox and Duggan (2013) added that social media besides being a source of 
entertainment, it is becoming the main platform for obtaining health information besides 
the option of consulting a health practitioner. Among individuals using the internet, 72% 
of the users searched for health inquiries in a search engine before deciding whether to 
follow up with a health professional. 
Another study was conducted by Laranjo and colleagues to evaluate the use and 
effectiveness of interventions using social networking sites to change health behaviors. 
Five databases were scanned using a predefined search strategy. Studies were included if 
they focused on patients/ consumers, involved social networking sites intervention, had an 
outcome related to health behavior change, and were prospective. Studies were screened by 
independent investigators, and assessed using Cochrane‟s risk of bias tool. Randomized 
controlled trials were pooled in a meta- analysis. The database search retrieved 4656 
citation studies (7411 participants) met the inclusion criteria. Facebook was the most 
utilized social networking sites, followed by health- specific social network site and 
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Twitter. Eight randomized controlled trials were combined in a meta- analysis. Appositive 
effect of SNS interventions on health behavior outcomes was found. (Laranjo et al, 2014). 
Additionally, a study conducted by Hill (2013), the purpose of this study was to study the 
relationship of social media with college student lifestyle and health behaviors regarding 
nutrition, fitness, and overall health and wellbeing in Health and Rehabilitation Sciences 
Students. The findings of this study refer that the number of student using social media was 
very high. Facebook was most commonly used, with 97% of rparticipents reporting using 
the media. On the other hand a majority of students used YouTube (90%). Most students 
use one or more social media sites (websites) for less than 1 hour per day. In general, these 
figures suggest that social media are strongly present in the daily life of college students 
(Hill, 2013). 
Moreover, in a cross sectional study using self-administered questionnaire was conducted 
to study the impact of Facebook and others social networks on academic performance and 
social life among medical students, 27 item self-administered questionnaire were 
distributed to 275 medical students, the prevalence of Facebook and other social networks 
users is 93.1%, the researcher found that the males use Facebook and other social networks 
more than females by (97.6%). The main social networks used are Facebook (98.8%). The 
most purpose of using social networks were connecting with family and friends (86.7%) 
following the news (76.6%). Additionally, 96.1% of users use social networks for 
academic purposes, but the prevalence of negative effect of using the SNs on academic 
performance is high (A‟lamElhuda & Dimetry, 2014).  
In another study conducted by Alahmar (2017), the aim of this study was to explore the 
influence of social networks on the grade of second stage medical students at the college of 
Medicine, University of Babylon, Iraq. 50 medical students were asked about type of social 
networks they used frequently, time spent on these media, main reason for use and the 
impact of their social interaction on study time and grades, the findings of this study refer 
that all students have been using Facebook and 96% have been using Facebook messenger 
and other social networks, 84% of them reported that social networks reduce social 
interaction, students understand the impact of these networks on their academic 
performance as well as social interaction. However, the use of these networks seems to 
have no effect on the study time or student grades that may be due to the controlled use of 
social networks or the use of these networks as an educational tool (Alahmar, 2017).  
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More and more, a study examines the issues of the relation between social media and its 
impact on behavior change of the youth, the study aims to find out what these social media 
are, what are their use in the lives of the University students and their implications on their 
behavior. The study also examines to determine the risks that come with the use of social 
media on Kenyan youth; the study is a blending with qualitative and quantitative 
approaches, the researcher proposed to use the descriptive survey design to gather data 
relating to the impact of social media among the youth on behavior change, attitude and 
perception. The study found out that the youth in Kenya use social media a lot and they 
spend more time on the computer, most of the youth were on social media with Facebook, 
WhatsApp and Twitter topping the list. The study found that the youth prefer social media 
because their message is received in real time, 63% of them agreed to a large extent that 
social networks help them in maintain contacts with old friends and create new friends 
(Njoroge, 2013). 
2.2.2.1 Application Types  
Social media are an important part of everyday life for many people. The term "social 
media" is used as a comprehensive term and describes web applications that allow users 
to create, share, receive, and comment on content across social networks (such as 
Facebook); blogs and micro blogs (e.g. Word- Press and Twitter); content communities 
(e.g. YouTube) (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Additionally, as reported in the 2010, Media 
Industry Fact Sheet, two-thirds of the population over the age of 13 is connected by cell 
phones. Also, the U.S. Census Bureau (2010) found the results of the survey and concluded 
that 68% of households on average have a computer connected to the Internet. Moreover, 
according to Facebook‟s statistics, 1 in every 13 people in the world has an active profile 
on Facebook. 
Facebook has been developed in February 2004 (Barr, 2018). Additionally, it has been 
the most popular social networking platform that appears in health behavior change 
research (Maher et al., 2014). Studies have targeted a wide range of health behaviors, 
including weight loss (Herring et al., 2014), physical activity (Joseph et al., 2015), 
smoking cessation (Foster et al., 2010). 
Kalpidou and colleagues (2011) said that Facebook has the ability to influence health 
behaviors of individuals and improve public health, and in other study Foster and his 
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colleagues illustrated Facebook as a way to make a positive change in behavior. They 
noted that simple portable devices can act as an inexpensive and accessible catalyst for 
this behavioral change without the need to use highly complex and expensive 
applications or portable devices. 
Twitter is a social networking service and small blogs, enabling registered users to read 
and post short messages, so-called Twitter. Twitter messages are limited to 140 
characters and users can also upload photos or short videos (Inc., 2017). 
Twitter is a way to increase the success of online interventions as it promotes social 
participation (Maher et al., 2014). Twitter promoted the dissamination of information and 
enriched social networks in an online quit smoking program (Pechmann et al., 2015) and 
enhanced social support for weight loss (Pagoto et al., 2014). In addition, Twitter has 
been extracted as a source of public and searchable data relating to health behaviors 
(Maher et al., 2014). 
Instagram Instagram launched on 6th October 2010 and its growth was nearly 
immediately (Eudaimonia, 2017). Additionally, Instagram is a social networking 
application through which images is exchanged and allows users to capture and edit 
images using a set of digital filters. Instagram also started to view video sharing and 
Instagram stories. Instagram also allows users to comment on photos and videos 
published by people who follow them (Hernandez & Smouse, 2017). 
Blogs are generally defined as „„web-based journals in which entries are published in 
reverse chronological sequence‟‟ (Herring et al., 2014).  
YouTube has been developed on 2005 (Dickey, 2013). It is an American video-sharing 
website, YouTube allows users to upload, view, rate, share, add to playlists, report, 
comment on videos, and subscribe to other users (ibid).  
WhatsApp is a freeware, cross-platform messaging service; it has been developed on 
2009, it allows users to send text messages and voice messages (Metz, 2016). 
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2.2.2.2 Usage pattern 
Social media statistic reveals that an average of two hours and 22 minutes is spent per 
person per day on social networks and correspondence (Oberlo, 2019). 
On the other hand, according to PCBS (2016), 61.7% of youth (15-29) use computer in 
GS, 61.3% use computer by internet usage, also PCBS clarified that 79.5% of youth owns 
mobile in GS, 86.6% male and 72.2% female. Additionally according to the same source, 
35.7% of youth (15-29) use Facebook and Tweeter daily. 
2.2.2.3 Access 
Another factor that reflects the appropriateness of using social media is availability. 
Availability is one of the important playing factors for using social media; it‟s obvious that 
assuring proper access would enhance the students to proper use social media. 
Accessibility also important factors to us social media. 
Nearly, 3.7 million Palestinians had mobile phone subscriptions by the end of 2016 
(SocialStudio, 2015).   
Furthermore, according to PCBS (2016), 55% of Palestinians access Facebook through 
their smartphones in comparison to only 10% who access the platform from a computer 
or a laptop. 
2.2.3 Demographic factors 
Pew Research Center (2014) found that there are many factors affect social media usage 
such as socioeconomic factors, in the report of Pew Research Center appear that age is 
strongly associated with the use of social media: Those ages 18 to 29 have always been the 
most likely users of social media by a considerable margin, besides gender, the study 
revealed that females were more likely than males to use social networking sites for a 
number of years (Pew Research Cente, 2014). Moreover, many studies agreed with Pew 
Research Center where in the study the researcher explored that the use of social media 
also differed by age. The results of this study show that younger participants are more 
likely to use social media. The level of education has an impact as this study has shown 
that the more educated participants were more likely to use social media (Pálsdóttir, 2014). 
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2.2.4 Effect of social media on health behaviors 
2.2.4.1 Health Behaviors 
The health promoting behaviors, Is one of the most important determinants of health, it is 
an important factor to avoid many diseases and is an important factor for promoting 
health and preventing diseases that are directly related to these behaviors (Li et al., 
2012). 
University students undergo a transition from childhood to adulthood characterized by 
physical, psychological, social and sexual development. Promoting health behaviors 
during this period increases their chances of becoming healthy adults in the future (Hoyt 
et al., 2012). The benefits of health-promoting behaviors are known, but many studies 
have shown that university students have an unhealthy lifestyle, such as physical 
inactivity, which needs to be highlighted, as well as many unhealthy behaviors (Shaheen 
et al, 2015).  
Many studies reveal that social media has positive effect on health behaviors, one of 
these studies were conducted by Laringo and colleages (2014), the aim of this study was 
to assess the use and effectiveness of interventions using social networking sites to 
change health behaviors. Five databases were scanned using a research strategy. The 
results showed positive impact of social media on health behavior outcomes.  
Physical Activity 
A qualitative study, using a semi-structured interview design, was conducted to discover 
the range of beliefs and understandings about physical activity and responses to media 
coverage, the results of the study showed that social media are able to promote physical 
activity through the influence of beliefs, social norms and personal behaviors (Smith and 
Bonfiglioli, 2015). 
A one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to investigate the validity of 
the hypothesis that individuals who follow Instagram accounts will spend more time in the 
exercise than those who do not follow the Instagram accounts for exercise. The results 
showed that those who followed Instagram exercises exercised much longer than those 
who did not follow the Instagram exercise account. This indicates that the application of 
the instagram has a positive and effective effect to motivate people to be physically active. 
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On the other hand, Another ANOVA test for the hypothesis that individuals who follow 
the food Instagram accounts will spend less time eating than those who do not follow the 
food Instagram accounts. The results showed that there were no differences between those 
who followed Instagram's food accounts and those who did not follow the Instagram 
accounts. But the research found that males who followed Instagram's food accounts eat 
less frequently, the researcher confirmed the role of Instagram calculations that encourage 
exercise and dietary habits (Kosek, 2015). 
In a descriptive qualitative study was to describe the ways in which social networking sites 
provide college females with social support for their diet and/or physical activity goals. a 
purposive sample of 12 college females, data from three sources were collected over the 
course of four weeks, three types of data were collected from each participant over the 
course of four weeks. During the first three weeks of the study, each woman completed a 
participant journal, which is an open-ended questionnaire, and the researcher conducted 
daily observations of each participant‟s social network sites activity. During the fourth and 
final week of the study, a semi-structured interview was conducted with each participant. 
All data were collected through the use of social media. The participants of this study 
engaged with the topics of diet and physical activity regularly during their personal social 
network sites use on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest Participants received three general 
types of support for their diet and/or physical activity goals from social network sites use 
getting new information, receiving motivation, and providing accountability for their goals. 
(Kies, 2016) 
2.2.4.1.1 Health information seeking behavior 
Pew Research Center (2014) reported that 31% of cell phone owners and 52% of 
Smartphone owners seek health or medical information through their phones. 
Drescher and Hasselbach conducted a study; the aim of the study is to find out whether 
students in Germany use the Internet as an information source for diet problems. If this 
information affects their behavior, the sample was 330 international students in Germany. 
The results showed that the more the student uses the Internet, and the more the student 
searches the Internet for information related to health and diet, the more they change their 
dietary behavior (Drescher & Hasselbach, 2014). 
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According to a cross-sectional survey, which aimed to exam in college students‟ use of the 
Internet for locating health information, the results showed that more than half of the 
students wanted to find health information on the Internet and about one-third would 
participate in the Internet Health Program (Escoffery et al., 2005). 
A study conducted by Bannor and colleagues (2017), the purpose of this study is to 
comprehensively understand the effectiveness and assessment of existing health 
communication methods media used in Ghana. The researcher used two different methods. 
He did a qualitative and quantitative research. In-depth interviews were conducted with 
health promotion professionals in Ghana and 150 members of the public were surveyed. 
The results showed that the general public sees social media as an effective place for health 
professionals to exchange health messages. They believe that health messages 
disseminated via social media are effective and have a positive effect, but are concerned 
that traditional methods lose their effectiveness as a tool for delivering health-related 
messages.  
A nother study conducted by Sin & Kim (2013), the study analyzed international students' 
everyday life information needs, their usage of social network sites for everyday life 
information seeking (ELIS), Findings indicate that a majority of the respondents frequently 
used social network sites for ELIS. Younger students, undergraduates, and extroverts were 
more likely to use social network sites for ELIS, This indicates that social network sites 
serve as a valuable channel for purposeful everyday life information seeking, and beyond 
its social support value added to that top daily life information needs were finance, health, 
and home country news.  
In a study conducted by Magnezi and colleagues, their study aimed to evaluate the effects 
and benefits of participation in an online health-related social network and to determine 
which variables predict perceived site usefulness, while examining patient activation. The 
researchers found that active participation in a health-related social networking site on the 
Internet indicated a significantly higher benefit. (Magnezi et al, 2014). 
2.2.4.1.2 Nutritional Behaviors 
There is an influx of data regarding the differences in prevalence of adolescent obesity 
between rural and urban populations. Rural residents struggle with socioeconomic 
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disadvantages such as high poverty and unemployment rates, lower literacy levels and lack 
of access to nutrient dense foods compared to urban populations which may attribute to 
their higher rates of obesity (Bardenhagen et al., 2017) the prevalence rates of overweight 
(18.8%) and obesity (20.8%) (Abu Hamad, 2017). Abu Hamad added that there is 
significant relationship between overweight and obesity, and daily average hours of surfing 
social media applications, eating while visiting social media and eating chips and snacks 
while on social media.  
On the other hand, many research studies have found that social media applications are 
useful in dietary behavior, in one study; the purpose of this study was to learn about the 
effectiveness of using the SmartWiz application to support healthy lifestyle options in 
adolescence. The research sample was between the ages of 16 and 19 years of education in 
full or part time. The participants used paper notes to record eating and exercise for 4-5 
weeks. There was food awareness and support during this stage, and then they used the 
applications for the same period. At this stage, personal messages sent in response to the 
application activity were received at the end of each stage. During the study stages, 
participants completed an online questionnaire to describe their experience using paper 
notes and applications. The results showed that participants preferred to apply the phone 
application to paper notes, and that the application was less boring to use and more 
acceptable in social settings and this reinforces the idea of a more effective approach to 
improve the levels of diet and exercise (Jimoh et al, 2018). 
Additionally, in another study, the research‟s aim was to examine whether different types 
of posts differentially affect participant engagement and if engagement with social media 
enhances weight loss. The research team made analysis for data from a randomized weight 
loss study with a 4-month follow-up support period via private Facebook groups and 
monthly meetings. Engagement with Facebook was significantly associated with weight 
loss during the 4-month maintenance period. The findings provide evidence for ways to 
provide social support during weight loss interventions using remote methodology (Hales 
et al., 2014). 
He and colleagues (2017) in their study explored that the weight loss intervention 
campaign based on an official WeChat account focused on an occupation-based population 
in Shunyi District was effective for males. The more active male participants were in using 
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WeChat, the more weight they lost, the research team added with regard to female may be 
there is no effect or negative effect. 
2.2.4.1.3 Sleeping 
Woods & Scott (2016) study aimed to studying how social media use including night use 
and emotional investment in social media is linked to the quality of sleep, self-esteem, 
anxiety and depression in adolescents. The higher the levels of social media use, the lower 
the quality of sleep. The higher levels of anxiety were also associated with the increased 
use of social media in general. The greater the use of social media in general, the greater 
the depression. 
In a cross-sectional study was conducted among 306 health care workers comprising of 
doctors and nurses in a Malaysian public health hospital to examine if there is a 
relationship between whatsapp use and sleep disturbance, the findings explored that  the 
prevalence of sleep disturbances among health workers using Whatsapp in their study 
sample was relatively high (Ganasegeran et al., 2017). 
Another study conducted by Scott (2015), the purpose of this study is to explore the extent 
to which adolescent media use is related to sleep quality, self-esteem, levels of anxiety and 
depression. In addition, this study is the first to examine how emotional investment in 
social media relates to these aspects of well-being. The results of the study were 467 
adolescents who completed the survey questionnaire on the use of social media in general 
and night. The results showed a correlation between the use of social media in general and 
the use of social media at night and emotional investment in social media such as poor 
sleep, anxiety and depression. Social networking measures showed 13.5% of the variation 
in sleep quality. The use of social media at night was a major indicator of poor sleep 
quality after controlling for depression, anxiety and self-esteem. 
More and more a study conducted by Levenson and colleagues (2017), their study aimed to 
determine the independent association of social media use during the 30 minutes before 
bed and disturbed sleep while controlling for covariates including total social media use 
throughout the day. A nationally representative sample of 1763 young adults aged 19-32. 
Participants estimated to what extent they used social media in the 30 minutes before bed. 
After testing the proportional adds assumption Ordered logistic regression was used to 
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compute the independent association between social media use before bed and sleep 
disturbance controlling for covariates, including total social media use. The results of this 
study refer that the use of social media in 30 minutes before sleeping is independently 
linked to sleep disturbance among adults. (Levenson et al, 2017). 
Additionally, a cross – sectional design using an anonymous self-administered 
questionnaire was conducted to assess the impact of using social media (i.e., Twitter and 
WhatsApp) on sleep quality and to identify risk factors associated with poor sleep quality 
among medical students in King Khalid University, the researcher found that 76.2% of 
students use both Twitter and WhatsApp, 21.5% use WhatsApp only, 1% use Twitter only, 
while 1% do not use any. Most medical students (89.8%) use Twitter/WhatsApp every day, 
almost one third of students have poor sleep quality, especially 2nd and final year medical 
students and those who use social media for more than two hours daily (Asiri et al, 2018). 
2.2.4.1.4 Smoking 
In a study of Australia's indigenous population, which has a smoking rate of 41 percent, 
according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, a quick review was conducted to find out 
effective ways and means that could affect smoking, prevent chronic diseases and promote 
health for a healthy lifestyle for Australians. The research revealed many methods that 
promote healthy lifestyles with a focus on tobacco control and quitting smoking. The 
research resulted in projects and interventions to increase healthy lifestyles, with a focus on 
prevention and cessation of smoking. These included social marketing campaigns that 
proved their effectiveness and their strong impact on behavior chang, where research has 
shown that it has the ability to have a strong impact on attitudes and beliefs related to 
smoking, but messages need to be related to personal and cultural to be effective (Upton et 
al., 2014).  
Another study conducted by Yoo and colleagues (2016), the aim of the study was to 
investigate the effect of smoking-related messages on social media on smoking of 
university students. The study was conducted by 366 university students from 3 US 
universities. The researchers studied the effects of expression and reception of smoking-
related messages on smoking using path analysis, the results show that social media have a 
direct and indirect effect on smoking. Social media serve as an effective channel for 
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generating, sharing, receiving and commenting on smoking-related content, and thus 
influencing the smoking of college students. 
On the other hand; Felton (2018) conduct a study on 871 students at the University of 
Texas at Austin, The research followed the Integrative Model of Texas of Behavioral 
Prediction to attempt to understand the smoking behavior of young adults who use social 
media. After collecting information on students' perceptions of their ability to resist 
smoking and smoking history and beliefs about societal views on smoking, researchers 
tried to gather how many times participants surveyed social media for smoking over the 
next three months. The researchers found that the more students interacted with social 
networking platforms, the more likely they were to be exposed to pro-smoking 
information. After a follow up for six month from the researcher, the researcher found that 
students who frequent pro-smoking information scanning using social media were more 
likely to smoke at follow-up. 
2.2.4.1.5 Drug and substance abuse 
A 2011 report by the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia 
University showed that teenagers who use social media use tobacco, alcohol and marijuana 
more than teenagers who do not use social media, and the risk is higher for those who have 
seen children's photos. 
Grund (2009) said that the correlations between social media use and public acceptance of 
illicit behavior are not underground. It includes drug use and abuse. In addition to the 
many complaints about the social media. There are studies and analysises that that assured 
the relation between drug and social media, including one such analysis found deep 
correlations between social media use and subsequent drug abuse. Additionally, Grund 
(2009) added that by surveying 2,000 adolescents ages 12 to 17 about both social media 
use and lifestyle habits. The researchers identified that teens using social media are two or 
more times as likely to have tried tobacco, alcohol, or marijuana. 
Moreover, Ridings (2016) said that viewing alcohol or drug related content could develop 
what is known as digital peer pressure, an increased interest for teenagers to try these 
substances. Ridings (2016) added that social media can also be a method of arranging a 
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drug deal; he assured his words based on a report out of Houston in 2014, which describes 
how Instagram can be used to attract teenagers to take out drugs.  
2.2.4.1.6 Psychosocial status 
In a study to help understand how people behave and seek satisfaction when using social 
networking sites, in this study, the researcher focused on people who avoid face-to-face 
communication and who lack meaningful relationships. The results showed that through 
social media, these people can express their feelings without discouragement, get the social 
and emotional support they desire, and thus increase their sense of well-being, and 
disclosure of personal information is also easier because of anonymity and the absence of 
any kind of criticism coupled with feeling that you are dominant (Das, 2014). 
Also, according to Kalpidou and colleagues (2011), university students who have more 
friends on Facebook have less emotional adjustment for total life, and those who spend 
more time on Facebook report that they have less self-confidence than those who spend 
less time. 
Another study aimed to to detect the link between the use of social media and depression in 
a representative sample at the national level of young people, and the evaluation of the use 
of social media through the total self-reported time on social media means, and visits per 
week, the results showed that the use of social media increases depression (Lin et al, 2016). 
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3 Chapter Three 
Methodology  
This chapter provides information on the methods applied in this study. It describes the 
design of the study, sample selection and sampling methods, methods of data collection 
and analysis of data and models. It describes the pilot phase and the modifications that 
have been made as a result of the pilot phase. In addition, the study period and response 
rate are illustrated. The information, reliability and suitability of the study instrument are 
preceded by the study limitations that appear at the end of this chapter. 
3.1 Study design 
The design of this study is triangulated, descriptive, and analytical, cross sectional one. 
Descriptive research used to obtain information concerning the current status, which means 
describe what already exist, what the characteristic for common population, while 
analytical research critical understanding for what exist to generate new knowledge and 
produce new relation between variables (Bhat, 2019). Cross sectional design reflects the 
existing facts at the same point of time of data collection, it is less expensive and it 
consumes less time than other longitudinal studies. 
In this study, methodological triangulation provided combination between quantitative 
(Interviewed questionnaire with students) and qualitative paradigms (focus group and KII) 
to explore more information and, for insure what we were obtained from quantitative part 
of data collection have the same directions. 
The qualitative component was carried out after the quantitative one in order to explore 
issues that emerge from the quantitative study. 
3.2 Study Population  
The study includes two populations 
Quantitative Part 
Study population consists of all university students in the GS, the number of total 
students in all universities is 84817 (PCBS, 2018). According to PCBS (2018) the 
number of accredited and licensed higher education institutions reaches 28 institutions.   
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Qualitative part 
The first population is university students. As the researcher conducted 6 Focus Groups 
Discussions (FGDs) with the university students. 
The second population were experts, five key informants interviews (KII); three from 
health education department and two from media department. 
3.3 Eligibility criteria  
3.3.1 Inclusion criteria 
 Both male and female students who are registered at an undergraduate degree at 
the four universities are included.  
 Students aged from 17 to 24 years old.  
3.3.2 Exclusion criteria  
 Postgraduate students. 
 Any student older than 24 years old. 
3.4 Study setting 
The study was taken place in GS universities, from in which 5 universities were selected 
randomly. 
3.5 Period of the study  
The study consumed 13 months; it has started in June, 2018 and completed by July 2019.  
3.6 Sampling 
3.6.1 Sample size  
Quantitative Part 
The total number of students is 84817 (PCBS, 2018), the researcher used Epi-Info 
sample size statistical calculator and considered following parameters  
 Confidence level is 95% 
 The odds ratio is assumed to equal 2 
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 The power is 90% 
 The suggested sample size of students is 383 (Annex 1). 
The researcher increased the number of students to 411. 
The total number of the study participants is 411 students, were distributed according to 
their proportion in each of the selected university, proportionate to the gender 
distribution. 
Qualitative Part 
In the qualitative part, 60 students were purposively selected and called on voluntary 
basis to participate in six FGD. Focus groups participants were selected in a way that 
ensures they represent male, female, from all level of study and from different colleges. 
5 KII were selected from health education experts and media experts.  
3.6.2 Sampling process 
Quantitative Part 
The sample in this study is a multistage one. The researcher selected five universities 
randomly using simple random technique. The samples of the 411 university students 
were selected using stratified approach by dividing the GS areas according to their 
representation from the total number of students. Thus, the proportion from each 
university was identified (Annex 2) (Annex 3). Then, a systematic convenient selection 
for students was done depending on visits schedules per each university during the data 
collection dates. Accordingly, the Kth students exiting the university were calculated and 
the researcher selected the 5
th
 students entering the university. Universities were visited 
within two months. 
Qualitative part 
For qualitative part, 6 FGD were conducted 3 for male and 3 for female, each composed 
of 6-10 students. Purposive sample was selected from students with variations in 
faculties and different levels of study. 
A non-probability purposive sample of five KII was selected. The key informants sample 
included three from health education department and two from media department. 
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3.7 Study Instrument 
Quantitative Part 
A face-to-face interview questionnaire was used in this study (Annex 4) (Annex 5), the 
questionnaire was developed according to the study objectives; the following 
components were included in the questionnaire: 
 Background and demographic information 
 Socioeconomic information 
 General social media use 
 Information Sources 
 Health information seeking behavior: 
 Physical Activity and body image: 
 Nutritional behavior 
 Psychosocial and socialization 
 Smoking 
 Drugs 
 Sleeping 
 General Questions 
Qualitative Part 
The researcher with the help of one person who is a note taker collected the data through 
open ended (semi-structured) questions. Those questions were asked by the researcher 
within both the FGD with university students (Annex 6), as well as through the face to 
face in-depth KII (Annex 7). And short notes were taken through the interviews and they 
were recorded to allow further capturing of information. Interviews were conducted in 
the third month after the end of quantitative data collection.  
3.8 Pilot study 
Quantitative 
A pilot study on 20 students was done to explore the appropriateness of the s tudy 
instruments and let the researcher train for data collection. In addition, a pilot FGD 
interview was done. This also allowed for further improvement of the study validity and 
reliability of the study. 
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3.9 Ethical Considerations  
An academic approval was asked for from School of Public Health at Al-Quds University 
and an official letter of approval to conduct the research was obtained from Helsinki 
Committee (Annex 8). An admenstrtive approval was asked from the director of each of 
the five universities (Annex 9). To guarantee participants rights, a constant form 
indicating that the participation is voluntary and confidentiality was assured for all of 
them. For the students who were selected from the students they were asked for their 
agreement to participate in the study. 
3.10 Method of data collection 
3.10.1 Quantitative part 
After the pilot study, data collectors were trained for five hours of training in a formal 
training environment. The training included refresher information on sampling and 
orientation towards the study objectives, and explained the main concepts, terminology 
and ideas of the questionnaire to standardize the understanding of data collectors, 
language and style as a step to ensure quality. In addition, a detailed instruction sheet 
was attached to the questionnaires to guide data collection process and to unify the way 
of presenting the study to respondents to obtain their voluntary consent.  This training is 
for the aim of understand the method of collect the data in same way with same 
explanation, with unify method to ask the question for insuring complete the 
questionnaire prior leave, and minimize error of data obtained. 
After choosing the targeted student from by random selection method. In addition to that, 
data was collected by face-to-face interviews, and took place at the students university 
after obtaining their verbal consent acceptance of participation and data collector told the 
participants that they can drop out once they want. An interview with the respondent was 
done for a duration of 35 to 50 minutes, during the interview the data collector briefed to 
respondent what understand to assure that respondent express their opinion in clear way, 
also data collector confirmed the confidentiality of work and the free to drop out once 
need to. In addition, data collector insured to the participent the goal of this study and 
positive achievement might achieved by their participant on our society and our 
countries. In case if no respondent happen or incomplete answers the data collector went 
to next target students, using the same method of data collection. 
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3.10.2 Qualitative part 
In this part the data is collected by semi-structured questions by the researcher. Each 
concentration group was conducted for 70-90 minutes, an average of 80 minutes and 6-10 
participants; during the focus group, the researcher welcomed the participant, presented 
herself and secured verbal approval for participation. 
The introductory question was prepared at the beginning of the focus group to explore 
participants' ideas and perspective. The researcher then gave a brief introduction to the goal 
of the study, after exploring the idea for the participant, many short questions that were 
asked, and each question and another waiting time available to make sure that all 
participants included their idea about the question. 
During the focused group, we made sure everyone was exploring their idea, and the 
discussion continued so that more information could not be achieved without exhaustion. 
After each focus group was completed, quick data notes, called the researcher's report, 
were prepared on the outcome of meeting understanding, participant expression, gesture 
and tone.  
In depth interviews with five key informant from health education sector and social media 
department.  Prolonged engagement and probing techniques were used to make sure that 
ideas are reasonably reflected and each interview last around one hour. 
3.11 Scientific rigor 
3.11.1 Quantitative part (questionnaire) 
Reliability 
The following steps were done to assure instruments reliability 
 Training of data collectors on the students interviewing steps and the way of 
asking questions. This assured standardization of questionnaire filling.  
 Ongoing checking and verifications of the completed questionnaires.  
 Then, the data entry in the same day of data collection allowed possible 
interventions to check the data quality or to re-fill the questionnaire when 
required. 
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Validity 
The questionnaire was evaluated by 10 experts to assess its relevance, and their 
comments were taken in consideration see (annex 10). 
Also, a pilot study was conducted before the actual data collection to examine students‟ 
responses to the questionnaire and how they understand it. This enhanced the validity of 
the questionnaire after modifying it to be better understood. 
3.11.2 Qualitative part (in-depth interviews) 
The following was done to assure the trustworthiness of the qualitative part in this study. 
First, a peer check was done through health experts to revise the FGD questions to assure 
that they covered all the required dimensions. Then, a member check was done to assure 
accuracy and transparency of the transcripts during the focus group. Prolonged 
engagement was done as the researcher tried to probe for answers and covered all the 
interview dimensions properly. In addition, recording the FGD enhanced tracking up 
facts and re-checked the accuracy of the transcripts. Finally, all the transcripts and 
recordings were kept for tracking the information by others at any time (Audit trail).  
3.12 Data entry and analysis 
Quantitative part 
The Statistical Package of Social Sciences (SPSS) program, version 23 was used for data 
entry and analysis. After the data reviewing and coding, the computerized SPSS program 
was used to enter the data and the data was cleaned. The analysis process was performed 
by using the different tests of the SPSS. Descriptive statistics was performed for the 
quantitative variables to find out the mean, median, and other statistics. For the 
qualitative variables, percentages were found out. The researcher used inferential 
analysis to test the statitistical significance of differences. Chi-square test was used to 
determine the relation between two categorical variables, for example gender and the effect 
of social media on eating habits, residency and the effect of social media on health 
behaviors. Advanced statistical tests of P-value of .05 or less were considered as 
statistically significant. 
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Qualitative part 
Open coding thematic analysis method was used to analyze the transcripts of FGD. The 
researcher obtained the main findings from the transcripts of FGD. Then, categorization 
of related ideas, and comparison and integration between the quantitative and the 
qualitative findings were done to create rich items for discussion and representation.  
3.13 Limitations of the study 
 Personal interview questionnaire was expensive and time consuming. 
 Recall bias.  
 Difficulties in recruitment of participants and data collection from the f ive 
universities. 
 Limited literature resources such as books and journals. 
 Limited resources including funds and facilities for data collection and data entry.  
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4 Chapter 4 
Results and Discussion 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter demonstrates the results of the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data 
combined, including descriptive analysis that present the demographic characteristics and 
inferential statistics which explore the statistical significance of differences among groups 
and categories.  
4.2 Descriptive statistics 
4.2.1 Demographic characteristics of respondents  
Table (‎4.1): Distribution of study respondents by demographic data (characteristics)  
Variable N % 
Age 
18 years old 81 21.0 
19 years old 103 26.7 
20 years old 70 18.1 
21 years old 64 16.6 
22 years and more 68 17.6 
Total 386 100.0 
Mean= 20.38, MD = 20.00 , Std= 8.34 
Gender 
Male 196 47.7 
Female 215 52.3 
Total 411 100.0 
Place of residency 
North Gaza 85 20.7 
Gaza 184 44.8 
Midzone 73 17.8 
Khanyounis 47 11.4 
Rafah 22 5.4 
Total 144 100.1 
Marital status 
Not Married 394 95.9 
Married 17 4.1 
Total 411 100.0 
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Name of university at which participants currently study   
Islamic 129 31.4 
Al –Aqsa  116 28.2 
Al azhar 82 20.0 
Palestine 47 11.4 
Universal college of applied science 37 9.0 
Total 411 100.0 
College at which participants are currently study 
Health related colleges 110 26.8 
Education 71 17.3 
Economics and administrative Sciences 60 14.6 
Engineering 51 12.4 
Media and Press 41 10 
Law 32 7.8 
Science 17 4.1 
Other 29 7.0 
Total 411 100.0 
Table 4.1 shows that the highest percentage of the respondents were aged 19 years (26.7%) 
followed by the age18 years. The mean age of participants was 20.38 years. Females were 
slightly more represented than their males‟ counterparts (see table 4.1), this is because the 
female registered numbers in the universities were more than males. These findings were 
consistent with the PCBS recent report which reveals that the university attendants, 53.4% 
were females compared to 46.5% of males (MOHE, 2018).  
Nearly half (44.8%) of respondents were residing in Gaza, 20.7% were residing in North 
Gaza. With regard to marriage, less than 5% of the respondents were married at the time of 
data collection. The participants from Islamic university formed the highest proportion in 
the study (31.4%), followed by Al- Aqsa University (28.2%). This distribution is congruent 
with the PCBS (2018) report which shows similar proportions. Regarding the college at 
which respondents were registered at; health related colleges elicited the highest 
proportion, while the science colleges were the lowest (17%). 
4.2.2 Socioeconomic status of respondents  
Shifting the light to the family size, respondents‟ parent family median size was 8. 
Comparing with other studies in the GS, the median family household size in the GS in 
2017 was 5.6 (PCBS, 2018a), and in 2015 the family size was 5.7 members (PCBS, 2016). 
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Findings show that 40.4% of the participant‟s fathers studied 13-16 years while the lowest 
percentage was for post graduate education (above 16 Years) at (14.8%). The same was for 
the mother‟s education where the mothers who were educated for 12 years were the most 
(41.6%). 
Table (‎4.2): Distribution of study respondents by socioeconomic information 
Variables N % 
Family size 
6 members and less 101 24.6 
From 7 to 8 members 156 38.0 
Above 8 members 154 37.4 
Total 411 100.0 
Mean= 8.04, MD = 8.00 , Std= 2.63 
Father’s years of schooling 
Less than secondary (Less than 12 Years) 71 17.3 
Secondary (12 Years) 113 27.5 
University (13-16) Years 166 40.4 
Post graduate education (above 16 Years) 61 14.8 
Total 411 100.0 
Mean= 13.64, MD = 14.00 , Std= 3.89 
Mother’s years of schooling 
Less than secondary (Less than 12 Years) 79 19.2 
Secondary (12 Years) 171 41.6 
University (13-16) Years 132 32.1 
Post graduate education (above 16 Years) 29 7.1 
Total 411 100.0 
Mean= 12.76, MD = 12.00 , Std= 3.26 
Father’s employment status 
Working full time 146 35.5 
Working intermittent 69 16.8 
    Not working 108 26.3 
Retired 56 13.6 
Other 32 7.8 
Total 411 100.0 
Mather’s Employment status 
Housewife 334 81.3 
Working full time 46 11.2 
Working intermittent 12 3 
Retired 9 2.2 
Other 10 2.4 
Total 411 100.1 
The average monthly household income from all sources 
Less than 1000  ILS 96 26.1 
From 1000 to 1500  ILS 132 35.9 
From 1501 to 2000  ILS 60 16.3 
Above 2000  ILS 80 21.7 
Total 368 100.0 
Mean= 1706.62, MD = 1350.00 , Std= 1863.46 
Working besides studying 
Yes 62 15.1 
No 349 84.9 
Total 411 100.0 
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Table 4.2 shows, nearly one third (35.5%) of respondents reported that their fathers are 
working at the time of data collection; nevertheless, only 11% reported that their mothers 
were working. According to PCBS (2018) unemployment in Gaza reached 52% in 2018, 
women‟s unemployment in Gaza was 74.5% in 2018. The percentage of women in Gaza 
participating in the workforce in 2018 stood at 25.5%. Moreover, another youth survey was 
done in 2016 revealed that 26.6% of general population was unemployed, 51% of youth 
graduated student were unemployed, and for the GS reached as high as 60% (PCBS, 2016).  
Nearly one third of respondents (35.9%) reported that their monthly household income was 
from 1000ILS (New Israeli Shekel) to 1500ILS. Comparing with other studies, in the 
general population in 2015, it revealed that the least average for income was 7581 for those 
who are 60 years, followed by age groups 30-44 their average monthly income was 9709. 
The percentage of the respondents who works besides studying was 15.1% while the 
percentage of the respondents who don‟t work was 84.9%. Regarding to PCBS, the 
percentage of workers in the age group 20-24 reaches to 52.1% in GS. (PCBS, 2018). 
4.2.3 Participants use of social media 
Table (‎4.3): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
general use of social media 
Variables N % 
Age when first heard about social media 
10 Years and less 84 20.5 
From 11 to 12 Years 121 29.5 
From 13 to 15 Years 146 35.6 
Above 15 Years 59 14.4 
Total 410 100.0 
Mean= 12.79, MD = 12.50 , Std= 2.70 
First use of social media 
12 Years and less 89 21.7 
From 13 to 15 Years 167 40.7 
Above 15 Years 154 37.6 
Total 410 100.0 
Mean= 14.68, MD = 15.00 , Std= 2.56 
Access to mobile phone 
Yes, owned by the participant 403 98.1 
Yes, owned by someone else 4 1.0 
No 4 1.0 
Total 411 100.1 
Access to a computer 
Yes, mine 251 61.5 
Yes, owned by someone 109 26.7 
No 48 11.8 
Total 408 100.0 
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Variables N % 
Using ICT for texting 
Yes, largely 287 69.8 
Sometimes 111 27.0 
Rarely 13 3.2 
Total 411 100.0 
Applications used  for texting 
Facebook 212 51.6 
WhatsApp 162 39.4 
Instagram 28 6.8 
Twitter 9 2.2 
Total 411 100.0 
Social media applications in use now 
Facebook 367 89.3 
Instagram 280 68.1 
WhatsApp 271 65.9 
YouTube 144 35.0 
Twitter 112 27.3 
Blogger 18 4.4 
The average amount of time per day spent on social media by hours 
 Mean Median Std 
Facebook 2.29 2.00 2.00 
Twitter 1.84 1.00 1.98 
YouTube 0.44 0.00 1.13 
WhatsApp 2.28 1.92 2.60 
Instagram 2.03 2.00 2.09 
Blogger 0.08 0.00 0.65 
The average amount of leisure/social time spent chatting face-to-face with others 
60 Min. and less 56 13.7 
From 61 min to 120 min 78 19.1 
From 121 to 240 Min. 131 32.0 
Above 240 Min. 144 35.2 
Total 409 100.0 
Mean= 233.41, MD = 180.0 , Std= 166.73 
The most times  active on social media 
Morning 21 5.1 
Afternoon 21 5.1 
Evening 205 49.9 
Any time, no pattern 164 39.9 
Total 411 100.0 
Participants current use of social media applications 
Application  
Usually 
active 
Sometimes 
active 
Occasionally 
active 
Not 
active 
Mean number 
of publication 
per day 
Facebook N 141 117 126 27 1.51 
% 34.3 28.5 30.7 6.6 
Twitter N 29 31 75 276 0.56 
% 7.1 7.5 18.2 67.2 
Instagram N 154 109 67 81 1.58 
% 37.5 26.5 16.3 19.7 
You Tube N 123 111 97 80 0.35 
% 29.9 27 23.6 19.5 
Blogger N 10 11 19 371 0.02 
% 2.4 2.7 4.6 90.3 
Kind of activities participants are engaged on social media 
Keep in touch with friends 336 81.8 
Send messages using Instant 
Messaging (IM)Share & post photos, 
297 72.3 
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Variables N % 
videos and music 
Read general news 258 62.8 
Post comments on a friend‟s page or 
wall 
231 56.2 
Look for health, diet and fitness 
information 
218 53.0 
Look for information about policy, 
social issues, sport and current events 
on computers and mobile phones 
209 50.9 
Keep in touch with family 196 47.7 
Create an entry on my social media 
site like Facebook 
181 44.0 
Look for the latest fashion trends 160 38.9 
Read technology, computer and 
mobile phone news/reviews 
125 30.4 
Buy things online 73 17.8 
Look for information on services like 
travel, tourism, airlines 
66 16.1 
Other 36 8.8 
Topics of interest for participants on social media 
Just general chatting 273 66.4 
Advice 160 38.9 
Healthy program 111 27.0 
Products 78 19.0 
Promotion & offers 62 15.1 
Services 54 13.1 
Support groups 30 7.3 
Other 26 6.3 
The preferable contents/outputs on social media 
Videos 310 75.4 
Pictures 157 38.2 
Articles 105 25.5 
Blogs 6 1.5 
Other 3 0.7 
Agreement with the statement that social media inspires a healthy lifestyle 
Yes, to high extent 27 6.6 
Yes, to some extent 284 69.1 
No 100 24.3 
Total 411 100.0 
 
Nearly one third of respondents (35.6%) reported that the first time they heard about social 
media was when they were 13 to 15 years. The average age when respondent‟s first used 
social media was 12 years. Of respondents, 40% used social media when they were 
between 13 to 15 years. (Mean= 12.79, MD = 12.50, Std= 2.70). FGDs revealed that the 
age at which people use social media will change in the next generations, as a female said 
„For the next generations, they will have a mobile and have a social media profile at a 
younger age and maybe less than 10 years‟ (FGD, females).  
Regarding the access to mobile phone, the majority of respondents said that they own 
mobile 98.1%, and only 1% of respondents use a mobile owned by someone else. In 2016, 
according to PCBS, 78% of males aged 15-17 own their own phones, only 38% of females 
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do in the same age group and 97.9% for the (23-29 years) youth males and 92% for 
females in the same age group. This highlights the wide spread of communication 
technology in the population. This was confirmed by FGDs where the respondents noted 
that it is difficult to find a house in Gaza without a mobile or internet which became part of 
the essentials in peoples‟ life as one male said „There is no family member who does not 
own a mobile phone so children have their own devices at the age of 10‟ (FGD, males). 
These results correspond to a study conducted by Alfawareh& Jusoh (2014) at Najran 
University in Saudi Arabia, where the results showed that 94.4% of respondents owned 
smartphone. In another study that was conducted in Japan by White and Mills (2012), 
results show that 100% of the respondents owned mobile phone.  
More than half of the respondents have a computer (61.5%), only 11.8% don‟t have a 
computer while 26.7% said that they use a computer owned by someone else. Regarding 
using ICT for texting, nearly two thirds of the respondents (69.8%) said that they use ICT 
for texting largely.  
About applications that are currently in use by university respondents, 51.6% of the 
respondents reported using Facebook, followed by WhatsApp (39.4%), then Instagram 
(6.8%) and lastly Twitter (2.2%). Comparing the findings of this study to study that was 
conducted on King Khalid University, Saudi Arabia, 76.2% of respondents use both 
Twitter and WhatsApp, 21.5% use WhatsApp only, 1% use Twitter only (Asiri et al, 
2018). This gives an idea about which application to focus on when targeting this age 
category. The vast majority (89.3%) of the respondents have a profile on Facebook 
application followed by Instagram application (68.1%) then WhatsApp (65.9%), YouTube 
(35%), and Twitter (27.3%). These results coincided with the results of Njoroge (2013) 
study which was conducted in universities in Nairobi, Kenya, the findings for this study 
refer that the most common social networking site for the respondents in his study was 
Facebook (43.8%). Additionally, many other studies have revealed that Facebook is the 
most common social media applications as found in Maher and colleagues (2014) and 
Bassett and colleagues (2016), where they found that Facebook is from the top three most 
commonly social media platforms where 28% of respondents  were using Facebook. This 
means that Gaza youth use of social media application is similar to the other places. 
The mean time for using social media applications was the highest for using Facebook 
(2.29 hours), followed by WhatsApp (2.28), then Instagram (2.03), Twitter (1.48), 
YouTube (.44) and for Blogger was (0.08). Regarding to the average amount of 
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leisure/social time per day they spend face-to-face with others, 35.2% reported that they 
spend above 240 min with their families, and 13.7% of them spend 60 min and less. 
Regarding timing of using social media, half of the respondents (49.4%) use social media 
mostly at the evening and only 5.1% said that they use social media at morning and 
afternoon respectively. 
Nearly one third of respondents (34.3%) are usually active on Facebook, 7.1% are usually 
active on Twitter. Of the respondents, 37.5% are usually active on Instagram, 26.5% of 
them are sometimes active, and 19.7% are not active on it. Nearly one third of respondents 
are usually active on YouTube. Only 2.04% of the respondents reported that they are 
usually active on blogger, the majority of respondents are not active. It was clear from the 
FGDs that the blogger is not known for the university respondents while Facebook, 
YouTube and Instagram are the mostly used applications. A female said „This is the first 
time I hear about Blogger‟ (FGD, females).  
The majority of respondents (81.8%) use social media to keep in touch with friends, and 
only 16.1% of them use social media to look for information on services like travel, 
tourism, airlines, these findings were consistent with the findings of other studies, 
A‟lamElhuda and Dimetry (2014) found that the most purposes of using social media were 
connecting with family and friends (86.7%), following the news (76.6%). Another study 
carried out in Jordan by Al-Oqily and colleagues (2013), and the results of this study 
showed that the top two reasons to use social media being to keep in touch with friends and 
find general news. In relation to the topics that they are interested on social media, 66.4% 
of them were interested in general chat, 7.3% of them are interested on support groups. 
FGDs revealed that social media is the easiest way to connect with the internal and 
external world. Nearly two thirds the respondents (75.4%) prefer to see videos on social 
media. These results correspond to a study carried out by Bassett and colleagues (2016), 
where they found that 46% of respondents use social media to maintain contact with 
friends. Of the respondents, 69.1% agree that social media inspires them to work out and 
live healthy life style to some extent. In the FGDs the respondents confirmed that they 
greatly benefit from social media in improving their health behavior and promoting their 
health practices where one of the respondents said „Social media promoted my health 
behavior, and I practice health behaviors which I haven‟t practiced before, after reading 
and watching through social media‟(FGD, males). 
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4.2.4 Information Source  
Table (‎4.4): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
health information sources 
Variables N % 
Visiting sites or health centers to get health information  
Yes, regularly 49 11.9 
Sometimes 142 34.5 
Rarely 162 39.5 
Never 58 14.1 
Total 411 100.0 
Source of health information  
Internet 142 34.5 
Social media 131 31.9 
Health care centers 74 18.0 
Private doctor 53 12.9 
Other 11 2.7 
Total 144 17.3 
Speaking to doctors or nurses or other health care providers about concerns that they might have 
about growing up 
Yes 129 31.4 
No 104 25.3 
Don‟t Know 178 43.3 
Total 411 100.0 
Speaking to a doctor or a nurse or another health care provider about concerns that they might 
have 
Yes 203 49.4 
No 208 50.6 
Total 411 100.0 
Speak to a counselor or a therapist about feeling 
Yes 164 39.9 
No 247 60.1 
Total 411 100.0 
Usually after how many days of your sickness you go to health centers  
After One Day 68 17.2 
After 2 Days 235 59.5 
After 3 Days 59 14.9 
More than 3 Days 33 8.4 
Total 593 100.0 
Mean= 6352, MD = 6322 , Std= 6356 
The reaction at illness 
Consult the doctors 124 30.2 
Visit Health center 108 26.3 
Home treatment (Traditional) 96 23.4 
Take treatment on your own responsibility 42 10.2 
Consult relatives 16 3.9 
Nothing 16 3.9 
Consult friends 2 .5 
Other 7 1.6 
Total 411 100.1 
In relation to the respondent‟s information about health, 11.9% of them reported visiting 
the health centres regularly to get the health information they need. Some of the 
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respondents in the FGDs expressed their surprise at the idea of going to the health center 
specifically just to take information, while others said that there are cases and information 
should not be taken only through the health center, and cannot rely on social media or the 
Internet to receive the needed information, one of the respondents said „I do not need to go 
to a health center to get the information; the Internet and Social media will be easier and 
faster‟ (FGD, males). Another participant said, „My decision to go to the health center or 
to social media center depends on the situation or the nature of information I want to get. 
If the information is simple and you do not need a specialist, I go immediately to social 
media, but if there is a disease and I need a doctor, immediately to the health center” 
(FGD, females).  
Of the respondents, 34.5% reported getting their health information from the internet, 
31.9% of them get information from social media, while 18% of them go to health centres 
to get information. These results are consistent with Hill's study (2013) for college 
respondents, where the findings of his study refer that the vast majority of the respondents 
were using social media for health related purposes and health information. One of the 
respondents in the FGDs appreciated the use of social media as he said „The best option is 
the Internet and then social media, but health centers are not the best‟ (FGD, males). 
Another female respondents added „I live in Khanyounis, it is not logical to go to a doctor 
in Gaza to get information, I prefer the Internet and social media‟(FGD, females). 
Inconsistent with the findings of Zhang (2012) study who found that the college 
respondents in his study do not consider the use of social media to obtain health 
information behavior is common among them and is not a good source of health 
information. Nearly one third of respondents (31.4%) speak to doctors or nurses or other 
health care providers about concerns that they might have about growing up. GAGE 
reported that 22% of adolescents speak to doctors or nurses about concerns they might 
have about their growing bodies and puberty (Abu Hamad, Gercama, & Jones, 2017). 
Nearly half of the respondents (50.4%) reported that they don‟t speak to doctors or nurses 
about concerns that they might have. Of the respondents, 59.5% said that they usually go to 
health centers after 2 days of their sickness, 17.2% after one day of their sickness. The 
respondents in the FGDs confirmed going to a doctor or health center in certain conditions 
but not just when feeling tired. One of the females said „Going to a doctor depends on how 
is my condition. If it is serious, I go to the doctor immediately, but if you suffer from 
something as simple as flu, I do not go‟ (FGD, females). Nearly one third of the 
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respondents (30.2%) consult doctors when they have illness, and only 0.5% consults their 
friends when they have illness. Adding to that, a male student mentioned this point‟ „My 
mother is the doctor at home, and I trust her treatment more than anyone else‟ (FGD, 
males). 
4.2.5 Health information seeking behaviors 
As Table 4.5 shows, nearly one fourth of the respondents get a lot of their health 
information from social media while only 5.4% of them don‟t try to get any health 
information from social media. In this context, a senior manager said, „Because the use of 
social media is a reality, decision makers must provide clear indicators of the quality of 
health information on sites, such as the source of information and the profession or 
reputation of shareholders. Mechanisms, such as an effective voting system, can be 
established to assist users in assessing the quality of information‟ (KII). 
Table (‎4.5): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
Health information seeking behavior and the use of social media 
Items N % 
Trying to get health information from social media  
A lot 104 25.3 
Some 209 50.9 
A little 76 18.4 
None 22 5.4 
Total 411 100.0 
The most common source of  health and lifestyle  information  
Facebook 210 51.1 
You Tube 125 30.4 
Instagram 40 9.7 
WhatsApp 21 5.1 
Twitter 8 1.9 
Blogger 7 1.8 
Total 144 100.0 
The value of information obtained through social media 
Useful 121 29.4 
Somewhat useful 286 69.6 
Harmful 4 1.0 
Total 411 100.0 
The effect of social media on the health behaviors 
Positive effect 192 46.7 
No effect 157 38.2 
Negative effect 62 15.1 
Total 411 100.0 
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Nearly half of the respondents get information from Facebook, followed by YouTube 
30.4%, then Instagram (9.7%), then WhatsApp (5.1%), then Twitter (1.9%) and Blogger 
(1.8%). In consistent with these results, a study conducted by Zhang (2012) refer that 
almost all the participants in the study use Facebook for health and wellness related 
information. Through the FGDs, respondents said they could find any information they 
were looking for and found no difficulty in doing so, one of the female respondents said „I 
always find what I'm looking for in social media‟ (FGD, females). 
Nearly two thirds of the respondents (69.6%) said that the information they get from social 
media was somewhat useful, and only 1% of them said that the information they get from 
social media was harmful. This was evident during the FGDs as one student said „The 
information we get from social media is often useful, especially if it is from a professional 
account like a doctor‟ (FGD, males). A study was conducted on International students by 
Sin & Kim (2013) found that the international students in a college perceived that everyday 
life information, including health-related information, which they found from social 
networking sites, was useful in solving their information needs in the United States. 
Another study confirmed these results where Magnezi and colleagues (2014) found that 
active participation in a health-related social networking site on the Internet indicated more 
benefit.  
Figure 4.1 shows that nearly half of the respondents  said that social media has a positive 
effect on health behaviors while 15.1% of them said that it has negative effect and these 
results are consistent with a study conducted by Laranjo and colleagues (2014) which refer 
to the positive effect of social media interventions on health behavior outcomes. One key 
informant said “Social media have become ubiquitous in student's daily lives, making them 
particularly attractive in public health. On the one hand, they provide a low-cost 
opportunity to disseminate health information and possibly improve the cost-effectiveness 
of health interventions; on the other hand, they can promote social support and social 
impact, and facilitate the change of health behavior” (KII).  
It is worth mentioning that the respondents in the FGDs explained that social media has 
positive and negative effect. Additionally, they pointed out that it is the language of the 
era. They said „Social media is a means, and you can determine the use of this method, if 
used correctly and purposeful will improve your health behavior, and if used in the wrong 
way will have a negative impact on you‟ (FGD, males). Some respondents referred to the 
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positive impact of social media in terms of it guidance of healthy food and the role of sport 
in human life. As for the negative impact, most of them referred to social isolation 
resulting from the use of social media as well as the lack of sleep and its impact on the 
educational level of individuals. One of the respondents said “social media had a great 
role to eat vegetables and fruits and to walk for half an hour a day” (FGD, females). 
Another one said “I forgot that my sister's wedding will be next week because I do not sit 
with my family, but most of my time with my mobile” (FGD, males). 
 
Figure (‎4.1): The effect of social media on health behaviors 
4.2.6 Information seeking barriers 
Nearly half of the respondents (53.3%) face barriers to some extent to get health related 
information, and only 6.1% of them face barriers to high extent. Regarding the type of 
barriers they face, nearly one third of those who faced barriers face financial barriers, 23% 
doesn‟t know where to go, because social media is accessible and cheap, many of these 
barriers can be overcome.  
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Table (‎4.6): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
barriers they face in seeking information  
Variables N % 
Facing barriers  to get the health information they need 
Yes, to high extent 25 6.1 
Yes, to some extent 219 53.3 
No 167 40.6 
Total 411 100.0 
Type of barriers faced (Yes only) N 244 
Financial accessibility 72 29.5 
Not knowing where to go 56 23.0 
Staff not cooperative 41 16.8 
Not having the resources 38 15.6 
Social restriction 24 9.8 
Other 13 5.3 
Total 611 17.3 
Having an idea about centers/providers that provide health information 
Yes sure 115 28.0 
To some extent 194 47.2 
No 102 24.8 
Total 411 100.0 
The last time that you approached a health provider to get information 
Never 194 56.6 
Within the past 30 Days 75 21.8 
More than 30 Days 74 21.6 
Total 515 100.0 
The topics participants get information about 
Physical activity 185 45.0 
Nutrition 100 24.3 
Psychosocial 59 14.4 
Drugs 17 4.1 
Smoking 14 3.4 
Sleeping 13 3.2 
Other 23 5.6 
Total 411 100.0 
The value of health information from the service provider 
Useful 187 45.5 
Somewhat useful 218 53.0 
Not useful 6 1.5 
Total 411 100.0 
Usefulness of the different sources for seeking information-which is more useful 
Health care providers 179 43.6 
Social media 89 21.7 
No differences 43 10.4 
Can‟t decide, depends on the topic 100 24.3 
Total 411 100.0 
The frequency of visiting health providers after using social media 
Decreased 156 38.0 
Same 227 55.2 
Increased 28 6.8 
Total 411 100.0 
Health providers use social media to interact with beneficiaries 
Yes 341 83.0 
No 70 17.0 
Total 411 100.0 
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Variables N % 
Adapting of healthy behaviors after using media 
Yes, many 95 23.1 
Some 222 54.0 
No 94 22.9 
Total 411 100.0 
Quitted bad behaviors after using social media 
Yes, many 87 21.1 
Some 205 49.9 
No 119 29.0 
Total 144 42232 
Comparing with other studies the barriers that prevented young women seeking general 
health services included: not knowing where to go (11%); not being able to get permission 
(17%); not being able to get money (36%); not being willing to go alone (39%); and lack 
of female health workers (32%) (UNFPA, 2013). Moreover, FGD revealed that many male 
and female respondents mentioned multiple gaps in the health centers including 
overcrowding, uncleanliness and lack of privacy, one of the FGD female participant said 
„There is no section dedicated to information at our health centers „(FGD, females). 
Another one added, „as a female I cannot go when I just want to get information‟ (FGD, 
females). On the other hand the respondents in FGDs mentioned that the financial and 
economic situation in the country has a significant impact and they added that it is possible 
that the person will not go to the health center because of the poor financial situation, one 
of the male respondents said „The financial situation prevents us from thinking about going 
to health centers to get information in addition to poor treatment by health personnel‟ 
(FGD, males). Additionally all of the key informants agreed that there are many obstacles 
that students face when accessing information through health centers, one of them said 
„First, the topics of health education in the health centers depend on the funding, in 
addition to the financial and social obstacles faced by the students to reach these centers, 
and the topics in the health centers are traditional subjects, where there is no innovation 
and do not meet the needs of youth or answer their questions, It is natural that they use 
social Media to look for these questions. Therefore, decision-makers must take into 
consideration the needs of young people. This is only through their participation, taking 
their views and finding out what interests them and what they need‟ (KII). 
Nearly half of the respondents (47.2%) have to some extent information about the centres 
/providers from which they can access their health information. More than half of the 
respondents (56.6%) never approached health providers to get information. About half of 
the respondents get information about physical activity (45%), 24.3% about nutrition, 
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14.4% about psychosocial information (see table 4.6). The respondents in the FGDs 
emphasized on these topics more than others as one of respondents said „Sports and 
Physical Activity are the most popular as a youth to search for in social media‟ (FGD, 
males).   
Nearly half of the respondents (53%) said that the health information they obtain from the 
providers is useful to some extent. Of the respondents, 43.6% said that health care 
providers are the most useful in term of seeking information, then 21.7% said that social 
media is useful while 24.3% of them said it depends on the topics and 10.5% said that 
there is no difference about the usefulness. The respondents in the FGDs confirmed that 
visiting the health center is very important when they are sick, and when the case require 
examination by the doctor, there are diseases that are difficult to treat without a doctors 
examination, either if the person is looking for information regarding health behaviors , 
social media and internet will save time, money and effort,  an engineering female student 
said‟ If there is no disease that needs to be examined by the doctor, I prefer social media, 
but if there is a disease there is no substitute for the doctor‟ (FGD, females). This is 
consistent with Zhang study (2012) where the findings of his study show that who used 
social media for health information used it mostly for health updates, lifestyle information, 
and treatments of mild conditions, rather than more serious health issues. Through the 
FGDs, the respondents stressed that there is wrong and correct information on social media 
applications, and the person must know where to look for information that he wants, and 
deal with reliable account to benefit from the information he wants, a medical male student 
said „All the information I got from social media was great and useful‟ (FGD, males).  
About half of the respondents (55.2%) said that there is no change in the frequency of their 
visit to the health providers after using social media. Of the respondents, 83% said that 
health providers use social media to interact with beneficiaries. The respondents in the 
FGDs did not agree with these results, they said that very few doctors communicate 
through the pages of social media, and stressed that it is necessary to have pages for 
doctors and thus obtain reliable information. Additionally all of the key informants agreed 
that social media is an effective tool and should be used correctly. One manager said „The 
health institutions must include in their system the communication service through social 
media, because it is the first means that the students and the majority of the people use, 
and this will facilitate the performance of their services, especially the projects that are 
based on awareness and guidance, because through social media will mobilize as many of 
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the target group as possible‟(KII). Another one added „The use of social media is not an 
option but a reality, an issue that cannot be overcome and must be accepted and used to be 
an effective way to deliver health information to university students” (KII). 
Figure 4.2 shows that nearly half of the respondents (54%) said that they adapt some of 
their health behaviors after using social media. The FGDs also revealed that there were 
behaviors that have been modified as a result of the use of social media; some respondents 
said they were exercising by watching YouTube and others have become interested in 
healthy eating. It is worth mentioning that respondents noted the easy access to health 
information and that it saves time and money. A student from the college of Law said „I 
learned and benefited a lot from social media by modifying my health behaviors like taking 
care of my skin and hair, healthy food‟ (FGD, females). Another one added „Social media 
saves money and time and makes life easier‟ (FGD, males). On the other hand, one of the 
respondents pointed out that she eats a lot of chocolate and chips while using her mobile, 
despite the knowledge that these foods are not healthy food, but consider it as snacks. 
Many of the respondents assured that. One of the respondents confirmed that this is 
common among young people, they confessed that it is unhealthy habit, she said “I used to 
eat chips and chocolate as snacks while I use social media” (FGD, females). 
 
Figure (‎4.2): Adapting of health behaviors after using media 
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Figure (4.3) shows that nearly half of the respondents (49.2%) said that they quit some bad 
behaviors after using social media. The respondents in the FGDs said that they have 
modified many health behaviors and took away many bad behaviors, including quitting 
smoking through support groups and a diet for weight loss, also through support groups, as 
they stressed that the support groups are working great stimulation to its members and it is 
more successful than that of the person who is trying to quit something alone. As a male 
student said „I quit smoking because of support groups on messenger‟ (FGD, males).  
One of the key informant added that „Through social media it is possible to mobilize a 
large number of students and explain to them about the health behaviors and must be 
presented as an interesting material and can be displayed through pictures or videos to 
attract students, social media is an effective means of health education, where it is possible 
to know the number of readers and it is possible to take feedback on the material they read 
and the size of the interactions that occurred with this article either by the number of 
sharing to this topic or the number of likes or by comments‟(KII). 
 
Figure (‎4.3): Quitted bad behaviors after using social media 
4.2.7 Physical Activity and body image 
As table 4.7 shows, 45.3% of the respondents said that their body are fairly suitable. These 
results are consistent to PCBS (2016) report which highlights that 69.4% of youth (15-29) 
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have appropriate weight (fit), 8.7% of them have little below appropriate weight and 3.1% 
of them have much above appropriate weight. These results were not consistent with a 
study carried out by Musaiger (2015) among female university respondents in five Arab 
countries, the results indicated that 32% – 39% of females were dissatisfied with their 
weight. A study of female university students in Kuwait showed that 81% of obese females 
were dissatisfied with their current weight, compared with 30% of non-obese females 
(Musaiger et al, 2013). There are several socio-cultural factors associated with body weight 
concern, such as nutrition transition, economic status, mass media, globalization, 
westernization, influence of parents and peer pressure (Ball & Crawford, 2010). 
Table (‎4.7): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
Physical Activity and body image and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Perceptions about body built 
Suitable 177 43.1 
Fairly suitable 186 45.2 
Too little 41 10.0 
Too much 7 1.7 
Total 411 100.0 
Physical activity play a role in overall health            
Yes 330 80.3 
Not sure 57 13.9 
No 9 2.2 
DK 15 3.6 
Total 611 17.3 
Practice exercise 
Yes regularly 78 19.0 
Occasionally 224 54.5 
Rarely 85 20.7 
No 24 5.8 
Total 411 100.0 
Practices or perceptions about exercising are attributed to social media 
Yes 190 46.2 
Not Sure 173 42.1 
No 48 11.7 
Total 144 100.0 
The effect of social media on exercising 
Decreased 71 17.3 
Same 218 53.0 
Increased 80 19.5 
I don‟t exercise 42 10.2 
Total 411 100.0 
The number of fitness applications followed 
Never 76 21.6 
From 1 - 2 applications 117 33.2 
From 3 to 5  applications 109 31.0 
More than 5  applications 50 14.2 
Total 411 100.0 
Mean= 5334, MD = 6322 , Std= 1395 
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Adding post fitness relating to content on  social media accounts (body care, pictures of food, videos 
of workout routine) 
Never 254 62.1 
Sometimes 143 35.0 
Usually 12 2.9 
Total 129 100.0 
Comparing body with those seen on social media 
Yes 146 35.6 
No 169 41.2 
Never thought about that 95 23.2 
Total 142 100.0 
The comparison of body with fitness models more than supermodels and celebrities 
Yes 341 83.0 
No 70 17.0 
Never thought about that 00 00.0 
Total 411 100.0 
The majority of the respondents (80.3%) said that physical activity plays a role in their 
overall health. It is worth mentioning that the respondents in the FGDs stressed on the 
importance of exercise and that the poor financial and economic situation is preventing 
young people from exercising, in addition to that there are no streets in the country that 
prepared for sports or even walking or riding a bike, and young people wish that officials 
take into consideration the needs of young people to provide places to exercise, a male 
student said „Exercising makes us more energetic and active‟ (FGD, males). Nearly half of 
the respondents (54.5%) said they practice exercise occasionally. These results are not 
consistent with the results of the PCBS (2016) where 32, 6 % of youth said that they 
practiced sports on a daily basis and 67.4% of them said that they did not practiced sports 
on a daily basis. 
Nearly half of the respondents (46.2%) said that their perception and practices about 
exercising are attributed to the use of social media. Through discussion in the FGDs, the 
respondents explained that social media was an easy way to practice sports and that it was 
a catalyst for sports through the subjects that spread the importance of sports and videos 
that illustrate exercise. One participant added that „Social media created a routine for me 
to practice Sports, and I practice sports on a daily basis even if it is a walk for a while‟. 
Another one added‟Social media has compensated us for registering with gyms and sports 
centers and has saved our money. I practice sports through videos posted on YouTube‟ 
(FGD, males). Another female student referred to social restrictions that are imposed on 
females and not to allow them to go to clubs and gym for sports, and added that social 
media has a great role to exercise and compensate them for going to the gym as she said „I 
was hoping go to gym for exercising but my dad was rejecting the subject and saying it 
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was socially unacceptable, and now I'm practicing sports on YouTube, thanks to social 
media‟ (FGD, females).  
These results are consistent with a study in Bahrain which concluded that 67% of women 
believe that the lack of opportunities for females to participate in physical activity is due to 
gender discrimination, where most sports and exercise facilities are provided to men. The 
researchers also found that 24% of these females consider that the negative attitudes of 
society and family members towards women who exercise prevent them from exercising. 
(Musaiger& Al-Roomi, 2014).  
Nearly half of the respondents (53%) said that there is no effect of social media on their 
exercising. There were differences in the opinions of the FGDs on this subject, where some 
respondents stressed that social media promoted exercising, and the other part of the 
respondents said that‟ it is possible to waste time and forget to exercise or waste time 
exercise while they use social media because social media  has an implicit role in making a 
person enjoying himself so much that s/he enjoys a great time sitting in his/her room alone 
with his mobile and the applications of social media‟ (FGD, males).  
Nearly one third of the respondents (33.2%) said that they follow from 1 to 2 applications 
of fitness, and only 14.2% of them follow more than 5 applications (Mean= 3.51, MD 
=2.00, Std= 4.93). Of the respondents, 62% said that they never add any post, and only 
2.9% of them usually add post fitness relating to content on their social media accounts. 
Regarding comparing of their body with those they see on social media, 41.2% of the 
respondents don‟t compare of their body with those they see on social media. These results 
were consistent with a study carried out by Musaiger (2015) where 17% – 31% of females 
wanted their body shape to be similar to Western fashion models. The majority of 
respondents (83%) said that they compare their bodies with fitness models more than 
supermodels and celebrities. Through the FGDs with the male respondents, they confirmed 
that most young people wish that their bodies become as athletes and that many of them 
are trying to follow a diet and practice exercises to reach such bodies and one of the 
respondents  said „I like Ronaldo‟s body and I try to have my body like him‟ (FGD, males). 
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4.2.8 Nutritional behaviors 
Table 4.8 shows that 65.2% of the respondents don‟t follow a balanced diet. It was clear 
that 51% of the respondents said that using balanced diet is not attributed to the use of 
social media.  
Table (‎4.8): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
nutritional behaviors and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Following a balanced diet 
Yes 143 34.8 
No 268 65.2 
Total 411 100.0 
Using the balanced diet is attributed to using social media 
Yes 70 49.0 
No 73 51.0 
Total 415 100.0 
Changing dietary habits because of using social media 
Yes 177 43.1 
No 170 41.4 
DK 64 15.6 
Total 411 100.1 
Type of change in diet as a result of using social media 
Take enough time while eating 55 31.1 
Have meals regularly 51 28.8 
Have breakfast 28 15.8 
eat or avoid fast food 21 11.9 
Snaking 13 7.3 
Skip any main meal 9 5.1 
Total 411 100.0 
The sources of  information about nutritional behaviors  
Internet 219 53.4 
Social media 99 24.2 
Health care centers 92 22.4 
Total 142 100.0 
Perceptions about using social media 
in nutrition 
 Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
I find out valuable dietary information 
on an application 
N 27 35 199 130 20 
% 6.6 8.5 48.4 31.6 4.9 
If you have a question related to food 
habits, you can usually find the answers 
on an application. 
N 15 58 148 175 14 
% 
3.7 14.1 36.1 42.7 3.4 
The information provided by other 
members of an application helps you 
plan your food system. 
N 28 65 154 136 25 
% 
6.9 15.9 37.7 33.3 6.1 
You get good tips on how to eat healthy 
food from an application. 
N 14 35 126 184 51 
% 3.4 8.5 30.7 44.9 12.4 
If you have a weight related question 
you want to answer, you will post a 
question on an application to get a 
response.  
N 92 122 77 101 19 
% 
22.4 29.7 18.7 24.6 4.6 
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Knowing about application that helps you understand which foods you should and shouldn’t eat 
Yes 210 51.6 
No 197 48.4 
Total 121 100.0 
The effect of social media on eating habits 
Positive effects/promoted 165 40.3 
Same/no change 211 51.6 
Negative effect 33 8.1 
Total 409 100.0 
With regard to the changes in dietary habits because of using social media, figure 4.4 
shows that 43.1% of the respondents have changed dietary habits because of using social 
media, while 41.4% of them haven‟t changed any dietary habits. Consistent with the 
findings of this study Jimoh and colleagues (2018) found that the smartphone applications 
are more effective in improving adolescent diet where when the respondents used the 
smartphone application change their dietary habits as increased fruit consumption and 
reduced consumption of chocolate snacks.       
 
Figure (‎4.4): Changing any dietary habits because of using social media 
 With regard to the changes in nutritional behaviors as a result of using social media, table 
4.8 shows that 31.1% of the respondents who reported having changes in diet attributed to 
social media, said that they take enough time while eating and 5.1% of them skip any main 
meal as a result of using social media. During the discussions in the FGDS, participants 
showed variations in the changes that resulted in their nutritional behaviors because of the 
Yes, 
43% 
No 
41% 
DK 
16% 
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use of social media. Some of them explained that they had regular breakfast after reading 
about its importance through the pages of social media. Others said they had moved away 
from fast food and were looking for the number of calories in the food products before they 
buy it, and one of the females respondents in the FGDs indicated that she became obsessed 
with calculating the calories for her food as she said „Before I buy any food, I calculate the 
number of calories in it and if these calories are suitable for me or not, I am obsessed 
about that‟. On the other hand, some of the participants in the FGDs explained that they 
changed their nutritional habits, but to the worst, because of their addiction to social media, 
it is possible that they forget to eat one of the main meals, eating fast food, chips, popcorn 
and snacks while using their mobile.  
Findings show that 53.4% of respondents use internet as a source of information about 
their nutritional behaviors while 24.1% of them use social media as a source for 
information and 22.4% of them use health centers as a source for getting information. One 
of the key informant said “University students are in transition when they start university, 
and among the things that affect their nutrition behaviors, at this stage should be working 
to raise them up from the beginning about the importance of healthy food and guidance 
about the risks of obesity and overweight and their consequences., This can be done by 
publishing the information on social media pages, because it is difficult to gather and 
mobilize students and ensure that they will attend awareness and guidance sessions. To 
ensure that the information arrives, a group of young people themselves must be involved 
to deliver this information through their own profiles or through profiles created 
specifically for such topics” (KII). 
Regarding finding valuable dietary information on an application, a total of 48.4% of 
respondents were neutral, 36.5% of the respondents said that they find out valuable dietary 
information on an application (mean=64). Nearly half of respondents (46.1%) indicated 
that they can usually find the answers for a question related to food habits on an 
application (mean=65.6). In confirmation of these results, the respondents said in a 
discussion in the FGDs, they are most likely to find what they are looking for information 
or diet or even recipes to prepare food, and females confirmed that social media provided 
them with a lot of information on healthy food and its benefits and they try follow diets to 
maintain a perfect weight. One of the female respondents said „Any information I want to 
get, I can find it in social media‟ (FGD, females).  
Of the respondents, 39.4% indicated that the information provided by other members of an 
application help them plan their food system, while 22.8% of the respondents indicated 
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that the information provided by other members of an application don‟t help them plan 
their food system. They differed in the FGDs with these results where some of the 
respondents said that the information published by the members of the page encourages 
them and serves as a motive to follow certain approach but others said that the page 
members' contributions reflect their personal experience and that it is not necessary that 
they benefit from it, but the pages of specialists are the ones we are looking for, and they 
are the reference for them. One female respondent said “When a female says she used a 
particular diet and had an effective result, this thing motivates me to use this diet” (FGD, 
females).  
Nearly half of the respondents (57.3%) said that they get good tips on how to eat healthy 
food from an application. The FGDs revealed that respondents find a lot of information 
about healthy food but said they read this information but few of them apply the 
information, the group applying the information said that there was a significant change in 
its dieting style and that the change was for better, a female student said “I started to eat 
vegetables and fruits and reduced eating of fast food after I read about their bad influence 
in social media” (FGD, females). Nearly half of the respondents (52.1%) indicated that if 
they have a weight related question they want to answer, they will not post a question on 
an application to get a response. According to their knowledge about applications that help 
them understand which foods they should and shouldn‟t eat, it was clear that 51.6% of the 
respondents said yes while 48.4% of them said no. 
Figure 4.5 shows that nearly half of the respondents (51.6%) said that social media has no 
effect on their eating habits while 40.3% of them said that social media promoted their 
eating habits. The results of this study is consistent with a study conducted in U.S on 
college females, where the findings of Kies study (2016) refer to the positive role of social 
media on diet and physical activity. On the other hand our results are not consistent with 
the study of Abu Hamad (2017) where their results refer that there is significant 
relationship between overweight and obesity, and daily average hours of surfing social 
media applications, eating while visiting social media and eating chips and snacks while on 
social media. There were also differences in opinions about the impact of social media on 
nutrition.  
The FGDs revealed that a group of respondents confirmed the positive impact of social 
media on nutrition and it was clear how it affects their nutritional behaviors, whether the 
quantities they should eat or the importance of the three main meals or through what is 
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healthy food and what is unhealthy. On the other hand, a group of respondents stressed that 
their nutritional style was the same as that of their parents before, and that they do not 
apply what they read in the media. It is worth mentioning that one of the male student said 
„Social Media has no effect on my dietary habits but my mom is the one that has the effect‟ 
(FGD, males). Another female student said „Social Media helped me improving nutritional 
behavior. The articles I read and the posters I showed in social media to illustrate healthy 
eating, the benefits of breakfast and the reduction of sweets, all helped me improving 
nutritional behavior‟ (FGD, females). 
 
Figure (‎4.5): Social media affect your eating habits 
4.2.9 Psychosocial and socialization behaviors 
Table 4.9 shows, according to respondents, it was clear that nearly half of respondents 
(52.3%) were psychosocially good, and only 12.4% of the respondents were not good PSS 
status. These results correspond to the results of the PCBS (2016), 63.4% of youth were 
somewhat happy, 16.2% of them were neither happy nor unhappy and 4.1% were 
somewhat unhappy. 
Of the respondents, 43.3% seek their PSS information by internet, 33.3% of them by social 
media while 23.4% of them by health centers. FGDs revealed that the main source for PSS 
information for the respondents was from social media and internet and nearly all the 
respondents in the FGDs excluded the idea of going to a health center or even a private 
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doctor to get information about PSS. The respondents explained that the idea of going to a 
psychiatrist is still stigma. The respondents said that social media and the internet made it 
easier for them to access such information, especially as they are kept secret and maintain 
privacy; a female student said „Internet and social media are the best options to search for 
PSS information‟ (FGD, females).  
Table (‎4.9): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
Psychosocial and socialization behaviors and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Description of PSS status 
Good 215 52.3 
Neutral 145 35.3 
Not Good 51 12.4 
Total 411 100.0 
Source of seeking PSS information 
Internet 178 43.3 
Social media 137 33.3 
Health center 96 23.4 
Total 144 100.0 
Information about psychosocial 
Useful 155 37.8 
Somewhat useful 216 52.7 
Harmful 39 9.5 
Total 142 100.0 
Effect of using social media on PSS status 
Promoted 161 39.4 
Same 189 46.2 
Negative effect 59 14.4 
Total 129 100.0 
Perceptions about using social media in 
PSS status 
 Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
You feel that members of this page care 
about you as and they are related to what 
you have 
N 49 52 145 86 79 
% 
11.9 12.7 35.3 20.9 19.2 
You gain a feeling of acceptance from 
using an application. 
N 26 67 133 139 46 
% 6.3 16.3 32.4 33.8 11.2 
Seeing the success of others on this page 
helps me stay on my weight loss program 
and fitness 
N 40 65 95 122 89 
% 
9.7 15.8 23.1 29.7 21.7 
You prefer to observe rather than post 
messages on this page. 
N 26 36 89 91 169 
% 6.3 8.8 21.7 22.1 41.1 
You would classify yourself as an 
interactive user of this page. 
N 78 107 111 75 40 
% 19 26 27 18.2 9.7 
You do not interactively communicate on 
this page as you have nothing to 
contribute. 
N 68 105 122 61 55 
% 
16.5 25.5 29.7 14.8 13.4 
It‟s easy to take things the wrong way 
during social networking. 
N 62 113 131 75 30 
% 15.1 27.5 31.9 18.2 7.3 
People cannot effectively solve problems 
using social networking 
N 33 63 131 99 85 
% 8 15.3 31.9 24.1 20.7 
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Variables N % 
Social networking has made a positive 
impact on society 
N 43 52 162 92 62 
% 10.5 12.7 39.4 22.4 15.1 
Social networking makes friendships 
stronger 
N 52 70 129 100 60 
% 12.7 17 31.4 24.3 14.6 
How much are you in agreement with the 
argument that people who rely on social 
networking are less interactive with others 
N 24 68 118 81 120 
% 
5.8 16.5 28.7 19.7 29.2 
Nearly half of the respondents (52.7%) said that the finding of information about 
psychosocial were somewhat useful, and only 9.5% of them said the information were 
harmful. Nearly half of the respondents (46.2%) indicated that there is no effect of social 
media on the respondents PSS. These results may be not consistent with a study conducted 
by Lin and colleagues (2016) where the findings of this study show that there is a strong 
and significant association between social media use and depression. 
Few respondents in the FGDs emphasized the impact of social media on the PSS. They 
stressed that they are here in the GS there is nothing that affects their PSS as it is affected 
by the siege and the occupation. On the other hand, they added that social media can be a 
window to them around the world to break this siege somewhat, especially as the 
possibility of travel is very limited and for humanitarian cases only. One of the male 
students said „It is possible that social media will have a negative and positive impact on 
the psychological situation and this depends on what is posted on the pages of social 
media‟ (FGD, males). 
Nearly half of the respondents (40.1%) indicated that they feel that members of this page 
care about them as and they are related to what they have. These results are not consistent 
with Bassett study (2016), since the results of his study found that most respondents were 
neutral when asked if more followers and likes bring happiness. 
Nearly half of the respondents (45%) said that they gain feeling of acceptance from using 
an application. Nearly half of the respondents (51.4%) said that the success of others on 
this page help them on their weight loss program.  
There were differences in the opinions of the respondents in the FGDs, as some 
respondents stressed that what is published from the personal experiences of the members 
of the page, it can have a positive impact and motivate the rest of the members of the page 
and serves as a success story for them, others had a different opinion is that these posters 
do not affect them, one of the female student said „When I see the success of others on 
social networking pages, this encourages me to try the diet or sports they used, and give 
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me a positive feeling‟ (FGD, females). Another one said „I do not think I can try any diet as 
a result of seeing someone else's success on the application, it is something personal and 
each is unique‟ (FGD, females).  
Of the respondents, 63.2% prefer to observe rather than post messages on this page, and 
only 15.1% of the respondents prefer to post messages rather than observe on this page. 
Nearly half of the respondents (45%) don‟t classify themselves as an interactive user of 
this page. When asked them if they do not interactively communicate on this page as they 
have nothing to contribute, 42% of them indicated no, and 28.2% of them said that they do 
not interactively communicate on this page as they have nothing to contribute. 
Of the respondents, 42.6% indicated that it isn‟t easy to take things to the wrong way 
during social networking. These results correspond to a study carried out by Bassett study 
(2016), where the results of his study found that 66% of respondents do not agree that 
social media leads to other problems in life.  
Nearly half of the respondents (44.8%) indicated that people cannot effectively solve 
problems using social networking. Referring to the positive impact of social media on 
society, 37.5% of them said that social networking has made a positive impact on society 
and 23.2% of them said that social networking has not made a positive impact on society. 
It was clear through discussions in the FGDs, that there is a consensus among the 
respondents that social media facilitated the communication with the world, which led to 
the improvement of their PSS. More of that the respondents pointed out that it is only a 
sense that they communicate with the outside world even if through social media gives 
them a sense of satisfaction, as one of the respondents said „When I feel depressed, I isolate 
myself in my room and live with the virtual world through social media, and that makes me 
get out of depression‟ (FGD, males). Another one said „Social media is the only outlet for 
us, without social media we will be isolated from the world especially that we are in large 
prison‟ (FGD, females). Another male student said „Internet for us is life and it is the only 
respite‟ (FGD, males). 
Of the respondents 38.6% indicated that social networking makes friendships stronger. 
When asked the respondents how much are they in agreement with the argument that 
people who rely on social networking are less interactive with others, about half of them 
(48.9%) were agreed and 22.3% of them disagreed. This corresponds to a study conducted 
on university of Babylon, Iraq where (84%) of the medical respondents think that social 
media reduce face-face social interaction between people (Alahmar, 2017). 
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It should be noted that all the respondents in the FGDs confirmed that despite the benefits 
of social media and it saves time and effort and money for many aspects of the whole life, 
but it isolates people socially and reduce the face-to-face communication and only 
communicate through social media applications, which leads to social isolation between 
individuals and the disintegration of the family. The respondents stressed that they could 
not see their families for two days and they live in the same place and to be satisfied with 
social media. It is funny to point out what one participant said: „When my mother wants 
something sends me a message via WhatsApp and I am out of the question in the same 
way‟ (FGD, males). Another female said „Social media has certainly reduced social 
communication among individuals‟ (FGD, females). 
4.2.10 Smoking 
As table 4.10 shows, of the respondents, 7.1% were smoking. These results are lower than 
the results found in the PCBS (2016), where the percentage of smokers in the PCBS for the 
age (18-22) was 14.9%. Of the respondents, 57.9% indicated that the smoking isn‟t 
attributed in any way to social media. Regarding to the effect of social media on smoking 
56.9% of the respondents indicated that social media has no effect on smoking while 
23.6% of them said that social media increases smoking. These results are not consistent 
with a systematic review conducted by Naslund and colleagues (2017) which refer to the 
effective role of social media on smoking cessation. In contrast, a study was conducted by 
Felton (2018) at University of Texas at Austin, the findings of this study point out that the 
more students engaged with social media platforms, the more often they were exposed to 
pro-smoking information and then they become more likely to smoke. 
Through the FGDs, respondents said that social media does not affect smoking, but the 
poor psychological situation that young people suffered from the lack of employment 
opportunities and unemployment, and security instability in addition to political division. 
They added that all these factors stimulate smoking and stimulate the lack of interest in the 
person's health, all smokers know that it is harmful to health and it wastes money, but there 
is nothing in their lives worth fighting for, one of the respondents pointed out that smoking 
is a habit that is difficult to overcome. Another participant pointed that he does not think 
that smoking-promoting publications do exist on the applications of social media, saying 
„Social media does not reduce or supply smoking, but the bad situation we are living is 
what makes us go to smoking in addition to smoking is a social custom in Gaza‟ (FGD, 
males). 
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Table (‎4.10): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
Smoking and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Smoking 
Yes 29 7.1 
No 382 92.9 
Total 411 100.0 
Smoking is attributed to the use of social media 
To high extent 38 9.4 
To some extent 133 32.8 
No 235 57.8 
Total 122 100.0 
Effect of social media on smoking 
Increased 97 23.6 
Same 234 56.9 
Decreased 80 19.5 
Total 411 100.0 
Accessed any anti-smoking message 
Yes 135 32.8 
No 276 67.2 
Total 144 100.0 
Perceptions about anti-smoking 
messages 
 Strongly 
disgree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 
agree 
Providing useful information N 15 12 48 50 10 
% 11.1 8.9 35.6 37 7.4 
Easy to understand N 7 18 39 54 17 
% 5.2 13.3 28.9 40 12.6 
Scaring Messages are 
effective in combating 
smoking 
N 24 18 35 36 22 
% 
17.8 13.3 25.9 26.7 16.3 
Media teaches different ways of smoking 
Disagree 40 30.1 
Agree 46 34.6 
DK 47 35.3 
Total 455 100.0 
Media uses different models to promote smoking 
Disagree 35 26.3 
Agree 29 21.8 
DK 69 51.9 
Total 455 100.0 
Media shows the social importance of smoking 
Disagree 52 38.5 
Agree 38 28.2 
DK 45 33.3 
Total 453 100.0 
Media promotes discussion among university respondents about smoking and its side effects. 
Disagree 27 20.0 
Agree 59 43.7 
DK 49 36.3 
Total 453 100.0 
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Variables N % 
Communication/interactions 
about smoking   
 Strongly  
disgree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
agree 
In the last month, how often 
have you posted antismoking 
messages 
N 242 66 53 27 23 
% 58.9 16.1 12.9 6.6 5.6 
In the last month, how often 
have you seen or heard 
antismoking messages 
N 138 96 106 45 26 
% 33.6 23.4 25.8 10.9 6.3 
In the last month, how often 
have you posted pro smoking 
messages 
N 264 68 43 29 7 
% 64.2 16.5 10.5 7.1 1.7 
In the last month, how often 
have you seen or heard pro 
smoking messages. 
N 206 92 60 37 16 
% 50.1 22.4 14.6 9 3.9 
Type of application used in pro smoking message (e.g., tobacco advertisement, cool images of 
smoker, benefits of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a blog 
Facebook 252 61.3 
Instagram 106 25.8 
You Tube 27 6.6 
Twitter 23 5.6 
Blogs 3 0.7 
Total 144 100.0 
Type of application used in antismoking message (e.g., tobacco advertisement, cool images of 
smoker, benefits of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a blog 
Facebook 277 67.4 
Instagram 53 12.9 
You Tube 50 12.2 
Twitter 17 4.1 
WhatsApp 13 3.2 
Blogs 1 .2 
Total 144 100.0 
 On the other hand, in the female FGD, one of the female participants mentioned an 
important point that it is possible that what is displayed from pictures and videos of the 
youth and they smoke make us want to experiment and practice this habit even if only for 
fun where she said „What we see from videos published in the Instagram, from the pictures 
of the females they smoke stimulates us to try smoking‟  
Nearly two thirds of the respondents (67.2%) said that they didn‟t access any antismoking 
message. For those who accessed antismoking message we asked them about these 
messages, 44.4% of the respondents said that the antismoking message provide useful 
information. The respondents in the FGDs pointed out that the anti-smoking messages are 
useful and powerful and show them the risks of smoking, but this thing does not work for 
them in the GS because there is no strong incentive for that. One of the participant said 
„Antismoking messages give us great information about the effects of smoking and the 
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benefits of quitting smoking, but nothing in our country encourages us to keep our health‟ 
(FGD, males). Others said that support groups can help those who wish to quit smoking 
because they have moral support among individuals and see other experiences that have 
succeeded in quitting smoking. When asked them if these antismoking messages were easy 
to understand, nearly half of them agreed and strongly agreed. About if the fear Message is 
effective, 43% of them agreed and strongly agreed. 
Nearly one third of the respondents (34.6%) agreed that media teaches different ways of 
smoking, and 30.1% disagreed. Of the respondents, 21.8% agreed and 26.3% disagreed 
with the statement: media uses different models to teach smoking to university 
respondents. The FGDs show that social media may be a tool to either teach smokers new 
ways to smoke, such as electronic shisha and other things, or to be a tool to quit smoking 
as the establishment of support groups on messenger and WhattsApp. In line with these 
findings the study of Baskerville and colleagues (2015) that social media platform can 
complement the traditional cessation service for young adult smokers seeking help to quit. 
 And refer to what came in the FGDs, participants said that social media is like any other 
medium and can be used correctly or wrongly and this depends on the person and the 
person who determines what he wants and what suits him. The respondents stressed that 
they have the enough wisdom and knowledge to be able to choose what suits them, one of 
the male respondents said „I knew of the electronic shisha from social media‟ (FGD, 
males). Other one said „The success stories that I read on social media pages of people 
who quit smoking were the first way for me to quit smoking‟ (FGD, males). One of the key 
informants pointed out that „Decision-makers should use social media to break the bad 
habits of university students through support groups to quit smoking or lose weight 
because of its great effectiveness‟ (KII). 
 On the other hand, 38.5% disagreed and 28.1% of the student agreed with the statement: 
media shows social importance of smoking. Of the respondents, 43.7% agreed and 20% 
disagreed with the statement: media promotes discussion among university respondents 
about smoking and its side effects. 
Of the respondents, 61.3% indicated that Facebook is the application which used in pro 
smoking message. The respondents of the FGDs varied in their perceptions in the FGDs 
about the most encouraging application of smoking, some said that Facebook is the most 
widely used application among young people and is also considered to be the most catalyst 
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for smoking, while others said that the Instagram is an application that publishes photos 
and videos of smokers, whether young or famous, so it is the most motivating on smoking 
where one of the male respondents said „Instagram is the most common application that 
encourages smoking because of what is published in pictures of young people 
smoking‟(FGD, males). At the same time nearly two thirds of them (67.4%) said that the 
same application can promote the antismoking messages. The respondents in the FGDs 
added that Facebook is the most popular application which tries to combat smoking 
through videos of smoking damage or publications on diseases caused by smoking. A 
female student said “A lot of posts that is posted on Facebook support quitting smoking” 
(FGD, females). 
4.2.11 Drugs 
As table 4.11 shows, the majority of the respondents (81.3%) said that they don‟t take any 
drugs that make them feel better. Nearly two thirds of them (70.8%) don‟t know any one 
similar to them in age who takes drugs. Regarding to the effect of media on using drugs, 
44.8% of the respondents agreed that social media increases the drug abuse. These results 
correspond to a study conducted by Grund and colleagues (2009) where they found that 
teens that use social media are two or more times as likely to have tried tobacco, alcohol, 
or marijuana. These results consistent with a study conducted by Columbia University's 
National Center suggests that teens that use social media on a daily basis were five times 
more likely to use tobacco, three times more likely to drink alcohol and twice as likely to 
smoke marijuana. 
Table 4.11 shows that nearly two thirds of the respondents (70.6%) indicated that 
Facebook is the most effective application in avoiding taking drugs. Of the respondents 
78.8% don‟t participate in any applications that support avoiding them of taking any types 
of drugs.  
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Table (‎4.11): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
Drugs and substance abuse and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Taking drugs/substances that make them feel better 
Yes 77 18.7 
No 334 81.3 
Total 411 100.0 
Knowing anyone similar to them in age who is taking drugs to feel happy 
Yes 120 29.2 
No 291 70.8 
Total 144 100.0 
Effect of social media on the drug substance abuse in Gaza 
Increased 184 44.8 
Same 168 40.9 
Decreased 59 14.3 
Total 144 100.0 
Which of the social media applications is more effective in avoiding taking drugs 
Facebook 290 70.6 
Instagram 50 12.2 
You Tube 49 11.8 
Twitter 22 5.4 
Total 144 100.0 
Participate in any applications that support avoiding substance abuse 
Yes 87 21.2 
No 324 78.8 
Total 144 42232 
Times of applications in the last 30 days that used to avoid taking drugs (Yes only) N 310 
Zero 217 70.0 
One 22 7.1 
Two 42 13.5 
Three and More 29 9.4 
Total 542 42232 
Mean = 2329  , MD= 0.00, Std= 4363 
Agreeing that social media contribute to preventing youth from using drugs/substances 
Yes 161 39.6 
No 88 21.6 
DK 158 38.8 
Total 121 42232 
Agreeing that social media contribute to increase drug abuse 
Yes 198 48.8 
No 208 51.2 
Total 406 100.0 
Having university subjects that show the influence of social media on avoiding university students 
from drugs 
Yes 111 27.3 
No 295 72.7 
Total 122 42232 
Type of information about drugs sought on social media applications 
Side effect of drugs 60 14.7 
Kinds of drugs 58 14.2 
Articles about drugs 27 6.6 
Other thing 68 16.6 
Nothing 196 47.9 
Total 409 100.0 
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Nearly two thirds (70%) of the respondents don‟t access any applications in the last 30 
days that used to avoid taking drugs (mean = 0.69, Std=1.25). Regarding to the effect of 
social media in preventing drugs use, 39.6% said yes, 21.6% said no. The participants in 
the FGDs pointed out that social media does not affect either positive or negative drugs, 
and they confirmed that those who intend to take such drugs do not need to read about 
them in social media, but it is possible that friends have the biggest role in encouraging 
these things, and always start taking drugs for experiment or fun and entertainment and it 
develops until it becomes addictive.  
Nearly half of the respondents (51.2%) said that the use of social media don‟t attributes in 
increasing in drug abuse. Nearly two thirds of the respondents (72.7%) said they have 
never studied any university subjects that show the influence of social media on avoiding 
university students from drugs. Additionally, half of the respondents (47.9%) do not seek 
any information on social media applications, and only 6.6% of them seek about articles 
about drugs. Nevertheless, the respondents in the FGDs said that there is no effect for 
social media in drugs; they added that in the countries of the world, social media may 
facilitate the purchase and sale of these drugs or encourage them to buy it. However, the 
situation in the GS is different, and as they have pointed out previously that the poor 
economic situation, the political situation, the frequent wars and the insecurity they are 
living in are what drives the youth to take these drugs. A senior manager pointed out that 
„Social media is not sufficient as a tool alone, but it should be linked with traditional 
health education tools, especially on sensitive issues such as drug use, because of its 
seriousness and importance‟(KII). 
4.2.12 Sleep pattern  
As table 4.12 shows, nearly half of the respondents  sleep 6 to 8 hours daily, while only 
11.1% of them sleep less than 6 hours (mean= 7.82, Std=2.26). Of the respondents, 42.6% 
said that the number of sleeping hours decreased because of using social media. In 
addition, 41.3% said that they sometimes feel tired on a given day (mean= 66.6). It was 
clear that 37.3% of them said that they often and very often have experience sleep 
disturbances (mean= 60.8). About the time they spend on social media just before going to 
bed, 62.8% of them indicated that they often and very often spend time just before going to 
bed (mean= 77.0). 
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Table (‎4.12): Distribution of study respondents according to their responses about 
sleep and the use of social media 
Variables N % 
Number of sleeping  hours  daily 
Less than 6 hours 44 11.1 
From 6 to 8 Hours 231 58.2 
More than 8 Hours 122 30.7 
Total 591 100.0 
Mean = 13.6  , MD= .322, Std= 6362 
The effect of using social media, on the number of sleeping hours  
Increased 36 9.0 
Same 194 48.4 
Decreased 171 42.6 
Total 124 100.0 
Sleeping Patterns  V Rarely Rarely Sometimes Often 
Very 
Often 
Feeling tired generally on 
a given day 
N 21 56 168 93 69 
% 5.2 13.8 41.3 22.9 17.0 
How likely are you to 
experience sleep 
disturbances? 
N 56 89 110 88 64 
% 13.8 21.9 27 21.6 15.7 
the time you spend on 
social media just before 
going to bed 
N 15 32 106 106 152 
% 3.6 7.8 25.8 25.8 37.0 
How frequently do you 
check social media in the 
30 minutes before falling 
asleep at night 
N 46 63 99 84 119 
% 11.2 15.3 24.1 20.4 29.0 
Using social media have bad effect on sleeping by using a big number of messages or videos before 
going to bed 
Yes 260 63.4 
No 118 28.8 
Don‟t Know 32 7.8 
Total 142 17.3 
Using social media affects negatively on optical and nerve system 
Yes 299 72.9 
No 79 19.3 
Don‟t Know 32 7.8 
Total 142 100.0 
The application that mostly posts posters or videos about the side effects of going to sleep late 
Facebook 239 59.0 
Instagram 77 19.0 
You Tube 52 12.8 
WhatsApp 21 5.2 
Twitter 15 3.7 
Blogs 1 .2 
Total 123 100.0 
Sharing any materials with medical information about sleeping 
Many Times, 33 8.1 
Sometimes 160 39.3 
No 214 52.6 
Total 121 100.0 
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Agreeing that using social media at a late time hinders the academic achievement 
To high extent 147 36.2 
To some Extent 205 50.5 
No 54 13.3 
Total 122 42232 
Agreeing that using social media late may hinder getting up early and starting the day in an active 
way 
To high extent 173 42.5 
To some Extent 187 45.9 
No 47 11.5 
Total 121 42232 
Using social media may hinder the going to sleep 
To high extent 146 35.6 
To some Extent 183 44.6 
No 81 19.8 
Total 142 42232 
Using social media prevents going to sleep 
To high extent 105 25.7 
To some Extent 148 36.3 
No 155 38.0 
Total 12. 42232 
Using social media leads to illness because of inadequate time of sleeping 
To high extent 73 17.9 
To some Extent 159 39.1 
No 175 43.0 
Total 121 100.0 
Using the mobile or computers at night may  negatively affect eyes and makes it difficult to go to 
sleep 
To high extent 177 43.5 
To some Extent 165 40.5 
No 65 16.0 
Total 121 42232 
Skipping sleeping hours because of using social media 
To high extent 116 28.9 
To some Extent 189 47.0 
No 97 24.1 
Total 126 100.0 
Sharing any applications that talk about the benefits of regular  sleep 
Yes 103 25.9 
No 295 74.1 
Total 59. 100.0 
The effect of social media on the sleep pattern among youth 
Increased sleeping hours 106 25.9 
Same 115 28.0 
Decreased sleeping hours 189 46.1 
Total 142 100.0 
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Table 4.12 shows that half of respondents (49.4%) are often and very often check social 
media in the 30 minutes before falling asleep at night (mean= 68.2). Moreover, 63.4% said 
that social media has bad effect on their sleeping by using a big number of messages or 
videos before they go to bed. Comparing the findings of this study to study conducted in 
King Khalid University, Saudi Arabia, 29.7% of medical respondents have poor quality of 
sleep because of using social media (Asiri et al, 2018). 
When asked them about if using social media a lot has negative effects on their eyes and 
their nerve system that makes them worry, nearly two thirds of the respondents (72.9%) 
said yes, while 19.3% of them said no. The FGDs revealed the bad influence of the media 
on the eye and the nervous system of the human body and that it exhausts the person and 
causes headache and fatigue. However, the respondents ' knowledge of these negatives, but 
they acknowledged that they cannot skip their mobile even for one day only, where one 
participant said „The use of social media makes my eyes too tired, but this evil is a must 
and cannot do without‟ (FGD, males). 
Of the respondents, 59.0% said that Facebook is the most application that posts more 
posters and videos about the bad effect of going to sleep late followed by Instagram. 
Nearly half of the respondents (52.6%) said that they didn‟t share any applications that use 
some medical information about sleeping to send them for respondents, and only 8.1% of 
them said that they share. Nearly half of the respondents (50.5%) said that using social 
media at a late time hinders them in their academic achievement to some extent, and 13.3% 
of them said no.  
As for academic achievement, the respondents in the FGDs said that few respondents who 
can skip their mobile and their communication through social media at the time of exams, 
which leads to a decline in the academic level and one participant pointed out that he is 
trying to stay away from the media at the time of exams, but he can‟t because social media 
is addictive, a female student said „I Use social media as a means of study with my friend. 
Instead, we talk about other things other than studying, so we waste our time‟ (FGD, 
females). These results differ with the study conducted by Al-Ahmar (2017) at University 
of Babylon in Iraq, where there was no impact of social media on the academic 
achievement of university respondents.  
Nearly half of them (45.9%) said that using social media late may hinder them to some 
extent to get up early and start their day in an active way. Of the respondents, 44.6% 
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indicated that using social media may hinder them to some extent to going to sleep and 
make them awake.  
 When asked the respondents if social media is considered as an addiction that hinders their 
sleep, 38% of them said no while 36.3% said yes to some extent. Additionally, 43% said 
that using social media from their mobile or others doesn‟t make them feel ill because of 
the inadequate time of sleeping. It was clear that 43.5% of the respondents indicated that 
using the mobile or computers at night may affect negatively on their eyes and face to high 
extent that makes them can‟t go to sleep.  
Nearly half of the respondents (47%) indicated that they skip sleep hours to some extent 
because of using social media. The respondents in the FGDs confirmed that they could 
spend the night using social media applications and that they could skip their sleeping 
hours without being noticed because they were busy surfing through applications. One 
female said she could spend the night watching her favorite series and other male student 
said ‟Spend the night watching football matches on YouTube and this leads to the loss of 
the first lecture‟ (FGD, males). Another one said „I intend to watch one hour of the series, 
but I find myself watching more than three hours‟ (FGD, females). Regarding to sharing 
their mobile with any applications that talk about the benefits of organizing their sleeping, 
nearly two thirds (74.1%) of them said they don‟t share while 25.1% of them said yes.  
Nearly half of the respondents (46.1%) said that social media decrease the sleep pattern 
among youth like them. The respondents  insisted on the FGDs that social media reduces 
sleep hours among young people, and that electricity plays a role to determine their sleep, 
where respondents  pointed out that the presence of electricity means that there is Internet 
so there is social media thus will reduce the hours of sleep, and one of the respondents  
said that „ now many homes add battery for the router, so even when the power outage, the 
Internet remains available‟, other one added „ Most of our friends spend the night 
communicating with social media, as long as electricity is available, nothing stops us‟ 
(FGD, males). 
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4.2.13 Effects of using social media 
Table (‎4.13): Distribution of participants’ responses about the effect of social social media on health behaviors themes 
 
 
Items 
 
Effect Who is more positively affected 
Positive 
effect to 
high extent 
Positive 
effect to 
some 
extent 
No 
effect 
Negative 
effect to 
some extent 
Negative 
effect to 
high extent 
Boys Girls Both Youngs Older Both 
Physical Activity N 107 170 52 70 11 129 78 69 60 184 30 
% 26.1 41.5 12.7 17.1 2.7 46.7 28.3 25 21.9 67.2 10.9 
Nutrition  N 99 190 61 45 11 69 190 28 64 194 27 
% 24.4 46.8 15 11.1 2.7 24 66.2 9.8 22.5 68.1 9.5 
Smoking  N 40 67 137 71 88 83 4 20 23 64 20 
% 9.9 16.6 34 17.6 21.8 77.6 3.7 18.7 21.5 59.8 18.7 
Drugs  N 37 95 116 82 64 87 23 21 27 87 17 
% 9.4 24.1 29.4 20.8 16.2 66.4 17.6 16 20.6 66.4 13 
Sleeping  N 78 88 65 124 47 69 71 26 39 102 24 
% 19.4 21.9 16.2 30.8 11.7 41.6 42.8 15.7 23.6 61.8 14.5 
Psychosocial N 65 130 74 97 31 63 87 44 49 102 43 
% 16.4 32.7 18.6 24.4 7.8 32.5 44.8 22.7 25.3 52.6 22.2 
Health 
information 
seeking behavior 
N 111 207 63 15 7 78 172 66 52 199 65 
% 27.5 51.4 15.6 3.7 1.7 24.7 54.4 20.9 16.5 63 20.6 
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As table 4.13 shows, of the participants, 41.5% said that social media has positive effect to 
some extent on physical activity and nearly half of them (64.7%) said that males are more 
positively affected than females while 67.2% of them said that older are more positively 
affected than young. The findings of this study are consistent with Smith and Bonfiglioli 
(2015) study; they found that social media communication has strategic value in physical 
activity promotion to influence beliefs, socials norms and personal behaviors. In addition 
to that, Joseph and colleagues (2015) in their study found that social media has positive 
effect on physical activity. 
About nutrition, nearly half of the participants (46.8%) indicated that social media has 
positive effect to some extent on nutrition and 66.2% of them said that females are more 
positively affected than males while 68.1% of them said that older are more positively 
affected than young.  
Regarding to smoking, 21.8% of the students indicated that social media has highly 
harmful effect on smoking and 77.6% of the participants said that males are more 
positively affected than females while 59.8% of them said that older are more positively 
affected than young. These results differ with the study by Baskerville and his colleagues 
(2015), where the results indicate that the applications of social media have an effect and it 
complement the traditional way to quit smoking for adults who seek help to be able to quit 
smoking. When asked them about drugs, nearly one third of the participants (37%) said 
that it has some harmful effect and highly harmful effect, 66.4% of them said that males 
are more positively affected than females while 66.4% of them said that older are more 
positively affected than young. These results are consistent with the results of the Grund 
Study (2009) where he found that teens using social media are two or more times as likely 
to have tried tobacco, alcohol, or marijuana. 
About sleeping, nearly one third of the participants (30.8%) indicated that social media has 
some harmful effect and 42.8% of them said that females are more positively affected than 
males while 61.8% of them said that older are more positively affected than young. These 
findings are consistent with many studies, where Kelly and colleagues (2018) who showed 
that social media was associated with poor sleeping, other study for Levenson and 
colleagues (2016) showed that the increased use for social media leads to sleep 
disturbance. 
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Regarding to psychosocial, nearly one third of the participants (32.7%) indicated that 
social media has positive effect to some extent on psychosocial and 44.8% of the students 
said that females are more positively affected than males while 52.6% of them said that 
older are more positively affected than young. These results are in line with the Das study 
(2014), which showed that social media has a positive impact on people who avoid face to 
face communication where they can express their feelings without fear. 
When asked them about Health information seeking behavior, nearly half of the 
participants (51.4%) indicated that social media has positive effect to some extent on 
health information seeking behavior and 54.4% of the students said that females are more 
effected than males while 63% of them said that older are more effected than young 
(mean= 40.2). These results are consistent with a study conducted by Drescher and 
Hasselbach (2014), where the results showed that social media has a positive impact on 
Health information seeking behavior.  
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Table (‎4.14): Distribution of responses about the effect of the different social media applications on health behaviors themes    
Theme  
Facebook Twitter YouTube WhatsApp Instagram 
  Negative 
effect 
No 
effect 
Positive 
effect 
Negative 
effect 
No 
effect 
Positive 
effect 
Negative 
effect 
No 
effect 
Positive 
effect 
Negative 
effect 
No 
effect 
Positive 
effect 
Negative 
effect 
No 
effect 
Positive 
effect 
Physical 
Activity 
N 44 135 232 63 293 49 45 121 244 53 261 97 49 191 170 
% 10.7 32.8 56.4 15.6 72.3 12.1 11 29.5 59.5 12.9 63.5 23.6 12 46.6 41.5 
Nutrition  N 37 118 252 44 290 70 28 131 251 46 262 102 42 195 174 
% 9.1 29 61.9 10.9 71.8 17.3 6.8 32 61.2 11.2 63.9 24.9 10.2 47.4 42.3 
Smoking  N 89 173 146 74 275 49 83 194 128 62 286 58 76 252 81 
% 21.8 42.4 35.8 18.6 69.1 12.3 20.5 47.9 31.6 15.3 70.4 14.3 18.6 61.6 19.8 
Drugs N 86 185 136 74 281 45 68 214 127 65 291 53 72 255 82 
% 21.1 45.5 33.4 18.5 70.3 11.3 16.6 52.3 31.1 15.9 71.1 13 17.6 62.3 20 
Sleeping  N 170 131 107 100 252 48 153 148 109 121 235 55 139 189 83 
% 41.7 32.1 26.2 25 63 12 37.3 36.1 26.6 29.4 57.2 13.4 33.8 46 20.2 
Psychosocial N 94 158 151 66 266 66 82 176 154 73 243 93 80 208 119 
% 23.3 39.2 37.5 16.6 66.8 16.6 20.3 41.4 38.2 17.8 59.4 22.7 19.7 51.1 29.2 
Health 
information 
seeking 
behavior 
N 26 107 275 42 269 90 22 128 261 48 243 118 35 202 172 
% 6.4 26.2 67.4 10.5 67.1 22.4 5.4 31.1 63.5 11.7 59.4 28.9 8.6 49.4 42.1 
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Generally, table 4.14 shows, Youtube had positive effect on physical activity as reported 
by 59% of participants and on PSS (38.2%), while Facebook had the most positive effect 
on nutrition (61.9%), smoking (35.4%), drugs (33.4%) and Health information seeking 
behaviors (67.4%). However, Facebook had the most negative effect on sleeping (41.7%). 
As table 4.13shows, nearly half of the participants indicated that Facebook has positive 
effect on physical activity, and 59.5% of them said that YouTube has positive effect, while 
72.3%, 63.5%, and 46.6% of the students indicated that Twitter, WhatApp, and Instagram 
have no effect on physical activity respectively. These results are consistent with a study 
conducted by Joseph and colleagues (2015) where the findings of the study refer to the 
positive effect of Facebook in physical activity including decreased sedentary behavior, 
increased light- and moderate-lifestyle intensity physical activity, on the other hand these 
results are not consistent with a study conducted in Saudi Arabia, Al-Eisa and colleagues 
(2016), for female university students where the results showed that the instagram is an 
effective way to stimulate physical activity.  
In relation to the effect of social media on the nutrition, it was found that 61.9%, 61.2% of 
the participants said that Facebook and YouTube have positive effect on nutrition 
respectively while 71.8%, 63.9%, 47.4% of the students indicated that Twitter, WhatsApp, 
and Instagram have no effect on nutrition respectively. 
Regarding to smoking, the majority of the students indicated that all the applications have 
no effect on smoking. Of respondents, 37.5% said that Facebook have positive effect on 
psychosocial, these results are consistent with the study conducted by Nabi & So (2012), 
which refer to number of Facebook friends associated with stronger perceptions of social 
support, which in turn associated with reduced stress, and in turn less physical illness and 
greater well-being. In contrast, a study conducted by Kalpidou and colleagues (2011) 
referred that students who spend more time on Facebook and have more friends on 
Facebook have low self-stem. Nearly half of the students confirmed that other application 
have no effect on psychosocial. 
In relation to the effect of social media on sleeping, 41.7% and 37.3% of the students 
indicated that Facebook and YouTube have negative effect on sleeping respectively while 
63%, 57.2% and 47% of the students said that Twitter, WhatsApp and Instagram have no 
effect on sleeping respectively. These results are not consistent with a study conducted by 
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Ganasegeran and colleagues (2017), where the results showed that WhatsApp has a 
negative impact on sleep and that females are more affected than males.  
Regarding to the effect of social media applications on health information seeking behavior 
it was clear that 67.4% and 63.5% of the students indicated that Facebook and YouTube 
have positive effect on health information seeking behavior while 67.1%, 59.4%, 49.4% of 
the students indicated that Twitter, WhatsApp and Instagram have no effect on health 
information seeking behavior respectively. 
4.3 Inferential analysis  
4.3.1 Variations in having a current profile of social media applications  
Table (‎4.15): Differences in having Facebook profile by characteristic variables 
 
Variable  
Having Facebook profile 
X
6
 Sig Yes No Total 
No % No % No % 
Gender 
Male  180 91.8 16 8.2 196 100.0 
2.5 0.075 Female  187 87.0 28 13 215 100.0 
Total 367 89.4 40 10.6 411 100.0 
Residency 
North 81 95.3 4 4.7 85 100.0 
10.5 0.033 
Gaza 164 89.1 20 10.9 184 100.0 
Midzone 67 91.8 6 8.2 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 38 80.9 8 19.1 47 100.0 
Rafah 17 77.3 5 22.7 22 100.0 
Total  367 89.3 44 10.7 411 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 70 85.4 12 14.6 82 100.0 
8.3 0.080 
Islamic 123 95.3 6 4.7 129 100.0 
Palestine 40 85.1 7 14.9 47 100.0 
University college 
of applied science 
31 83.8 6 16.2 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 103 88.8 13 11.2 116 100.0 
Total  367 89.3 44 10.7 411 100.0 
Collage 
Health related 
colleges 
102 92.7 8 7.3 110 100.0 
4.5 0.336 
Science 58 82.9 12 17.1 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 135 90.0 15 10.0 150 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
53 88.3 7 11.7 60 100.0 
Other  2 9.5 19 90.5 21 100.0 
Total  44 10.7 367 89.3 411 100.0 
Table 4.15 shows that the percentage of males who having Facebook profile (91.8%) was 
higher than female (87.0%) counterparts. However, the differences between the two groups 
were not statistically significant (p value = 0.075). This could be attributed to the use of 
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social media in general and the possession of a profile on Facebook in particular, has 
become available to all and there were no differences between females and males and there 
is a consciousness in families that females have the right and freedom for using social 
media. The results of this study are consistent with the study conducted at Khartoum 
University by A'lamElhuda and Dimetry (2014) where they found that the males use 
Facebook more than females by (97.6%), (91.1%). Likewise, there were no statically 
significant differences between universities in having Facebook profile (P value= 0.080); 
however, Islamic University has the highest score (95.3%). 
Regarding colleges, it was clear that the health related colleges have the highest score in 
having Facebook profiles (92.7%) but there were no statically significant differences 
between them, (p value = 0.336). On the other hand, statically significant differences in 
having Facebook profiles were attributed to residency; chi square test shows that the 
statically significant differences occurred between governorates where North Gaza was the 
highest percentage in having Facebook profile (95.3%), this could be attributed to that 
there are no entertainment places, young people can spend their time. 
 
Table (‎4.16): Differences in having Instagram profile by characteristic variables 
 
Variable 
Having Instagram profile  
X
6
 
 
Sig Yes No Total 
No % No % No % 
Gender 
Male  116 59.2 80 40.8 196 100.0 13.8 0.001 
Female 164 76.3 51 23.7 215 100.0 
Total  280 68.1 131 31.9 411 100.0 
Residency 
North 56 56.9 29 34.1 85 100.0 2.1 0.712 
Gaza 121 65.8 63 34.2 184 100.0 
Midzone 54 74.0 19 26.0 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 33 70.2 14 29.8 47 100.0 
Rafah 16 72.2 6 27.3 22 100.0 
Total  280 68.1 131 31.9 411 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 54 65.9 28 34.1 82 100.0 3.6 0.457 
Islamic 90 69.8 39 30.2 129 100.0 
Palestine 31 66.0 16 34.0 47 100.0 
University college of applied science 21 56.8 16 43.2 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 84 72.4 32 27.6 116 100.0 
Total  280 68.1 131 31.9 411 100.0 
Collage 
Health related studies 75 68.2 35 31.8 110 100.0 6.7 0.151 
Science 53 75.7 17 24.3 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 96 64.0 54 36.0 150 100.0 
Economics and Administrative Sciences 45 75.0 15 25.0 60 100.0 
Other  11 52.4 10 47.6 21 100.0   
Total  280 68.1 131 31.9 411 100.0 
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Table 4.16 shows that the percentage of females who having Instagram profile (76.3%) 
was higher than males (59.2%) counterparts. There were statically significant differences 
between males and females in having Instagram profile (p value= 0.001). This could be 
attributed to the high privacy of the Instagram and thus the female use more freely, in 
addition to what is published on the Instagram is images and videos are more attractive to 
females than males. This result is consistent with Pew Research Center (2015), where 
revealed that women continue to be more likely than men to be Instagram users. 
On the other hand, Midzone has the highest percent in having Instagram profile (74.0%) 
but there were no statically significant differences between governorates (P value= 0.712). 
In term of universities, it was clear that Islamic university has the highest percent in having 
Instagram profile but also there were no statically significant differences between 
universities. On the other hand, the science colleges have the highest score (75.7%) but as 
other variables, there were no statically significant differences between colleges in having 
Instagram profiles (P value= 0.151).  
 
Table (‎4.17): Differences in trying to get health information from social media by 
characteristic variables  
 
Variable 
Trying to get health information from social media   
X
6 
 
Sig. A lot Some A Little None Total 
N % N %  % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 46 23.5 96 49.0 40 20.4 14 7.1 196 100 2.7 0.290 
Female  58 27.0 113 52.6 36 16.7 8 3.7 215 100 
Total 104 25.3 209 50.9 76 18.5 22 5.4 411 100 
Residency 
North 24 28.2 46 54.1 12 14.1 3 3.5 85 100 14.4 0.276 
Gaza 40 21.7 89 48.4 45 24.5 10 5.4 184 100 
Midzone 19 26.0 41 56.2 9 12.3 4 5.5 73 100 
Khanyounis 16 34.0 21 44.7 8 17.0 2 4.3 47 100 
Rafah 5 22.7 12 54.5 2 9.1 3 13.6 22 100 
Total 104 25.3 209 50.9 76 18.5 22 5.4 411 100 
University 
Al azhar 19 23.2 39 47.6 20 24.4 4 4.9 82 100 12.2 0.423 
Islamic 32 24.8 63 48.8 24 18.6 10 7.8 129 100 
Palestine 15 31.9 20 42.6 10 21.3 2 4.3 47 100 
University college 
of applied science 
12 32.4 19 51.4 3 8.1 3 8.1 37 100 
Al –Aqsa 26 22.4 68 58.6 19 16.4 3 2.6 116 100 
Total 104 25.3 209 50.9 76 18.5 22 5.4 411 100 
Colleges 
Medical 40 36.4 52 47.3 14 12.7 4 3.6 110 100 21.9 0.038 
Science 17 24.3 30 42.9 15 21.4 8 11.4 70 100 
Art and Humanities 26 17.3 88 58.7 29 19.3 7 4.7 150 100 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
15 25.0 29 48.3 13 21.7 3 5.0 60 100 
Other 6 28.6 10 47.6 5 23.8 0 0.0 21 100 
Total 104 25.3 209 50.9 76 18.5 22 5.4 411 100 
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Table 4.17 shows that the percentage of females who reported trying to get a lot of health 
information (27.0%) was higher than male (23.5%) counterparts. However, the differences 
between the two groups were not statistically significant (p value =0.29).  . Likewise, 
residency, university were not a reason to create differences in trying to have health 
information from social media. 
On the other hand, chi square test showed that there were statically significant differences 
between the collages in trying to get health information from social media (P value= 0.038 
> 0.05), here the health related colleges have the highest score (36.4%). This could be 
attributed to that their studies and interests are centered on health matters.  
Table (‎4.18): Differences in the effect of social media on health behaviors by 
characteristic variables 
 
Variable 
Effect of social media on health behaviors 
Total 
 
X
6
 
 
Sig. Positive No effect Negative 
N % N % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 102 52.0 68 34.7 26 13.3 196 100.0 
4.3 0.116 Female  90 41.9 89 41.4 36 16.7 215 100.0 
Total 192 46.7 157 38.2 62 15.1 411 100.0 
Residency  
North 40 47.1 33 38.8 12 14.1 85 100.0 
5.2 0.733 
Gaza 83 45.1 73 39.7 28 15.2 184 100.0 
Midzone 33 45.2 27 37.0 13 17.8 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 28 59.6 13 27.7 6 12.8 47 100.0 
Rafah 8 36.4 11 50.0 3 13.6 22 100.0 
Total 192 46.7 157 38.2 62 15.1 411 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 37 45.1 25 30.5 20 24.4 82 100.0 
22.5 0.004 
Islamic 46 35.7 60 46.5 23 17.8 129 100.0 
Palestine 25 53.2 17 36.2 5 10.6 47 100.0 
University college 
of applied science 
25 67.6 10 27.0 2 5.4 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 59 50.9 45 38.8 12 10.3 116 100.0 
Total 192 46.7 157 38.2 62 15.1 411 100.0 
Colleges 
Health related 
colleges 
60 54.5 37 33.6 13 11.8 110 100.0 
11.1 0.195 
Science 33 47.1 26 37.1 11 15.7 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 69 46.0 60 40.0 21 14.0 150 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
22 36.7 28 46.7 10 16.7 60 100.0 
Other 8 38.1 6 28.6 7 33.3 21 100.0 
Total 192 29.4 157 69.6 62 1.0 411 100.0 
Table 4.18 shows that the percentage of males who reported positive effect of social media 
on their health behaviors (52.0%) was higher than female (41.9%) counterparts. However, 
the differences between the two groups were not statistically significant (P value= 0.038). 
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This could be because they are in terms of age, thinking and study alike. Efforts to promote 
the positive effects of social media on health behaviors should target both males and 
females. Regarding to universities, Palestine University has the highest percentage (53.2%) 
in term of the positive effect of social media on their health behaviors. Findings show that 
there were statically significant differences between universities (P value= 0.004). As 
though, the findings refer that Khanyounis has the highest score (59.6%) but there were no 
statically significant differences in terms of residency between governorates in the positive 
effect of social media on their health behaviors (P value=0.733). Also, the results indicate 
that there were no statically significant differences between colleges in the positive effect 
of social media on student‟s health behaviors (P value= 0.195), but Health related colleges 
have the highest score (54.5%).  
Table (‎4.19): Differences in the value effect of social media on the health information 
by characteristic variables  
 
 
Variable 
The value of health information from 
social media 
 
Total 
 
 
X
6
 
 
 
Sig. Not Useful Somewhat 
useful 
Useful 
N % N % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 47 24.0 138 70.4 11 5.6 196 100.0 5.9 0.050 
Female  60 27.9 152 70.7 3 1.4 215 100.0 
Total 107 26.0 290 70.6 14 3.4 411 100.0 
Residency 
North 20 23.5 61 71.8 4 4.7 85 100.0 6.7 0.565 
Gaza 44 23.9 136 73.9 4 2.2 184 100.0 
Midzone 22 30.1 49 67.1 2 2.7 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 16 34.0 29 61.7 2 4.3 47 100.0 
Rafah 5 22.7 15 68.2 2 9.1 22 100.0 
Total 107 26.0 290 70.6 14 3.4 411 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 18 22.0 56 68.3 8 9.8 82 100.0 23.7 0.003 
Islamic 24 18.6 104 80.6 1 0.8 129 100.0 
Palestine 17 36.2 29 61.7 1 2.1 47 100.0 
University college of 
applied science 
12 32.4 23 62.2 2 5.4 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 36 31.0 78 67.2 2 1.7 116 100.0 
Total 107 26.0 290 70.6 14 3.4 411 100.0 
Colleges 
Health related 
studies 
31 28.2 75 68.2 4 3.6 110 100.0 
5.1 0.745 
Science 17 24.3 50 71.4 3 4.3 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 40 26.7 103 68.7 7 4.7 150 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
13 21.7 47 78.3 0 0.0 60 100.0 
Other 6 28.6 15 71.4 0 0.0 21 100.0 
Total 107 26.0 290 70.6 14 3.4 411 100.0 
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Table 4.19 shows that the percentage of males who reported that the health information 
from social media is somewhat useful (76.0%) was higher than female (72.1%) 
counterparts. However, the differences between the two groups were statistically 
significant (p value= 0.05). Likewise, for universities, there were a statically significant 
differences between universities, the Islamic university was the highest score (81.4%), (P 
value = 0.003). In term of the governorates, Khanyounis has the highest percent regarding 
to usefulness of the health information from social media (34.0%). However, there were no 
statically significant differences between governorates (P value= 0.565). Regarding to 
colleges, Health related studies colleges have the highest score regarding to the usefulness 
of the health information from social media (28.2%), this could be attributed to that health 
related colleges students through their studies they can distinguish between useful health 
information for them from social media. However, there were no statically significant 
differences between colleges (P value=0.745). 
Effects of social media on health behavior themes  
Table (‎4.20): Differences in the effect of social media on exercising by characteristic 
variables  
 
Variable 
The effect of social media on exercising  
Total 
 
X
6 
 
Sig. Decreased Same Increased I don’t 
Exercise 
N % N % N % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 38 19.4 110 56.1 36 18.4 12 6.1 196 100 8.0 0.046 
Female  33 15.3 108 50.2 44 20.5 30 14.0 215 100 
Total 71 17.3 218 53.0 80 19.5 42 10.2 411 100 
Residency 
North 16 18.8 48 56.5 16 18.8 5 5.9 85 100 10.4 0.575 
Gaza 33 17.9 95 51.6 36 19.6 20 10.9 184 100 
Midzone 12 16.4 42 57.5 11 15.1 8 11.0 73 100 
Khanyounis 8 17.0 25 53.2 10 21.3 4 8.5 47 100 
Rafah 2 9.1 8 36.4 7 31.8 5 22.7 22 100 
Total 71 17.3 218 53.0 80 19.5 42 10.2 411 100 
University 
Al azhar 12 14.6 46 56.1 17 20.7 7 8.5 82 100 14.5 0.270 
Islamic 27 20.9 68 52.7 21 16.3 13 10.1 129 100 
Palestine 7 14.9 20 42.6 11 23.4 9 19.1 47 100 
University college of 
applied science 
4 10.8 19 51.4 7 18.9 7 18.9 37 100 
Al –Aqsa 21 18.1 65 56.0 24 20.7 6 5.2 116 100 
Total 71 17.3 218 53.0 80 19.5 42 10.2 411 100 
Colleges 
Health related colleges 18 16.4 61 55.5 19 17.3 12 10.9 110 100 8.9 0.708 
Science 14 20.0 33 47.1 14 20.0 9 12.9 70 100 
Art and Humanities 25 16.7 80 53.3 28 18.7 17 11.3 150 100 
Economics and 
Administrative Sciences 
12 20.0 34 56.7 13 21.7 1 1.7 60 100 
Other 2 9.5 10 47.6 6 28.6 3 14.3 21 100 
Total 71 17.3 218 53.0 80 19.5 42 10.2 411 100 
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Table 4.20 shows that the percentage of females who reported that social media increases 
exercise (20.5%) was higher than males (18.4%) counterparts. The differences between the 
two groups were statistically significant (p value =0.046). This could be attributed to that 
females try to reach the ideal weight and slim body. Regarding residency, Rafah has the 
highest percentage (31.8%) that social media increase exercising. However the findings 
show that there were no statically significant differences between governorates (P value= 
0.575). 
In term of universities, Palestine University has the highest percentage (23.4%) that social 
media increase exercising. Also there were no statically significant differences between 
universities (P value= 0.270). In the term of colleges, Economics and Administrative 
Sciences colleges have the highest percentage (21.7%) that social media increase 
exercising and also there were no statically significant differences between colleges (P 
value= 0.708). 
Table (‎4.21): Differences in the effect of social media on eating habits by 
characteristic variables  
 
Variable 
Effect of social media on eating habits 
Total 
X
6
 Sig. Promoted Same 
Negative 
effect 
N % N % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 73 37.6 104 53.6 17 8.8 194 100.0 1.1 0.553 
Female  92 42.8 107 49.8 16 7.4 215 100.0 
Total 165 40.3 211 51.6 33 8.1 409 100.0 
Residency 
North 37 44.0 39 46.4 8 9.5 84 100.0 6.2 0.623 
Gaza 70 38.3 96 52.5 17 9.3 183 100.0 
Midzone 27 37.0 39 53.4 7 9.6 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 21 44.7 25 53.2 1 2.1 47 100.0 
Rafah 10 45.5 12 54.5 0 0.0 22 100.0 
Total 165 40.3 211 51.6 33 8.1 409 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 28 34.1 48 58.5 6 7.3 82 100.0 7.9 .439 
Islamic 53 41.1 66 51.2 10 7.8 129 100.0 
Palestine 18 38.3 25 53.2 4 8.5 47 100.0 
University college 
of applied science 
16 43.2 21 56.8 0 0.0 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 50 43.9 51 44.7 13 11.4 114 100.0 
Total 165 40.3 211 51.6 33 8.1 409 100.0 
Colleges 
Health related 
studies 
46 41.8 57 51.8 7 6.4 110 100.0 5.3 0.717 
Science 32 45.7 33 47.1 5 7.1 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 57 38.3 80 53.7 12 8.1 149 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
19 32.2 33 55.9 7 11.9 59 100.0 
Other 11 52.4 8 38.1 2 9.5 21 100.0 
Total 165 40.3 211 51.6 33 8.1 409 100.0 
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Table 4.21 shows that the percentage of females who reported that social media promoted 
eating habits (42.8%) was higher than male (41.3%) counterparts. However, the 
differences between the two groups were not statistically significant (P value =0.553). This 
could be attributed to the awareness among young people, whether male or female that 
there is need to improve the nutritional behavior in addition to easy access to information 
through social media. Social media should be used as a tool to improve the nutritional 
behavior of both males and females. 
Similarly, in terms of residency, despite that Khanyounis has the highest percentage 
(44.7%), there were no statically significant differences between governorates (P value= 
0.623). This could be attributed to the convergence of culture, and the similarity of 
economic conditions. For universities, Al Aqsa has the highest percent (43.9%) but also 
there were no statically significant differences between universities (P value=0.439). In 
term of colleges, science colleges have the highest score (45.7%) but there were no 
statically significant differences between colleges (P value=0.717). 
Table (‎4.22): Differences in the effect of social media on drug and substance abuse by 
characteristic variables  
 
Variable 
The effect of social media on drug and 
substance abuse 
 
Total 
 
X
6
 
 
Sig. 
Increase No Change Decrease 
Gender N % N % N % N %   
Male 86 43.9 76 38.8 34 17.3 196 100.0 2.8 0.246 
Female  98 45.6 92 42.8 25 11.6 215 100.0 
Total 184 44.8 168 40.9 59 14.4 411 100.0 
Residency  
North 35 41.2 38 44.7 12 14.1 85 100.0 6.2 0.619 
Gaza 85 46.2 74 40.2 25 13.6 184 100.0 
Midzone 32 43.8 33 45.2 8 11.0 73 100.0 
Khanyounis 24 51.1 15 31.9 8 17.0 47 100.0 
Rafah 8 36.4 8 36.4 6 27.3 22 100.0 
Total 184 44.8 168 40.9 59 14.4 411 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 45 54.9 30 36.6 7 8.5 82 100.0 2.9 0.113 
Islamic 56 43.4 56 43.4 17 13.2 129 100.0 
Palestine 24 51.1 13 27.7 10 21.3 47 100.0 
University college of 
applied science 
17 45.9 13 35.1 7 18.9 37 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 42 36.2 56 48.3 18 15.5 116 100.0 
Total 44.8 184 168 40.9 59 14.4 411 100.0 
College 
Health related 
colleges 
52 47.3 39 35.5 19 17.3 110 100.0 6.8 0.555 
Science 34 48.6 26 37.1 10 14.3 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 64 42.7 70 46.7 16 10.7 150 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
27 45.0 24 40.0 9 15 60 100.0 
Other 7 33.3 9 42.9 5 23.8 21 100.0 
Total 184 44.8 168 40.9 59 14.4 411 100.0 
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Table 4.22 shows that the percentage of females who reported that social media increase 
drug and substance abuse (45.6%) was higher than male (43.9%) counterparts. However, 
the differences between the two groups were not statistically significant (P value =0.246). 
For governorates, Khanyounis has the highest percentage (51.1%) regarding that social 
media increase drug and substance abuse. However, the differences between governorates 
were not statistically significant (P value =0.619). In the term of universities, Al Azhar 
University has the highest percentage (54.9%) regarding that social media increase drug 
and substance abuse, but there were no statically significant differences (P value = 0.113). 
For colleges, Science colleges have the highest score (48.6%), but there were no statically 
significant differences between them (P value =0.555). 
Table (‎4.23): Differences in skipping sleep hours due to the use of social media 
 
Variable 
Skipping sleep hours regarding social media  
X
6
 
 
Sig. Yes No Dk Total 
N % N % N % N % 
Gender 
Male 72 37.7 75 39.3 44 23.0 191 100.0 14.6 0.001 
Female  44 20.9 114 54.0 53 25.1 211 100.0 
Residency 
North 24 28.6 44 52.4 16 84 84 100.0 9.4 0.302 
Gaza 50 27.9 91 50.8 38 21.2 179 100.0 
Midzone 18 25.0 30 41.7 24 33.3 72 100.0 
Khanyounis 17 37.0 16 34.8 13 28.3 42 100.0 
Rafah 7 33.3 8 38.1 6 28.6 21 100.0 
Total 116 28.9 189 47.0 97 24.1 402 100.0 
University 
Al azhar 37 46.3 30 37.5 13 16.3 80 100.0 32.0 0.001 
Islamic 29 22.7 70 54.7 29 22.7 128 100.0 
Palestine 19 41.3 12 26.1 15 32.6 46 100.0 
University college of 
applied science 
12 34.3 15 42.9 8 22.9 35 100.0 
Al –Aqsa 19 16.8 62 54.9 32 28.3 113 100.0 
Total 116 28.9 189 47.0 97 24.1 402 100.0 
Colleges 
Health related studies 33 30.6 46 42.6 29 26.9 108 100.0 7.3 0.504 
Science 25 35.7 28 40 17 24.3 70 100.0 
Art and Humanities 36 25.0 75 52.1 33 22.9 144 100.0 
Economics and 
Administrative 
Sciences 
15 25.4 28 47.5 16 27.1 59 100.0 
Other 7 33.3 12 57.1 2 9.5 21 100.0 
Total 116 28.9 189 47.0 97 24.1 402 100.0 
Table 4.23 shows that the percentage of males who reported that social media increases 
skipping sleep hours (37.7%) was higher than females (20.9%) counterparts. The 
differences between the two groups were statistically significant (p value =0.001). This 
could be attributed to that males have greater freedom than females even at bedtime. 
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In the terms of residency, Khanyounis has the highest percentage (37.0%) in skipping sleep 
hours regarding social media, but there were no statically significant differences between 
governorates (P value=0.302). Al Azhar university has the highest score (46.3%) in 
skipping sleep hours using social media between universities. The results show that there 
were statically significant differences between universities (P value=0.001). For colleges, 
Science colleges have the higher percentage (35.7%) in skipping sleep hours using social 
media, but there were no statically significant differences between colleges (P value= 
0.504). 
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5 Chapter Five 
Conclusion and Recommendation 
5.1 Conclusion 
This study is carried out to explore the influence of social media on health behaviors 
among university students in the Gaza Strip.  It has been done using a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches in order to explore the effect of social media on 
physical activity, nutritional behaviors, health information seeking behaviors, smoking, 
drug and substance abuse and sleeping pattern. 
Findings show that the majority of the students own a mobile, many of them own a 
computer, in addition, they use ICT for text massages. Facebook and WhatsApp are the 
most common in use social media applications that are used for texting. Most of students 
have a profile on Facebook and Instagram. Respondents used social media more at 
evenings. Respondents mainly used social media for keeping in touch with friends.  More 
importantly, social media and the Internet are the most common sources for students to 
access health information; in particular, Facebook is the mostly accessed application for 
getting health information. 
The most interesting topics to access information about through media were nutrition and 
exercises. YouTube has been one of the most used applications for exercise, especially for 
females, and many reported that their eating habits have been promoted as a result of using 
social media.  This opens a window for using social media to impact health behaviors. 
Internet and social media are the main sources for university students to get health 
information because it is easy way, and saves time and money.  n the other hand, there are 
many barriers that face university students to get the health information they need. The 
main barriers face university students, the financial accessibility and not knowing where to 
go. Therefore, more efforts are needed to guide youth to the credible sources of 
information.   
The students confirmed that the social media has positive effect on their health behaviors, 
nearly half of respondents indicated that they had adapted positive health behaviors after 
using social media; in terms of changing their diets, nearly one third of the participants 
take enough time while eating, having meals regularly. On the other hand, half of 
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respondents quitted some bad behaviors after using social media. Social media motivates 
university students to improve their health behaviors, where nearly half of them said that 
their practices or perceptions about exercising are attributed to social media. Internet was 
the most common source for access information about nutrition followed by social media. 
Moreover, nearly one third of students get good advice on healthy eating from social 
media. Nearly half of them said that they changing dietary habits because of using social 
media, one third of them said that the information provided by other members of an 
application helps them in plan their food system, and they get good tips on how eat healthy 
food from an application and social media promoted their eating habits.  
At the negative side, social media has negative effect on sleeping, where it decreases the 
number of sleeping hours, hindering their academic achievement, and nearly half skipped 
sleeping hours because of using social media. These are important areas to focus on to 
optimize the use of social media 
Findings confirm that there is positive effect of social media on participants PSS. 
Additionally, many factors play a role like support of the members on their page have 
positive effect on participants, in addition the success of their friends on their account 
motivate them. On the other hand, one third of students consider themselves to be non-
interactive users, and confirmation of that more than half of them prefer to observe rather 
than to post. Nearly half of students agree with that social media reduces direct social 
communication. Because of the siege and isolation, social media can a play a role as a vent 
and a copying mechanism to address PSS challenges. While social media has no effect on 
smoking, nevertheless antismoking message is a good approach to combat smoking. 
Facebook is controversial it encourages smoking on one hand and it contributes to 
combating it on the other hand, all as reported by respondents. 
While, YouTube had positive effects on physical activity and on PSS, the Facebook had 
positive effect on nutrition, smoking, drugs and health information seeking behaviors. 
Ironically, Facebook had the most negative effect on sleeping. Policy makers need to 
consider these findings on how best to approach youth and adolescents.  
There were no differences between males and females on having a Facebook profile; in 
contrast, there are statically significant differences between male and females in having 
Instagram profile. There are no clear differences between females and males in relation to 
the influence of social media on their health behaviors, but females are affected more 
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positively than males with regard to nutrition. In contrast, males are more positively 
affected than females by the influence of social media on the exercise, smoking and drug, 
while females are more positively affected than males on sleeping and health information 
seeking behavior. These variations are important to consider when setting health promotion 
strategies. 
Findings of this study show that there were statically significant differences in having 
Facebook profiles between governorates; North Gaza was the highest percentage in having 
Facebook profile. Additionally there were statically significant differences between the 
collages in trying to get health information from social media; health related colleges have 
the highest score. Regarding to the value of health information from social media, there 
were statically significant differences between universities as the Islamic university has the 
highest score. The revealed variations are important to consider when designing health 
education programs.  
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5.2 Recommendations 
5.2.1 General Recommendations 
 Because university students have good access to social media, therefore it could be 
used as an effective strategy for health promotion and disseminating health related 
information. 
 The extensive rate of social media use among university students implies that 
health educators and clinicians can use the social media as a tool to communicate 
health related messages to meet the needs of this important category of the 
population.  
 The study points to important in appropriate behaviors such as inadequate exercise, 
unhealthy food, inadequate sleeping hours and substance abuse that require more 
focus by health promotion programs. 
 University students prefer using social media to get health related information 
rather than visiting a health provider therefore health services need to incorporate 
that in their health strategies in order to target this important category. 
 The effect of social media on health behaviors is generally positive especially on 
nutrition, exercising, health information seeking behavior, smoking cessation, 
psychosocial status, therefore policy makers can build on that by developing 
strategies that are made available on the web. 
 The use of social media doesn‟t go without drawbacks such as negative effects on 
sleeping and interactions with others; therefore more awareness is needed to 
enhance the optimum use of social media. 
5.2.2 Specific Recommendations 
 Different social media applications are used to access different kinds of 
information. It is important for health promotors to consider university students 
preferences and practices when designing and communicating health education 
messages.  
 The most commonly used applications are Facebook and Instagram, these 
applications need to be considered by health promotors when targeting university 
students 
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 Social media has a positive effect on exercise; therefore more efforts are needed to 
reinforce exercising. 
 Social media has a positive effect on promoting nutritional practices; therefore, 
more concentrated efforts to use social media as a tool to improve nutritional 
behaviors among young people. 
 Social media contributes to promoting psychosocial status, so concerned parties can 
address psychosocial vulnerabilities using social media including awareness, 
support group and learning life skills.  
 The dissemination of antismoking messages has a positive effect on combating 
smoking, therefore more is needed.  On the other hand, it is advised that policy 
makers monitor the smoking related materials that promote smoking.   
 Social media has a negative impact on sleep, so youth should be educated about the 
optimal use of social media 
 The study highlighted important significant variations in the use of social media 
and its impacts in reference to demographic and characteristics variables. These are 
important to consider when targeting young people. Health promotion strategies 
need to be tailored (not generic) in order to be effective. 
5.2.3 Recommendation for new area of research  
 A cross-sectional study regarding the influence of social media on the health 
behaviors among other categories including children, adolescents and adults is 
needed. 
 An in-depth study about the underlying reasons of choosing one particular program 
other than the other for accessing particular information is needed. 
 Since this study has targeted the general social media application, an in-depth study 
can be done on the specific social media platforms, such as Facebook or Twitter. 
 A study at the national level is needed to explore the effectiveness of social media 
on impacting health behaviors. 
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Annexes 
Annex (1): Calculation of Sample 
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Annex (2): Number of students representing the study population from the three 
universities 
University Name Number 
Percent from the theoretical 
population 
Islamic University 17951 31.9 
Al-Aqsa University 15380 27.3 
Al-Azhar University 11636 20.6 
Palestine University 6041 10.7 
University College of 
Applied science 
5232 9.3 
Total 56240 100 
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Annex (3): Distribution of sample size among the five universities 
University Name Number 
Islamic University 129 
Al-Aqsa University 116 
Al-Azhar University 82 
Palestine University 47 
University College of Applied science 37 
Total 411 
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 cibarA tnemurtsni yduts eht )4( xennA
 eht ni stnedutS ytisrevinU gnoma sroivaheB htlaeH no aideM laicoS fo ecneulfnI ehT
 pirtS azaG
 
 ػض٠ضٞ/رٟ اٌّشبسن:
 ، اٌمذط عبِؼخ فٟ ، طؾ١خ ئداسح ِغبس ، اٌؼبِخ اٌظؾخ فٟ اٌّبعغز١ش دسعخ ثشٔبِظ فٟ ؽبٌجخ ، اٌشد٠غٟ ٔبد٠ٓ أٔب
. غضح لطبع فٟ اٌغبِؼبد ؽلاة ث١ٓ اٌظؾٟ اٌغٍٛن ػٍٝ الاعزّبػٟ اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً رأص١ش ؽٛي ثؾض١خ دساعخ أعشٞ
 .اٌؼبِخ اٌظؾخ فٟ اٌّبعغز١ش دسعخ رؾم١ك ِزطٍجبد ِٓ عضء اٌذساعخ
 ، اٌّغزّغ فٟ ِّٙخ ٌّغّٛػخ اٌظؾ١خ اٌغٍٛو١بد ػٍٝ الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً رأص١ش ػٍٝ اٌزؼشف ئٌٝ اٌذساعخ رٙذف
 أْ ٠ّىٓ اٌزٟ إٌّبعجخ اٌظؾ١خ اٌغٍٛو١بد ٌزؾغ١ٓ رٛط١بد اٌذساعخ رمذَ ٚسثّب ، اٌغبِؼٟ اٌشجبة ِغّٛػخ ٟٚ٘
 .ٚاٌّّبسعبد اٌظؾ١خ اٌؾبٌخ ػٍٝ رٕؼىظ
 فٟ أٚ فشدٞ ثشىً ا٢خش٠ٓ ِغ ِمبثلاد ئعشاء ٚع١زُ خجشاره ؽٛي اعزج١بْ ًِء اٌذساعخ فٟ اٌّشبسوخ رزؼّٓ
 .اٌضّ١ٓ ٚلزه ِٓ دل١مخ 54 ؽٛاٌٟ الاعزج١بْ ًِء ٠غزغشق. ، خبؽئخ أٚ طؾ١ؾخ ئعبثبد رٛعذ لا. ِغّٛػبد
 ِشبسوزه أْ ئلا اٌّشبسوخ، ػذَ أٚ اٌّشبسوخ فٟ اٌؾك ٌذ٠ه ٚأْ ؽٛػ١خ اٌذساعخ ٘زٖ فٟ اٌّشبسوخ أْ ِٓ اٌشغُ ػٍٝ
 .ٌؾظخ أٞ فٟ الأغؾبة أٚ اٌّشبسوخ فٟ ؽش أٔذ. وج١ش ثزمذ٠ش رؾظٝ
 اٌزٟ اٌّؼٍِٛبد اعزخذاَ ٚع١زُ ، الإؽلاق ػٍٝ ارظبٌه عٙبد أٚ اعّه روش ٠زُ ٌٚٓ ، اٌغش٠خ ػٍٝ اٌؾفبظ ع١زُ
 اٌّشبسوخ ػٍٝ ِٛافمزه ػٍٝ أشىشن أْ أٚد ، أخشٜ ِشح. فمؾ اٌجؾش لأغشاع عزمذِٙب
 
 شــىـــــشا ٌؾغــــٓ رؼـــبٚٔىــــُ
 اٌجبؽضخ / ٔبد٠ٓ ثذساٌذ٠ٓ اٌشد٠غٟ
   اٌذ٠ّٛغشاف١خ ٚاٌّؼٍِٛبد اٌخٍف١خ. 1
  اٌشلُ اٌّزغٍغً:...............
 1 الاعُ  2 اٌؼّش 
 3 اٌغٕظ روش .1  . أٔضٝ2
شّبي  .1 .غضٖ2  . ِٕطمخ اٌٛعطٝ3  . خبٔ١ٛٔظ4  . سفؼ5
 غضح
ِىبْ 
 الالبِخ
 4
اٌؾبٌخ  أػضة .1 ِزضٚط .2  .ِطٍك3  .أسًِ4
 الاعزّبػ١خ
 5
عبِؼٗ .5
 الالظٝ
وٍ١خ اٌؼٍَٛ  .4
 اٌزطج١م١خ
عبِؼخ .3
 فٍغط١ٓ
اٌغبِؼخ  2
 الاعلاِ١خ
اٌغبِؼخ اٌزٟ  اعُ عبِؼٗ الاص٘ش .1
أذ ِغغً ؽبٌ١ب 
 ف١ٙب
 6
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. 4  . فْٕٛ 5  . ؽت اعٕبْ 6
 ػٍَٛ 
 7 اعُ اٌىٍ١خ   .ؽت1  .ط١ذٌخ2  .ِٙٓ طؾ١خ3
.غ١ش 31
 رٌه
. 21
 ؽمٛق
. 11
 ٕ٘ذعخ
. 01
 رّش٠غ
. 8  . رشث١خ9
صساػخ 
 ٚث١ئخ
. الزظبد 7
ٚػٍَٛ 
 اداس٠خ
.اٌغٕخ 6
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 ِضً ثٟ اٌخبص الاعزّبػ١خ اٌٛعبئؾ ِٛلغ ػٍٝ ئدخبي ئٔشبء 
 koobecaF
 طذ٠ك عذاس أٚ طفؾخ ػٍٝ اٌزؼٍ١مبد ٔشش 
 ٚٔشش ِشبسوخ ، اٌفٛس٠خ اٌّشاعٍخ ثبعزخذاَ سعبئً ئسعبي 
 ٚاٌّٛع١مٝ اٌف١ذ٠ٛ ِٚمبؽغ اٌظٛس
 اٌؼبئٍخ ِغ ارظبي ػٍٝ اٌجمبء 
 الأطذلبء ِغ ارظبي ػٍٝ اثك 
 اٌظؾ١خ ٚاٌمؼب٠ب اٌغ١بعخ ؽٛي ِؼٍِٛبد ػٓ اثؾش 
 أعٙضح ػٍٝ اٌغبس٠خ ٚالأؽذاس ٚاٌش٠بػخ ٚالاعزّبػ١خ
 اٌّؾٌّٛخ ٚاٌٙٛارف اٌىّج١ٛرش
 ٚاٌغ١بؽخ اٌغفش ِضً اٌخذِبد ؽٛي ِؼٍِٛبد ػٓ اثؾش 
 اٌط١شاْ ٚششوبد
 اٌجذٔ١خ ٚاٌٍ١بلخ ٚاٌغزاء اٌظؾخ ِؼٍِٛبد ػٓ اثؾش 
 اٌّٛػخ ارغب٘بد أؽذس ػٓ اثؾش 
 الإٔزشٔذ ػجش الأش١بء ششاء 
 اٌّشاعؼبد/  اٌّؾّٛي ٚاٌٙبرف اٌىّج١ٛرش/  اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب الشأ 
 اٌؼبِخ الأخجبس لشاءح 
 ؽذد ، رٌه غ١ش 
 _______________________________
 فٟ ف١ٙب رشبسن اٌزٟ الأٔشطخ ٔٛع ِب
 ػغ( الاعزّبػ١خ؟ اٌٛعبئؾ رطج١مبد
  )٠ٕطجك ِب وً ػٍٝ ػلاِخ
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.ِف١ذح اٌٝ ؽذ 2  .غ١ش ِف١ذح3
 ِب
 ػٍ١ٙب رؾظً اٌزٟ اٌظؾ١خ اٌّؼٍِٛبد رشٜ و١ف  .ِف١ذح1
 ِٓ اٌغٛش١بي ِ١ذ٠ب؟
 05
 أخفؼذ .1 .ٔفظ اٌشٟء2 .صادد3
 اٌظؾ١خ اٌخذِبد ٌّمذِٟ ص٠بساره ٚر١شح اطجؾذ و١ف
  الاعزّبػٟ؟ اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً ثؼذ
 15
 الاعزّبػٟ اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً اٌظؾ١خ اٌشػب٠خ ِمذِٟ اعزخذَ ، ِؼشفزه ؽغت  .ٔؼُ1  .لا2
  اٌّغزف١ذ٠ٓ ِغ ٌٍزفبػً
 25
.ثؼغ 2  65لا، ارا لا أزمً اٌٝ اٌغإاي 
 اٌشٟء
 ثؼذ اٌظؾ١خ اٌغٍٛو١بد ثزى١١ف لّذ ً٘  .ٔؼُ1
  اٌٛعبئؾ اعزخذاَ
 35
 45  ئٌٝ ِب لّذ ثٗ أشش ، ٔؼُ اٌغٛاة وبْ ئرا 
.ثؼغ 2  85لا، ارا لا أزمً اٌٝ اٌغإاي
 اٌشٟء
 ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ ثؼذ اٌغ١ئخ اٌغٍٛو١بد رشوذ ً٘  .ٔؼُ1
  الاعزّبػ١خ الاػلاَ
 55
 65  ئٌٝ ِب رشوذ أشش ، ٔؼُ اٌغٛاة وبْ ئرا 
 :إٌشبؽ اٌجذٟٔ ٚ طٛسح اٌغغُ  .5
و١ف رؼزجش ثٕ١خ   .ِٕبعت1  ِٕبعت ئٌٝ ؽذ ِب.2  .لٍ١ً عذا3  .وض١ش عذا4
 عغّه؟
 75
 ٔؼُ .1 .ٌغذ ِزأوذ2 .لا3 .لا اػشف4
 فٟ دًٚسا اٌجذٟٔ إٌشبؽ ٠ٍؼت ً٘
  اٌؼبِخ؟ طؾزه
 85
 ئٌٝ ار٘ت لا ئرا ، . لا4
 36 عإاي
.ِٓ ؽ١ٓ 2  .ٔبدسا3
 لاخش
 رّبسط ً٘  .ٔؼُ ثبٔزظبَ، وً.........1
 اٌزّش٠ٓ؟
 95
ً٘ ٕ٘بن ػلالخ ث١ٓ ِّبسعبره ٚرظٛساره ٚث١ٓ ٚعبئً   .ٔؼُ1  أو١ذ.ٌ١ظ 2  .لا3
 اٌزٛاطً الاعزّبػٝ؟
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.لا 4
 اِبسط
 لٍذ .1 .ٔفظ اٌشٟء2 .صادد3
 ػٍٝ الاعزّبػ١خ اٌٛعبئؾ رإصش و١ف
 رّش٠ٕه؟
 16
 اٌزٟ اٌجذٔ١خ اٌٍ١بلخ ؽغبثبد ػذد وُ .............................................
 رزبثؼٙب؟
 26
.ثؼغ 2  .دائّب3
 اٌٛفذ
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  .اٌظفؾخ
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  اٌغبِؼبد ٌطلاة اٌزذخ١ٓ
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  .اٌغبٔج١خ ٚآصبسٖ اٌزذخ١ٓ ؽٛي
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 ِٓ الاؽ١بْ
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 ِمبؽغ أٚ طٛس أٚ أعئٍخ أٚ رؼٍ١مبد ثٕشش ف١ٙب
 ِىبفؾخ ؽٛي أخشٜ ِؼٍِٛبد أٞ أٚ ف١ذ٠ٛ
 ػٓ الإللاع ، اٌّضبي عج١ً ػٍٝ( اٌزذخ١ٓ
 رغبٖ اٌغٍج١خ اٌّٛالف ، اٌزذخ١ٓ ؽظش ، اٌزذخ١ٓ
  ِذٚٔخ؟ ػٍٝ) اٌزذخ١ٓ ػ١ٛة أٚ ، اٌزذخ١ٓ
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 اٌزٟ اٌّشاد ػذد وُ ، اٌّبػٟ اٌشٙش فٟ  1 2 3 4 5
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 ػٍٝ) اٌّشب٘١ش رذخ١ٓ أٚ ، اٌزذخ١ٓ فٛائذ
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 ٚعبئً ػٍٝ رمؼ١ٗ اٌٛلذ ِٓ وُ  1 2 3 4 5
 ئٌٝ اٌز٘بة لجً الاعزّبػٟ اٌزٛاطً
 اٌفشاػ؟
 621
 اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً ف١ٙب رزفمذ ِشح وُ  1 2 3 4 5
 أْ لجً دل١مخ 03اٌـ فٟ الاعزّبػٟ
  اٌٍ١ً؟ فٟ رغفٛ
 721
.لا 3
 اػشف
 ِٔٛه ػٍٝ ع١ئ رأص١ش ٌٙب الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً أْ رؼزمذ ً٘  .ٔؼُ1  .لا2
 ئٌٝ اٌز٘بة لجً اٌف١ذ٠ٛ ِمبؽغ أٚ اٌشعبئً ِٓ وج١شح وّ١خ ثبعزخذاَ
 اٌفشاػ؟
 821
.لا 3
 اػشف
 ػ١ٕ١ه ػٍٝ ٠إصش وض١ًشا الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ أْ رؼزمذ ً٘  .ٔؼُ1  .لا2
  رمٍك؟ ٠غؼٍه اٌزٞ اٌؼظجٟ ٚٔظبِه
 921
 ثؼغ ٠ؼغ اٌزٞ فؼبٌ١خ الأوضش اٌزطج١ك ٘ٛ ِب  .ف١غجٛن1  . رٛ٠زش2  .أغزغشاَ3
 اٌغبٔج١خ ا٢صبس ؽٛي اٌف١ذ٠ٛ٘بد أٚ اٌٍّظمبد
  ِزأخش؟ ٚلذ فٟ ٌٍَٕٛ
 031
  . ٚارظ أة4  .٠ٛر١ٛة5  .ثٍٛعش6
.ثؼغ 2  .لا3
 الاؽ١بْ
.فٟ وض١ش ِٓ 1
 الاؽ١بْ
 اٌّؼٍِٛبد ثؼغ رغزخذَ اٌزٟ اٌزطج١مبد ِٓ أٞ فٟ رشبسن ً٘
  ٌٍّشبسو١ٓ؟ لإسعبٌٙب إٌَٛ ػٓ اٌطج١خ
 131
.3
 لا
.اٌٝ 2
 ؽذ ِب
.اٌٝ 1
ؽذ 
 وج١ش
 فٟ ٠ؼ١مه ِزأخش ٚلذ فٟ الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ أْ رؼزمذ ً٘
  الأوبد٠ّٟ؟ ئٔغبصن
 231
.3
 لا
.اٌٝ 2
 ؽذ ِب
.اٌٝ 1
ؽذ 
 وج١ش
 ػٓ ٠ؼٛله لذ ِزأخش ٚلذ فٟ الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ أْ رؼزمذ ً٘
  ٔشطخ؟ ثطش٠مخ ٠ِٛه ٚثذء ِجىشاً  الاعز١مبظ
 331
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.اٌٝ ؽذ 2  .لا3
 ِب
.اٌٝ ؽذ 1
 وج١ش
 إٌَٛ ػٓ ٠ؼٛله لذ الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ أْ رؼزمذ ً٘
  ِغز١مظًب؟ ٚ٠غؼٍه
 431
.اٌٝ ؽذ 2  .لا3
 ِب
.اٌٝ ؽذ 1
 وج١ش
 ئدِبًٔب رؼزجش اٌزٟ الاعزّبػ١خ الإػلاَ ٚعبئً رغزخذَ ً٘ ، ثشأ٠ه
  إٌَٛ؟ رغزط١غ لا ٠غؼٍه
 531
.اٌٝ ؽذ 2  .لا3
 ِب
.اٌٝ ؽذ 1
 وج١ش
 ٘برفه ِٓ الاعزّبػٟ اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ أْ رؼزمذ ً٘
 وفب٠خ ػذَ ثغجت ثبٌّشع رشؼش ٠غؼٍه ا٢خش٠ٓ ِٓ أٚ اٌّؾّٛي
  إٌَٛ؟ ٚلذ
 631
ؽذ .اٌٝ 2  .لا3
 ِب
.اٌٝ ؽذ 1
 وج١ش
 أعٙضح أٚ اٌّؾّٛي اٌٙبرف اعزخذاَ ً٘ ، ٔظشن ٚعٙخ ِٓ
 لا ٠غؼٍه ِّب ٚٚعٙه ػ١ٕ١ه ػٍٝ عٍجًب ٠إصش لذ ٌ١لا اٌىّج١ٛرش
  إٌَٛ؟ رغزط١غ
 731
.اٌٝ ؽذ 2  .لا3
 ِب
. اٌٝ ؽذ 1
 وج١ش
 831  الاعزّبػٟ؟ اٌزٛاطً ٚعبئً اعزخذاَ ثغجت إٌَٛ عبػبد رخطٟ ً٘
 فٛائذ ػٓ رزؾذس رطج١مبد أٞ ِغ اٌّؾّٛي ٘برفه فٟ رشبسن ً٘  . ٔؼُ1  .لا2
  ِٔٛه؟ رٕظ١ُ
 931
 ػٍٝ الاعزّبػ١خ اٌٛعبئؾ رإصش و١ف  .ص٠بدح1  .لا رغ١١ش2  .ٔمظٍٓ3
  ِضٍه؟ اٌشجبة ث١ٓ إٌَٛ ّٔؾ
 041
 أعئٍخ ػبِخ
 141  اٌزأص١ش  ِٓ ٘ٛ الاوضش رأصشا 
 الاطغش .1
 الاوش .2
 .اٚلاد1
 .ثٕبد2
رأص١ش 
ػبس 
 عذا
رأص١ش 
ػبس 
اٌٝ 
ؽذ 
 ِب
لا 
 رأص١ش
رأص١ش 
 ا٠غبثٟ
 ِب ؽذ ئٌٝ
رأص١ش 
 ا٠غبثٟ
 ؽذ اٌٝ
 وج١ش
  
   اٌجذٟٔ إٌشبؽ        
   اٌزغز٠خ        
  اٌزذخ١ٓ       
   اٌؼمبل١ش        
   إٌَٛ        
   اٌغٍٛن إٌفغٟ         
 عٍٛن اٌجؾش ػٓ        
 اٌّؼٍِٛبد
  خ١اٌظؾ
 
 
 
 
 
 421
 
  عٍٛو١بره ػٍٝ اٌزأص١ش ػٍٝ رأص١ًشا أوضش وبْ رطج١ك أٞ 
  عٍجٟ رأص١ش - 0 رأص١ش لا - 1 ئ٠غبثٟ رأص١ش - 2
 241 
   ف١غجٛن رٛ٠زش ٠ٛر١ٛة ٚارظ أة أغز١غشاَ ثٍٛعش
   اٌجذٟٔ إٌشبؽ       
   اٌزغز٠خ       
  اٌزذخ١ٓ      
   اٌؼمبل١ش       
   إٌَٛ       
   اٌغٍٛن إٌفغٟ       
 عٍٛن اٌجؾش ػٓ       
  خ١اٌظؾ اٌّؼٍِٛبد
 
 
  الاجتماعية الإعلام وسائل لاستخدام الزئيسية الإيجابية الآثار 341
 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
  الاجتماعية الإعلام وسائل لاستخدام الزئيسية السلبية الآثار 441
 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
 ؟ الصحية السلوكيات لتحسين كوسيلة الاجتماعية الإعلام وسائل تقتزحه لاستخدام الذي ما 541
 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
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Annex (5) the study instrument in English 
 The Influence of Social Media on Health Behaviors among  
University Students in the Gaza Strip 
Dear participant: 
I am Nadeen El Redaisi, a student at the Master Degree of Public Health program,-Health 
management Track, at Al Quds University, conducting a research study about the influence 
of social media on the health behavior among university students in the Gaza Strip. The 
study is part of the requirements for the fulfillment of the master degree of public health. 
The study aims to identify the effect of social media on health behaviors of an important 
group in the society, namely the university youth group, possibly the study provides 
recommendations for improving appropriate health behaviors which could be reflected on 
the health status and practices. 
Participation in the study involves filling an interviewed questionnaire about your 
experiences and other will be interviewed individually or in groups. There is no right or 
wrong answers, answer as you feel/perceive. Filling the questionnaire takes approximately 
45 minutes of your valuable time. 
Although participation in this study is voluntary and you have the right to participate or not 
to participate, your participation is highly appreciated.  You are free to participate or to 
withdraw at any moment. 
Confidentiality will be maintained, and your name and contacts will not be mentioned at 
all, and the information you will provide will only be used for the research purposes. 
Again, I would like to thank you for agreeing to participate. 
 
Nadeen El Redaisi 
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1. Background and demographic information 
1.Name ……………………… 2.sex 1-Male                 2-Female 3.Age ……… 
4.Residency 1.North Gaza 2.Gaza 3.Mid Zone 4.Khan Yonis 5.Rafah 
5.Marital status 1.Never married 2.Married 3.Divorced 4.widowed 
6.The name of university 
 that you are  currently 
 enrolled in 
1.Al azhar University 
 
2.Islamic 
 Universit 
3.Palestine 
university 
4.Universal college 
 of applied science 
5.Al –Aqsa 
University 
7.College 
 you  are 
 registered at 
1.Medicine 2.Pharmacy 3.Health science 4.Science 5.Arts and Humanities 6.Dentistry 
7.Economics and  
Administrative Sciences  
8.Agriculture and  
Environment 
9.E ucation 10.Nursing 11Engineering Law Other 
8.The academic year that you are 
currently enrolled in 
First 
year 
Second 
year 
Third year Fourth 
year 
Fifth 
year 
Sixth year 
 
     2. Socioeconomic information 
9 Family size …….. members 
10  Father‟s years of schooling …….. members 
11 Mother‟s years of schooling ........... year 
12 Father‟s Employment status  Not working Working intermittent Working full time 
Retired Working part time Others………….. 
13 Mother‟s Employment status  Housewife (not 
employed) 
Working intermittent Working full time 
Retired Working part time Others………….. 
14 The  average monthly household income from all sources                           ........... shekel 
15 Do you work besides studying? 1-Yes  sometimes       2- No 
16  What is your occupation?   
 
3.general social media use 
17 With regard to social media, how old 
were you when you First heard about 
social media 
……………….Years 
18 With regard to social media, how old 
were you when you First used social 
media 
……………….Years 
19  Do you have access to 
mobile phone? 
Yes, mine Yes, owned by someone No 
20 Do you have access to a 
computer? 
Yes, mine Yes, owned by someone No 
21 Do you used ICT for 
texting  
Yes, largely Sometimes Rarely 
22 Which program/application do you use 
to text? tick all that apply  
Facebook Twitter 
Whatsapp Instagram 
23 On which social media applications do 
you have a profile now? (You may tick 
more than one) 
Facebook Twitter YouTube 
Whatsapp Instagram Blogger 
24 What is the average amount 
 of time per day you  
spend on social media? 
 Facebook Whatsapp Twitter Instagram You 
Tube 
Blogger 
hour       
min       
25 What is the average amount of 
leisure/social time per day you spend 
face-to-face with others? 
_____hours _____minutes 
26 At what times are you most active on 
social media? 
Morning Afternoon Evening Any time, 
no pattern 
27 On which social 
media applications 
are you active on 
now? (You may tick 
more than one) 
 
 Usually 
active 
Sometimes  
active 
Occasionally 
active 
Not active 
 
Number 
of posts 
or things 
like that 
you 
apply 
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 Facebook  1 2 3 4 
Whatsapp      
Twitter      
Instagram      
You 
Tube 
     
Blogger      
28 What kind of 
activities do you 
participate on social 
media applications? 
(tick all those that 
apply)-read or not 
read? 
 
 Create an entry on my social media site like Facebook 
 Post comments on a friend‟s page or wall 
 Send messages using Instant Messaging (IM)Share & post photos, 
videos and music 
 Keep in touch with family 
 Keep in touch with friends 
 Look for information about policy, healthy, social issues, sport and 
current events on computers and mobile phones 
 Look for information on services like travel, tourism, airlines 
 Look for health, diet and fitness information 
 Look for the latest fashion trends 
 Buy things online 
 Read technology, computer and mobile phone news/reviews 
 Read general news 
 Follow any blogger 
 Other, specify _______________________________ 
29 When you use the 
social media what 
topics are you 
interested in? 
Products Services General chat Advice 
Healthy 
program 
Support groups Promotion & offers Other, 
specify……. 
30 How do you prefer to 
see content/outputs 
on social media as 
Videos Pictures Articles 
Blogs Other, specify……. 
31 Does social media 
inspire you to work 
out and live healthy 
lifestyles? 
Yes to high extent  To some extent  No  
 
Information Sources 
32 Do you visit sites or health centers to 
get information about health?  
Yes, 
regularly 
Sometimes Rarely Never 
33 Where do you get 
information about 
health?  
Health centers Social media Internet Private 
doctor 
Other 
spicify…  
34 Do youth like you in your community ever speak to doctors or nurses or 
other health care providers about concerns that they might have about 
growing up 
Yes No  DK 
35 Have you ever spoken to a doctor or a nurse or another health care 
provider about concerns that you might have? 
Yes No  
36 Have you ever spoken to a counselor or a therapist about how you are 
feeling? 
Yes No  
37 Usually after how many days of your sickness you go to health centers   ……… Never happened   
38 When you have illness, how 
you react 
Take treatment 
on your own 
responsibility 
Home treatment 
(Traditional) 
Consult the doctors 
Visit Health 
center 
Consult 
relatives 
Nothing Consult 
friends 
Other specify 
…………… 
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4.Health information seeking behavior: 
39 Have you tried to get any health information 
from social media for yourself? 
A lot Some A little None 
40 What are the 
most common 
source that you 
get information 
about health and 
lifestyle? 
Facebook Whatsapp Twitter Instagram YouTube Blogger 
41 How good is the value of information that 
you get through social media? 
Useful Somewhat useful Harmful 
42 How social media has affected your health 
behaviors?  
Positive effect No effect Negative effect 
Information seeking barriers: 
43 Do you face barriers to get 
the health information you 
want?  
yes to high extent yes to some extent No 
44 If yes in the previous 
question, please what are the 
barriers you face? 
not knowing where to 
go 
financial 
accessibility 
staff not cooperative 
not having the resources social 
restriction 
Other, specify  
45 Do you have any idea about the 
centers/providers  from which you 
can access health information 
Yes sure to some extent No 
46 When was the last time that you approached a 
health provider to get information?  
…………………………………… 
47 What is the topic that you 
get information about it 
more? 
physical activity Nutrition smoking 
psychosocial drugs Sleeping  Others 
specify….. 
48 How do you regard the health information that you 
obtain from the provider? 
useful somewhat 
useful 
not useful 
49 With regard to usefulness, 
which is better in term of 
seeking information  
seeking 
health 
providers 
social media no 
differences 
Depends on the 
topic 
50 How do you regard the health Information  
you obtain from the social media?  
Not useful somewhat 
useful 
useful 
51 How the frequency of your visits to 
health providers has changed after social 
media  
decreased same increased 
52 According to your knowledge, do health providers use social 
media to interact with beneficiaries  
Yes No 
53 Have you adapted healthy 
behaviors after using media 
Yes, many some No, if no go to Q56 
54 If yes indicate which behavior  …………………………………. 
55 Have you quitted bad 
behaviors after using social 
media  
Yes, many some No, if no go to Q58 
56 If yes indicate which behavior  …………………………………… 
 
5.Physical Activity and body image: 
57 How do you regard your body built? Suitable Fairly suitable Too little Too much 
58 Does physical activity play a role in 
your overall health?                     
Yes Not sure No DK 
59 Do you practice exercise  yes regularly –every 
------------ 
occasionally rarely No, if no go to Q 
63 
60 Do you attribute your practices or 
perceptions to the use of social media? 
Yes Not sure no 
61 How does social media 
affect your exercising? 
decreased same increased I don‟t exercise  
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62 How many fitness accounts do you follow? …………………………….. 
63 Do you add post fitness relating to content on your social 
media accounts (body care, pictures of food, videos of 
workout routine) 
never sometimes usually 
64 do you compare your body with those you see on social 
media 
yes no never thought 
about that 
65 You like to compare your body with fitness models 
more than supermodels and celebrities? 
yes no never thought 
about that 
 
6.Nutritional behavior: 
66 Do you follow a balance diet? yes No, if no go to Q63 
67 Is using the balance diet attributed to using social 
media? 
Yes No  
68 Have you changed any dietary habits because of using 
social media 
yes No, if no 
go to Q65 
DK, , if no 
go to Q65 
69 The change you do as a result of 
using social media is  
Take enough time 
while eating 
Have meals 
regularly 
Skip any main 
meal 
Have breakfast eat or avoid fast food Snaking 
70 What sources do you use to have 
information about nutritional 
behavior 
Health center Internet Social media 
  Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
71 I find out valuable dietary 
information on an application 
     
72 If you have a question related to 
food habits, you can usually find the 
answers on an application. 
     
73 The information provided by other 
members of an application helps you 
plan your food system. 
     
74 You get good tips on how to eat 
healthy food from an application. 
     
75 If you have a weight related question 
you want to answer, you will post a 
question on an application to get a 
response.  
     
76 Do you know an application that helps you understand which foods you 
should and shouldn‟t eat? 
yes no 
77 How does social media affect your eating habits? promoted same Negative effect 
 
 
7.Psychosocial and socialization 
78 How do you describe your PSS status? Good  neutral Not good 
79 Where do you seek PSS information? Health centers Internet Social media 
80 When was the last time you access PSS information about?  ……………………….. 
81 How good are you in finding information 
about psychosocial? 
useful Somewhat 
useful 
harmful 
82 How using social media affects on your PSS status? prompted sam
e 
Negative effect 
 Question Very rarely   rarely   sometimes often Very often        
83 You feel that members of this 
page care about you as  and they 
are related to what you have? 
     
84 You gain a feeling of acceptance 
from using an application. 
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85 Seeing the success of others on 
this page helps me stay on my 
weight loss program and fitness 
     
86 You prefer to observe rather than 
post messages on this page. 
     
87 You would classify yourself as an 
interactive user of this page. 
     
88 You do not interactively 
communicate on this page as you 
have nothing to contribute. 
     
89 It‟s easy to take things the wrong 
way during social networking. 
     
90 People cannot effectively solve 
problems using social networking 
     
91 Social networking has made a 
positive impact on society 
     
92 Social networking makes 
friendships stronger 
     
93 How much are you  in agreement 
with the argument that people who 
rely on social networking are less 
interactive with others 
     
 
8.Smoking 
94 Do you currently smoke? yes No  
95 Is this attributed in any way to social media? to high extent to some extent No  
96 How does social media affect smoking 
among youth? 
increased same decreased 
97 Have you ever accessed any anti-smoking 
message? 
Yes  No, if no go to Q98 
 Anti-smoking messages on 
social media  
SD D N A SA 
98 Providing useful information      
99 Easy to understand      
100 Fear Message is effective      
 what is your perspectives about disagree DK agree 
101 Media teaches different ways of smoking to its audience    
102 Media uses different models to teach smoking to university 
students 
   
103 Media shows social importance of smoking    
104 Media promotes discussion among university students about 
smoking and its side effects. 
   
 Expression and Reception  Very 
rarely   
rarely   sometime
s 
often Very 
often        
105 In the last month, how often have you posted 
comments, questions, pictures, videos, or other 
information about antismoking (e.g., quit 
smoking, smoking ban, negative attitudes toward 
smoking, or disadvantages of smoking) on a 
blog? 
     
106 In the last month, how often have you seen or 
heard comments, questions, pictures, videos, or 
other information about antismoking (e.g., quit 
smoking, smoking ban, negative attitudes toward 
smoking, or disadvantages of smoking) on a 
blog? 
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107 In the last month, how often have you posted 
comments, questions, pictures, videos, or other 
information about pro smoking (e.g., tobacco 
advertisement, cool images of smoker, benefits 
of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a blog? 
     
108 In the last month, how often have you seen or 
heard comments, questions, pictures, videos, or 
other information about pro smoking (e.g., 
tobacco advertisement, cool images of smoker, 
benefits of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a 
blog? 
     
109 Which of the applications that you use more in 
pro  smoking message (e.g., tobacco 
advertisement, cool images of smoker, benefits 
of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a blog? 
Facebook Twitter Instagram 
Whatsapp YouTube Blogs 
110 Which of the applications that you use more in 
antismoking message (e.g., tobacco 
advertisement, cool images of smoker, benefits 
of smoking, or celebrity smoking) on a blog? 
Facebook Twitter Instagram 
Whatsapp YouTube Blogs 
 
9.Drugs 
111 Do you take any drugs that make you feel 
better? 
yes No, if no go to Q 117 
112 If yes, who prescribed it…………………………………….. 
113 Do you know anyone similar to you in age who is taking drugs to feel 
happy?  
yes no 
114 How does the use of media affect on the drug taking 
substance abuse in Gaza? 
increased same decreased 
115 Which of the social media applications that 
you follow have more effectiveness in 
avoiding taking drugs? 
Facebook Twitter Instagram 
Whatsapp YouTube Blogs 
116 Have you ever participated in any applications that support avoiding 
you of taking any types of drugs? 
yes no 
117 How many applications in the last 30 days that used to avoid taking drugs?   ……………….. 
118 Do you think that the use of social media in Gaza effect on youth like you 
to prevent them from the use of drugs?  
yes no DK 
119 Do you think that the use of social media attributes in increasing in drug 
abuse?  
yes no DK 
120 While at university, have you ever studied any university subjects that 
show the influence of social media on avoiding university students from 
drugs? 
yes no 
121 What kind of information about drugs do 
you seek on social media applications? 
Kinds of drugs Other thing nothing 
Articles about drugs Side effect of drugs 
 
10.Sleeping 
122 How many hours do you sleep every day?   ……………………. 
123 After using social media, how are your sleeping hours 
getting? 
increased same decreased 
  very rarely rarely   someti
mes   
often Very often        
124 How tired do you feel generally on a 
given day? 
     
125 How likely are you to experience 
sleep disturbances? 
     
126 How much time do you spend on 
social media just before going to 
bed? 
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127 How frequently do you check social 
media in the 30 minutes before 
falling asleep at night? 
     
128 Do you think that social media has bad effect on your sleeping by 
using a big amount of messages or videos before you go to bed?  
yes sometimes no 
129 Do you think that using social media a lot, affects on your eyes and 
your nerve system that makes you worry?  
yes no DK 
130 Which is the most effective application that puts 
some posters or videos about the side effects of going 
to sleep late? 
Facebook Twitter Instagram 
Whatsapp YouTube Blogs 
131 Do you share at any applications that use some medical 
information about sleeping to send them for participants? 
many 
times 
sometimes no 
132 Do you think that using social media at a late time 
hinders you in your academic achievement?  
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No  
133 Do you think that using social media late may hinder you 
to get up early and start your day in an active way? 
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No  
134 Do you think that using social media may hinder you 
going to sleep and make you awake? 
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No  
135 In your opinion is using social media consider as an 
addiction which makes you can‟t go to sleep? 
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No  
136 Do you think that using social media from your mobile or 
others make you feel illness because of inadequate time 
of sleeping? 
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No 
137 In your point of view, is using the mobile or computers at 
night may affect negatively on your eyes and face that 
makes you can‟t go to sleep? 
To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No 
138 Do you skip sleep hours because of using social media? To high 
extent 
To some 
extent 
No 
139 Do you share in your mobile with any applications that talk about the 
benefits of organizing your sleeping? 
yes No 
140 How do social media affect the sleep pattern among 
youth like you? 
increased same decreased 
 
General Questions 
143 Domain Effect Who is more 
affected 
  Positive 
effect to high 
extent 
Positive 
effect to 
some extent 
No 
effect 
Some 
harmful 
effect 
Highly 
harmful 
effect 
1-Boys 
2-Girls 
1Younger 
2-Older 
 Physical 
Activity 
       
 Nutrition         
 Smoking         
 Drugs         
 Sleeping         
 Psychosoci
al 
       
 Health 
information 
seeking 
behavior 
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144  Which application was more influential on impacting you behaviors  
2-positive effect              1- no effect        0- negative effect  
  Facebook YouTube Whatsapp Twitter Instagram Blogs 
 Physical Activity            
 Nutrition             
 Smoking             
 Drugs             
 Sleeping             
 Psychosocial            
 Health 
information 
seeking behavior 
           
 Others             
 
145. Main positive effects of using social media is on 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
146. Main negative effects of using social media is on  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
147. To use social media as a vehicle for improving health behaviors what do you suggest? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Annex (6) Focus group for university students 
Introduction  Tell me about yourself and your family 
(probe for: age, number of living, 
education level, living place, economic 
status). 
When did you start to use social media? 
Why at this age? What do you think about 
the use of social media on the future 
regarding the starting age and about the 
coming generation? 
How do university students use social 
media in their daily lives? on what they 
focus   
From where they got health information 
How they use media to access information, 
what are the gaps in that  
First part  What are the impacts of social media on 
the behavior change of university 
students? 
For example, what do you think about the 
effect of social media on smoking? 
Second Part What are the risks that come with use of 
social media among university students? 
Do students have the freedom to use social 
media at any time? 
Is there a difference in the use of social 
media based on gender? 
Third part  How good the value of information that 
you get through social media?  
What‟s your opinion about that 69% of the 
students said that the value of the 
information get through social media is 
somewhat useful? 
Fourth  part  Have you change any behavior because of 
using social media? Give me example 
How did your nutrition and physical 
activity affected by using the social 
media?  
What is the most application you use to get 
information about health behavior? 
Fifth  part  How does social media affect smoking, 
drugs and psychosocial status about 
university students? 
Sixth  part  What should we do to benefit from the use of 
social media to improve the health behavior? 
by government, families, universities, 
associations, students universities themselves 
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Annex (7) KII questions 
Part one What do you think about the use of social 
media in general? 
Part two What do you think about the benefits of 
social media?  
For example how can the social media 
help in the health education process in the 
future? 
Part three What do you think about the role of social 
media and health education department in 
student‟s behaviors improvement? On 
nutrition, physical activity, smoking, 
drugs, psychosocial status, sleeping and 
health seeking behavior.  
How feasible using media in promoting 
youth health? 
Which programs can be implemented and 
what these should address  
Part fourth What are the risks that come with use of 
social media especially on university 
students? 
Part fifth How we can utilize media to promote 
youth health?  
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Annex (8) An official letter of approval from Helsinki Committee in the Gaza Strip 
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Annex (9) Universitisies Approval 
  
138 
 
  
139 
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Annex (10) List of arbitrators  
 Name  
1. Dr. Yehia Abed 
2. Dr. Bassam Zaqout 
3. Dr. Yousef Al Jeish  
4. Dr. Mueen Karreri 
5. Dr. Majed Turban 
6. Eman Abu hamra 
7. Mahmoud Al Kahlout  
8. Itimad Abu Ward 
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 دراسة حول تأثير مواقع التواصل الاجتماعي على السلوك الصحي لطلاب الجامعات بقطاع غزة
 : نادين بدرالدين الرديسياعداد
 اشراف: د بسام ابو حمد
 ملخص الرسالة
الناس بشكل عام وطلاب  نظر وجيات عمى التأثير في ميًما دوًرا الحاضر الوقت في الاجتماعي التواصل وسائل تمعب
 عمى تؤثر مكثفة معمومات  توفير خلال من لمكثير اليومية الحياة من ميًما جزًءا وتعتبر الجامعات بشكل خاص,
 وسموكياتيم, وتسييميا لمتواصل ما بين الناس و ىي تعتبر نافذة لقطاع غزة الى العالم الخارجي. الناس تفاعلات
 الهدف من الدراسة
, السموكيات الصحية التي تضمنتيا  الجامعة لطلاب الصحية السموكيات عمى الاجتماعي التواصل وسائل تأثير تحديد 
 الدراسة< ممارسة الرياضة, السموك التغذوي, سموك البحث عن معمومات صحية, التدخين, العقاقير و النوم.
و كان من اىداف ىذه الرسالة تقييم مساىمة مواقع التواصل الجتماعي عمى السموكيات الصحية لطلاب الجامعات, 
الايجابية و السمبية لمواقع التواصل الجتماعي عمى السموك الصحي, بالاضافة الى والتعرف عمى كل من المساىمات 
 وضع توصيات لتطوير دور مواقع التواصل الاجتماعي لتحسين السموك الصحي لطلاب الجامعات.
 منهجية الدراسة
اجراء مقابلات شخصية مع من خلال  الكمي الأول الجزء في .والكيفي الكمي التثميث بطريقة الدراسة ىذه أجريت وقد
عام  64الى  :4طالب  تتراوح أعمارىم ما بين  446شمل مجتمع الدراسة عمى ,  الطلاب لتعبئة الاستبانة المخصصة
حيث تم  جامعة فمسطين و الكمية الجامعية لمعموم التطبيقية من الجامعة الإسلامية, جامعة الأقصى وجامعة الازىر,
 ار الجامعات المشاركة والطلاب المشاركين من كل جامعة.استخدام عينة عشوائية لاختي
ست مجموعات بؤرية لمنقاش مع طلاب  بإجراء الباحث جزئين, حيث قيام من النوعي وىو الثاني الجزء تكون بينما
الجامعات, حيث اجرى ثلاث مجموعات مع الاناث, و ثلاث اخرى مع الذكور, تم اختيارىم بحيث كانوا من كميات 
و مستويات مختمفة من سنوات الدراسة. الجزء الاخر من الطريقة النوعية, قام الباحث باجراء مقابلات رسمية  مختمفة
 مع مسئولين بالتعميم الصحي و مسئولين بقسم مواقع التواصل الاجتماعي.
ات, الترددات حيث أجريت التوزيع SSPS(تم تحميل البيانات باستخدام الحزمة الإحصائية لمعموم الاجتماعية ( وقد
 erauqS-ihCجداول, كما حسبت النسب المئوية المتوسطة والعامة والجداول المتقاطعة واستخدامالوالنسب المئوية, 
 العلاقات بين المتغيرات. لإيجاد
 نتائج الدراسة
لإرسال  koobecaF ٪ منيم يستخدمون8.47٪ من المشاركين يمتمكون ىاتًفا محموًلا , 4.:;أظيرت النتائج أن 
٪, 3.98((,  margatsnI متبوًعا بـ koobecaF الرسائل النصية. التطبيق الأكثر استخداًما من ِقبل المستجيبين ىو
, عمى التوالي. ما يقرب من نصف المشاركين ينشطون عمى وسائل التواصل الاجتماعي في المساء. غالبية  ٪)1.86(
 .٪) :.4:مبقاء عمى اتصال مع الأصدقاء (المشاركين يستخدمون وسائل التواصل الاجتماعي ل
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٪) كمصـدر شـائع لمحصـول عمـى ;.45٪) والوسـائط الاجتماعيـة (7.65تسـتخدم نسـبة كبيـرة مـن المشـاركين الإنترنـت (
المعمومـات الصـحية. قـام مـا يقـرب مـن نصـف المشـاركين بالوصـول إلـى المعمومـات المتعمقـة بالصـحة ونمـط الحيـاة مـن 
ل , قـال نصـف المشـاركين إن وسـائل التواصـل الاجتمـاعي ليـا جثـار إيجابيـة عمـى سـموكياتيم وبالمثـ koobecaF خـلال
٪),  76الصــحية. يعتبــر النشــاط البــدني والتغذيــة أىــم الموضــوعات الصــحية التــي يبحــث المشــاركين معمومــات عنيــا (
 ٪) عمى التوالي. 5.64(
السـموكيات الصـحية بعـد اسـتخدام وسـائل التواصــل  ٪ مـن المشـاركين قـاموا بتكيــف بعـض 67اظيـرت النتـائج ايضـا ان 
٪ مــــنيم تركــــوا بعــــض الســــموكيات الســــيئة بعــــد اســــتخدام وســــائل التواصــــل  ;.;6الاجتماعيــــة و عــــلاوة عمــــى ذلــــك , 
٪ مــن المشــاركين أن وســائل التواصــل الاجتمــاعي كــان ليــا  5..6الاجتمــاعي. فيمــا يتعمــق بالســموكيات التغذويــة , قــال 
 .ى عاداتيم الغذائيةتأثير إيجابي عم
٪) 5.55٪) والوسـائط الاجتماعيـة (5.56, تـم اسـتخدام الإنترنـت ( )SSP( والاجتمـاعي يالنفسـي سـموكيمـا يتعمـق بال
٪ أن وسـائل التواصـل الاجتمـاعي  6.;5من بين المشـاركين , قـال  SSP أيًضا لموصول إلى المعمومات ذات الصمة بـ
 .والاجتماعي يالنفسي سموكبالعززت قد 
٪) 6.67٪) مـع تـأثير أكبـر لثنـاث (6.47السموك الصحي الأكثر تأثًرا ىو سموكيات البحث عن المعمومـات الصـحية (
 .٪)58وخاصة بين كبار السن (
حيـث  margatsnI أظيـرت النتـائج أن ىنـاك فـروق ذات دلالـة إحصـائية بـين الـذكور والإنـاث فـي وجـود ممـف تعريـف
 ٪).4.;7أعمى من الذكور ( )3.67%( margatsnI  ممف تعريفكانت نسبة الإناث اللائي لديين 
و قـد اظيـرت النتـائج ان الفيسـبوك ٪ فقط من المشاركين بأن وسائل التواصل الاجتماعي قممـت مـن التـدخين. 7.;4أفاد 
٪). قــال 6.98فــي محاربتــو ( ٪) وفــي الوقــت نفســو ســاعد5.48التــدخين ( يمعــب دوريــن فــي التــدخين, مــن جيــة يحفــز
 .٪ فقط من المشاركين أن وسائل التواصل الاجتماعي تقمل من تعاطي المخدرات5.64
أن وسائل التواصـل الاجتمـاعي تقمـل مـن سـاعات النـوم , وأشـار  المشاركين فيما يتعمق بالنوم , قال ما يقرب من نصف
٪ مــن المشــاركين  4..7لتواصــل الاجتمــاعي , وافــق ٪ إلــى أنيــم يتخطــون ســاعات النــوم بســبب اســتخدام وســائل ا 96
 .عمى أن استخدام وسائل التواصل الاجتماعي في وقت متأخر يعوق التحصيل الدراسي
بينمـا  ,٪)4.:5(  SSP ٪ مـن المشـاركين وعمـى;7تأثير إيجابي عمى النشاط البدني كمـا ذكـر  ebutuoY كان لموقع
سـموك  ٪) و6.55٪) والعقـاقير (6.75٪) والتـدخين (;.48التـأثير الأكثـر إيجابيـة عمـى التغذيـة ( koobecaF كـان لــ
التــأثير الأكثــر ســمبية عمــى النــوم  koobecaF ٪). ومـع ذلــك , كــان لموقــع 6.98المعمومــات الصــحية (البحــث عــن 
 .٪)9.46(
 صــانعي عمــى ويجــب , الصــحي التثقيــف فــي منيــا الاســتفادة مــن الممكــن جيــدة أداة الاجتمــاعي التواصــل وســائل تعتبــر
اســتخداميا و اســتغلاليا الاســتغلال الامثــل لتحســين الســموكيات الصــحية لطــلاب  لتحســين بــرامج عمــى العمــل السياســات
الجامعــات, و قــد اظيــرت النتــائج ان الفيســبوك ىــو اكثــر التطبيقــات اسـتخداما لــذلك يتوجــب عمــى القــائمين عمــى البــرامج 
 يق لتحقيق اىدافيم.استخدام ىذا التطب
 
